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Kingdom ~i ~audi Arabia
Ministry of Defense and Aviation
Presidency of Civil Aviation

Jeddah, Saudi Arabia

Saudi Arabian Airlines
L-IOll, HZ-AUK, Flight 163

Riyadh, Saudi Arabia
August 19, 1980

SYNOPSIS

About 1808 GMT on August 19, 1980, Saudi Arabian Air-
lines, Flight 163, a Lockheed L-IOll TriStar, departed Riyadh,
Saudi Arabia enroute to Jeddah, Saudi Arabia. Flight 163 return-
ed to Riyadh after an uncontrolled fire developed in the C-3 car-
go compartment of the aircraft. The flight landed at about 1836
and then taxied clear of the runway and came to a stop on an ad-
jacent taxiway.

While parked on the taxiway, the aircraft was des-
troyed by the fire and the three hundred and one persons on
board the flight were killed. •

The Presidency of Civil Aviation determines that the
probable cause of this accident was the initiation of fire in
the C-3 Cargo compartment. The source of ignition of the fire is
undetermined.

Factors contributing to the final fatal results of
this accident were (1) the failure of the Captain to prepare the
cabin crew for immediate evacuation upon landing, and his fail-
ure in not making a maximum stop landing on the runway with imme-
diate evacuation, (2) the failure of the Captain to properly ~ti-
lize his fligbt crew throughout the emergency (3) the failure of
CjFjR headquar.tersmanagement personnel to insure that its perso-
nnel had adequate equipment and training to function as required
during an emergency.
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At 1332 GMT lion 19 August 1980, Lockheed L-IOll,
HZ-ARK, owned and operated by Saudi Arabian Airlines (Saudia),
departed Karachi, Pakistan. It was operating as Saudia Flight
No. 163 (SV163) enroute to Jeddah, Saudi Arabia, with a schedul-
ed intermediate stop at Riyadh, Saudi Arabia.

1.1

1. FACTUALINFORMATION

History of the Flight
[

I:

The two hours and thirty four minutes flight from
Karachi to Riyadh was uneventful. The aircraft landed at Riyadh
at 1606. All passengers then disembarked 101 i th their carry-on-
baggage for immigration and customs clearance. Baggage for all
passengers, both continuing and deplaning was also unloaded from
the airplane for customs clearance. Fuel was a~ded and continu-
ing passengers, who had deplaned, were boarded along with those
passengers joining the flight in Riyadh. After the baggage was
loaded, the aircraft departed the gate at 1750.

The aircraft was airborne from Riyadh
with a total of 301 personnel on board. There were
gers, which included 15 infants, and 14 crew members.

about 1808
287 passen-

After departure, SV~63 was cleared to Jeddah via
green airways number 53, to cruise at an assigned 0111 ti t.ude of
35,000 feet (FL 350). The estimated arrival time in Jeddah was
1920. The initial climb toward Jeddah was uneventful until
1814:54, 6:54 minutes after takeoff, when the flight crew was
alerted by both visual and aural warnings indicating smoke ir:
the aft cargo compartment (C-3).

A total of 4 minutes and 21 seconds was spent by the
flight crew in confirming the warning and when it became clear
that a valid warning existed, the Captain elected to returr. to
Riyadh. The Fligh t Eng ineer (FIE) had gone into the passenger
cabin to investigate the situation and on returning to the cock-
pit, about thirty six seconds later, at about 1820:16, he.in-
formed the Captain that there was a fire in the cabin (see Apen-
dix D - Cockpit Voice Recorder and Figures 1 and 2).

At 1820:17 while climbing through about 22,000 feet,
the First Officer contacted Riyadh and said, "163, we are coming
back to Riyadh". At this time, the return to Riyadh was initia-
ted. When quer ied by Riyadh as to the reason for the return,
SV163 stated, "We got fire in the cabin, please alert the fire
trucks". Riyadh cleared the aircraft to begin an immediate des-
cent and gave priority for landing, at which time Riyadh advised
the crew that the aircraft was then 78 miles out. Riyadh then
quer i ed if the f ire was in an eng ine and SV163 responded at
1821:09, "negative, in the cabin". At 1821:15, Riyadh requested----------------------------------------------------------------

All times contained hec-ein are Greenwich Mean Time (GMT)
based on the 24-hour clock, unless otherwise noted.

J
I~
I:
[
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l1 DOOR COULD NOT
BE OPENED TIME. 1855:00

R1 DOOR HANDLE COULD
NOT BE S6 £IV (FOAM)

R2 DOOR OPENED
WHITE SMOKE OBSERVED
TIME 1005:00

r FUSELAGE INTERIOR
,£NlH/t.Ft=D IN FLAME. W

TIME 1908:00 .

TIMES ARE GMT (HOURS,
MINUTES, SECONDS)

28:44 MIN:tB:16 MIN. FLIGHT

18 Mi. OUT @ 22400 FT.
REPORTED SMOKE &
TURNED BACK TO RIYADtt
TIME 1820:12
40 MI. OUT REPORTED FIRE
& STUCK #2 ENGINE
TIME 1825:26

TOUCHDOWN -- RIYADtt
TIME 1830:2Y.

180. TURN OFF
RUNWAY 1831:52

~~J~RCRAFT STOP
~ME 1838:56--
2:

40112:12 MIN I 16:04 MIN. IMIN 26:04 MIN

TAXI, .
_~MIN

. ~ .
2 HR 2 HR 02 MIN
34 MIN ON GROUND

RIYADH

IFLT. SV163 DEPARTED
KARACHI - TIME 1332:00

rLANDEO RIYADH
TIME 1606:00

PUSHBACK FROM GATE
(301 PASS. & CREW)
TIME 1750:00

TAKE.OFF - CLEARED
TO JEDDAH @ 35000'
TIME 1808;00

1 HR
44 MIN

•

•....

"l
Hg
1:1

SV163 (S/N 1169) flight prof He.
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•
the number of passengers onboard. At 1821: 27, SV163 replied,
"don't know exactly, think we have full load-.

At 1821:53, the FIE, who had just returr:ed .from the
secor:d trip to observe conditior:s in the cabin, informed the Cap-
tain that it was just smoke in the aft of the aircraft. The Cap-
tain acknowledged and again informed the flight deck crew that
they were returning to Riyadh.

At 1822:08, the FIE stated that everyone was panick-
ing in the baele. At 1822: 53 , the FIE asked if the fire trucks
were alert.ed ,and t.lle Captain ackr:owledged tha t they were. At
1823:04, t.he Captain aqain asked the First Officer (FlO) to a-
lert the fire trucks and he acknowledged that they were standing
by. At t_llat. time, the Captain called for the .Landing Prelimi-
r:ary. checklist.

At 1824: 16, there is another aural smoke detector
warning. The FIE said, .what can I say., the Captain said, .Ok-
ay. and the FIE then said, .1 think it's alright now.. The crew
then finished the Landing Preliminary checklist.

At 1824: 41, there was another aural smoke detector
warning and the FIE said, .There goes A••

At 1825: 26, the Captain stated that the throttle of
the No. 2 engine was stuck and informed the cockpit crew that he
was going to shut the engine, down. Immediately t.hereafter, a
female cabin attendant came into the cockpit and informed the
crew that there was a fire in the cabin.

At 1825:55, the Captain told the FIE to inform Ri-
yadh t~"at there was an actual fire in the cabin now. Riyadh
then adv i sed tha t the fire trucks were in the standby pas i t ion
and were ready. Ot'e of the cabin atter.dar.ts came to the flight
cockpit after attempting to go the rear of the cabin and said,
• t.here is 1"0 way I can go to t.he back aft of L2 ar:d R2 because
the people are f~ghtir:g ir. t.he aisles".

1827:02, the Captain said that t.hey must get dowr. as
soon as possible.

At 1B27:40, the eVR recorded announcemer.t by the ca-
bin crew to remain calm. They were given in English, Arabic ar.d
Urdu. The announcement was as follows:

• Please everybody sit down, move out of the
way, everybody sit down, move out of the aisle,
there is no danger from the airplane, everybody
should stay in their seats ••

•
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At 1828:40, the FIE asked the FlO if he informed Ri-
yadh to have the fire trucks go to the back of the aircraft as
soon as possible. The FlO replied that he had. The Captain then
told the FlO ,to advise Riyadh about the fire trucks and the FlO
complied by callir.9 Riyadh tc:wer and said,"ple'ase.advise fire
trucks to be at. the tail of the aircraft after touch, please".
At this time Riyadh tower co::tacted Fire 3 at the airport and
said, "Okay, Sir, the fire or. the cockpit whe:: the aircraft
land, I want you to follow them the tail, from his tail. Drive
behind it from the tail, Okay, Okay, Hamad". There was then an
extensive discussion between the tower and the fire trucks as to
the location of the fire,

At 1829:01, a cabin attendant came forward and advis-
ed the crew that there "is too much smoke in the back", The Cap-
tain at this time, was occupied with locating the Riyadh runway,
At 1829:34, the FIE said, "Okay, I am goi::g to test the system
again" and at that time there was the sound of the smoke detect-
or. The FIE said, "Okay, there's both 'A' a::d 'S' loops working
again- and said, "and no indication of smoke", When the Captain
questioned him about this statement, the FIE said there was ::0
indication of smoke (referring to r.he warning devices "A" and
"S") but the cabin was filled with smoke i::the back.

At 1829:56, the FIE suggested that I".heyshut NO.2
engine when they are on short final and the Captain agreed,

At 1829:59, there was another smoke warning signal
and the FIE said, "there is 'A' again",

At 1830:41, the Captain called for the final check-
list, A t that time, the CVR picked up the cabin atr.endantvoi-
ces trying to calm the passengers.

At 1831:30, a cabin attendant asked the Captain if
they should evacuar.e. He responded by saying, "What". The cab-
in attendant repeated the question ar.dthe Captair. said, "Okay".
2/

At 1831: 34, the Captain called for flaps 10 and ther.
called for final checklist to the box, 31

At 1832:10, a cabin attendar.t agai" asked the Cap-
tair. if he war.ted them to evacuate the passer.gers. The Captair.
respor.c:edby telling the cabin atter.dant to take her position.
At 1832:19, the FIE reporr.ed an area duct overhear. cor-ditior..
At that time, the Captain called for 18 degrees of flap,

At 1832:33, SV163 transmitted, "we got the runway in
sight, are'we cleared to land?" and Riyadh replied "affirmative,
you are number one for approach and you can contact the tower,
118.1". The response from SV163 was "118.1, 163",----------------------------------------------------------------

,

I
I

2/

1/

The "Okay" was determined to be
non-related question.
Items in a section of the checklist
are completed after the landing gear

iT. reference to a prior

that have been boxed off
has been extended.
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At 1832:48, the tower cleared 5V163 to la •.d a•.d gave
the wind as 320. at five k•.ots. At 1832:52, the Captain stated
that he is shutting down number 2 engine. At about the same
time, the FlO acknowledged the clearance to land and questioned
the tower again about alerting the fire trucks. The tower res-
ponded that they have been alerted.

At 1833:31, the Captain called for gear-down after
which he informed his FlO that the two-engine landing procedure
is the same as the three-engine landing procedure.

At 1834:02, subsequent to the shutting down of num-
ber two engine, 5V163 called "Tower, SV163", and the tower res-
ponded, "go ahead 163, wind 320 at 5". At: 1834:10, 5V163 rep-
lied, "one six three is cleared to land, we have only one and
three" •

At 1834:25, the Captain requested that the FIE com-
plete the final landing checklist which he did. At 1834:44, the
FIE says, "Both loops A and B are out". At this time, the CVR
again picked up the att:empts by the cabin attendants to calm ~,e
passengers. At 1835:17, t..,e FIE informed the Captain that the
cabin attendants wantea to know if_he wanted to evacuate the air-
craft. The Captain did not :-espond to tile FIE and called for
thirty-three flaps.

At 1835:25, there was another aural smoke warning
heard and the FIE stated, ;that is 'A' again.. Immediately
thereafter, the "C" cord aural tone was heard indicating that
the aircraft was 500 feet above ground level. The aircraft at
this time was on the final portion of its landing approach. At
1835: 36, the Captain called, "Hydraulic. and the FIE responded
that they have low pressure on number two.

At 1835:57, the Captain stated, "tell them, tell
them to not evacuate". From 1836:18 until 1836:21, the CVRpick-
ed up the voice of the FIE giving his required altitude call0uts
of "fifty", "forty., "thirty.. Immediately after the "thirty"
callout, the CVR ceased to operate. The aircraft landed on Run-
way 01 at 1836:24.

Witnesses observed smoke coming from the rear of the
aircraft while the aircraft was on a short final approach.

The aircraft continued its landing roll-out a•.d ac-
cording to DFDRa•.d QAR4/, it made a right 180. turn-off at the
end of the r:.ln•••.ay at 1837: 59 a•.d came to a stop 0•. the taxiway
at 1839: 03 which '"as 2 minutes and 40 seco •.ds after touchdow •.•
During this pericd of time, SV163 asked the tower if there was
any fire noted in the tail of the aircraft and the tower respon-
ded after checki •.a with the fire vehicles, tha t no fire was
•.oted. This was ack •.owledged by the aircraft (see Appendix Fl.----------------------------------------------------------------
41
the
the

Quick Access Recorder which records ide •.tical parameters
OfDR. The touchdown time was established by reference
QAR, DFDR, CVRand tower times.

as
to
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About 1839:06, the tower asked SV163 if they wanted
to continue to the ramp or to shut down. SV163 said "standby.
and immediately thereafter stated, "Okay, we are shutting down
the engines now and evacuating". During this time period and
immediately thereafter, t.l'1ere were communications between tower
and fire fighters regarding an increase in the fire and their
requests to the crew to shutdown the engines. It should be noted
that the tower did not make provisions for a common frequency
between the aircraft and C/F/R personnel.

At 1840: 33, after being told by the tower that they
have fire in the tail, SV163 stated, "Affirmative, we are trying
to evacuate now.. This was the last transmission received from
the aircraft.

After further conversations by the tower and fire
personnel regarding the fire and the need to have the engines
shut down, the engines were shut down at 1842:18 or 3 minutes
and 15 seconds after the aircraft has come to a stop on the taxi-way.

Attempts by the crash, fire, rescue personnel (CFR)
to enter the aircraft and open the doors were unsuccessful until
the No. 2 door on the right side of the aircraft was opened at
about 1905, about 23 minutes after all engines had been shut
down. At 1908, the fuselage interior was observed to be engulfed
in flame. (see Figures I, 2, and J)

Witnesses observed 'SV163 to make a normal landing;
however, smoke was coming from the rear of the aircraft. One
witness, who responded to a call from the tower, arrived at the
airport as the aircraft was approaching the runway. He stated
that after the aircraft landed, he followed it down the runway
and caught up with it as it passed the 8-7 turn-off. The 8-7
high-speed turn-off is 1,100 meters or 3,609 feet from the end
of Runway 01. He stated that by that time the aircraft was
taxiing slowly and it made a slow turn-off at 8-8 (end of runway
01). After it stopped on the taxiway, the witness parked his car
just behind and to the right of the aircraft. He observed fire
through the windows on. the left side of the cabin bet-",een the
L-3 and L-4 doors. He said there was no fire outside the
aircraft at this time.

He could not see any movement in the cockpit or ca-
bin. He stated that just after the engines were shut down,
there was a big puff of white and black smoke emitted from the
aircraft belly just forward of the wings.

Most of the fire firefighting personnel said that
the aircrafts I engines were shut down about three minutes after
the aircraft stoeoed. Within a minute, they observed smoke ris-
ing from the top 'of the fuselage just forward of the No. 2 en-
gine intake. The smoke was followed almost immediately by
flames.

. .

I
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•
Another ~itness stated that there was a wind blowing

and that the engines were ~ind-milling fast. This witness then
observed flames coming from the aircraft near the left 3 and 4
doors (L3 and L4). He stated that attempts by the firemen to
open the forward left No. 1 (Ll) door were unsuccessful. The
firemen then proceeded to the Rl door but upon noting that its
handle could not be located due to it being covered by foam,
they proceeded to the Right No.2 door (R2). This was opened and
a fireman called into the passenger cabin but received no res-
ponse. Shortly thereafter, flames were observed to come out of
the R2 door. About this time, witnesses noted that the firetrucks were depleting their foam.

The accident occurred at night during moonlight con-
ditions at latitude 24°43'l"N and longitude 46"43'l"E.
1.2

1.3

1.4

1.5

Injuries to Persons
Injuries Crew Passenoers
Patal 14 287*Serious 0 0Minor/none 0 0

*Includes 15 infants
Damage to Aircraft
The aircraft was destroyed by fire.
Other Damage
None
?ersonnel Information

Others
o
o
2

The crewmembers were properly certificated for the
flight and received the training required by current regulations(see Appendix B).

The crewmembers had been on duty about 9:4S hours
prior to the accidf?nt, and had 16:50 hout"s t"est time pt"iot"to
reporting on duty the day of the accident.
1.6 Aircraft Information

I
I

The aircraft was certificated and maintained in ac-
cordance with existing regulations. Its center of gt"avity was
within the prescribed limits for the flight.

A review of the maintenance records revealed that
all required inspections had been performed (see Appendix C).



At the time of the accident, the weather at the air-
port was clear. The surface observations at Riyadh were as fol-lows:

1.7

1.8
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Meteorological Information

1800, s'urface aviation observation: clear,
wind 3600 at 6 knots, ceiling and visibility
O.K., temperature 35. Centigrade, dew point
60 Centigrade, altimeter 1007 millibars.
Aids to Navication

[

[

Riyadh International Airport is equipped with
TACAN, VOR-OME, NOB and an ILS. One VOR/OME is located bet-
ween Runway 01 and Runway 30. There is an ILS available
for Runway 30. The navigation aids were checked after the
accident and found to be satisfactory.
1.9 Communications

ions.
tions

There
However, no
between the

were no known communications malfunct-
provisions were made for direct communica-
aircraft crew and C/F/R personnel.

1.10 Aerodrome Information
Riyadh International Airport is 634 meters

(2,082 feet) above sea level. Runway 01 is 4,100 meters
(13,451 feet) in length and 45 meters (148 feet) in width.

r' '~_~gn ""'S
SALS.

It
(MIRL),

was equipped
3-bar visual

with Medium Intensity Runway
slope indicators (VASI) and

1.11 Flight Recorders
The aircraft was equipped with a Fairchild

A-IOO CVR, SIN 5047. The recorder was removed from the air-
craft and copies of the 30-minute tape were made for immed-
iate use by the Investigation team. The original tape was
hand carried to the N.T.S.B. 's laboratory in Washington,
D.C. where an initial transcript was made. Another trans-
cript was made by the investigation team in Riyadh. The
two initial transcripts were combined and a final official
copy was completed on 19 March 1981. The recording was con-
sidered to be excellent up to the time that the CVR ceased
to function when the aircraft was about 30 feet in the air
and on its landing approach.

1:
I:
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The elapsed CVR time accuracy was derived using a

400 HZ alternator frequency which had been recorded on the tape
prior to the time electrical power was lost. E~apsed time
accuracy was determined to be + .005 seconds. Times appearing
on the transcript are expressed in minutes and seconds from 1800
GMT. As an example, -0.(:46- would be -1804:46- (See Appendix
0).

The aircraft was equipped with a Lockheed OFDR
209E-6, SIN 826. The recorder had been removed from the Aft
Electronics Equipment Area (AEEA) and was found to be covered
with a heavy coating of black soot. A sample of the soot was
sent to the Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) for analysis
and found to consist of products of combustion of urethane type
material.

There was no evidence of mechanical or fire damage
other than the sooting of the recorder I s outer case. The DFDR
operated normally and print-outs of the data in engineering
units wel:'e made.

The ail:'craft was also equipped with a Lock.heed Air
Service, Model 280A, PIN 10119A 100-103 quick access recorder
(CAR) which was located in the forward electronic service center
(FESC). The OAR records the same information as the DFDR from
the Flight Data Acquisition Unit (FDAU). The OAR in conjuction
with the Flight Data Acquisition Unit (FDAU) samples and records
data from one-hundred and nineteen discrete signal monitors and
sensors in selected aircraft systems. This data provides a re-
cord of operational parameters and is the information base for
post-flight monitoring of aircraft system performance and pre-
ventive maintenance trend analysis. The Cockpit Voice Recorder
ceased operation just prior to touchdown at about 1836:23. The
OFORceased operation just after touchdown at about 1836:28.

Readouts and correlation of the OFDR, QAR and CVR
recordings encompassed the entire flight from the time SVl63 ta-
xied into position for takeoff at Riyadh until both the CVR and
OFDR failed during the final portion of the landing phase on
SV163' s return to Riyadh. The OAR continued to operate and did
not fail uT.til about 2 minutes and 1 second after touchdown.
The 180. turn from the runway had been made and the aircraft was
coming to a stop at the time of its failure. The additional OAR
data provided information to perform a required brake-energy stu-
dy to help determine the aircraft's ability to make a maximum
performance stop on the runway.

CARpower is cutoff when the rotating beacon is turn-
ed off. A witness near the aircraft stated that the rotating
beacon ceased to operate as the aircraft came to a stop.

DFDR/OARand eVR data were plotted and are reflected
as profiles in Figures 1, 2, and 3 of this report.



Examination of the aircraft revealed that with the
exception of the cockpit window surround structure, fuselage
door surround structure, center engine fixed inlet forward struc-
ture, fuselage window surround structure, and the empennage
structure aft of fuselage station (FS) 1860, all of the upper
fuselage structure of the aircraft had been consumed by fire.

1.12
1.12.1
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Wreckage and Impact Information
Structures

[

[

An intense fire had been present within the cockpit
and passenger area and the resultant structural damage had been
largely confined within this area with the exception of the aft
C-2 and C-3 cargo compartments. The floor support structure of
the flight station adjacent to and forward of, the pilot I s seat
had collapsed. The glare shield on the co-pilot's side was
essentially intact: however, most of the Auto Pilot and Flight
Director components were missing with the remainder severely
affected by fire. The flight station equipment and furnishing
including the flight engineer I s panel was severely burned and
essentially destroyed.

The furnishings and equipment within the cabin areas
such as the seats, class dividers, out-board overhead stowage mo-
dules, and service center modules, were affected by fire to vary-
ing degrees ranging from heavy sooting to complete consumption ••

One double seat unit on the left just aft of the L-3
door and three center rows of seats in the center section just
aft of the service area were intact. These seats were burnt and
charred to some extent and were covered with the remains of
burnt ceiling panels.

A section of the floor on the left side of the for-
ward passenger cabin had collapsed onto the containers in the
C-l cargo compartment. The collapsed section extended from ab-
out FS 429 aft to about FS 629. The center floor structure in
the overwing area of the passenger cabin from about FS 1043 aft
to FS 1103 had also collapsed. The floor above the cheek area
from about FS 449 to about 529 had been destroyed by fire (see
Photos 2 and 3).

The center engine fixed inlet structure and mini-
skirt and saddle structure from approximately FS 1625 aft to FS
1856 had been partially consumed by fire. The fOr"o;ardsection
of the fixed inlet structure had collapsed into the aft passen-
ger compartment.

The upper portions of the aft pressure bulkhead were
destroyed by fire. Portions of the fuselage structure at FS
1860 above WL 182 had been consumed by fire. The center engine
'S' duct from approximately FS 1860 aft was intact•

•

[

[
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r'P'()70 :.:0. !. - nEH OF FLOOR COLLAPSE OVER C- 3
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The Nomex fabr ic ce il ing 1iner was burned away from
t.he left longitudinal support (BL 80) inboard about 60 ir:ches
and in the aft direction from FS 1625 to FS 1725. The left side
wall Nomex blow-out panels were also ~ire and heat damaged.

The vert.ical support. at FS 1605 was fractured at. a
point 12 inches down from it.s at.t.achment ~o the BL 80 longitudi-
nal support. The upper port.ion of the vertical support. at FS
1685 showed evidence of buckling and exposure to fire and heat.
at. the BL 80 at.tachment point ••

There was evidence of ar. intense fire on the left.
side of t.he aft. passenger sect.ion which ext.ended from FS 1545
aft. to FS 1763. This area er.compassed 6 dual seat configura-
tions. Floor structure beneath t.he six seat sect.ion over t.he
cheek area and a section of floor in t..'le adjacent passenger
aisle over the C-3 cargo compartment. had been destroyed by fire.
(See Phot.os 4 & 5).

The center cargo compartment. C-2 (cont.ainerized) and
t.he aft cargo compartment C-3 are locat.ed beneath t.he aft. passen-
ger section. The C-2 compartment. extends from FS 1363 aft. t.o FS
1625. The C-3 compartment ext.ends from FS 1625 aft to FS 1792.
The Nomex blow-out. panels locat.ed on the left. wall of t.he C-2
compartment. bet.ween FS 1625 and FS 1545 had been partially des-
troyed by fire. The hea t exchanger air outlet. screen assembly
duct inst.alla t.ions had been consumed by fire, however, the sc-
.reen assemblies remained in their relat.ive posit.ions.

I
I
I
I,
]
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A large hole was burned t.hrough t..'le floor on the
side near t.he pressure bulkhead in the area of the aft lava-
inst.allations.

- 18 -

left.
t.ory

The C-3 cargo compartment left. side wall and adja-
cent fuselage structure (cheek area) had been severely affect.d
by fire. The FS 1625 bulkhead aluminium face sheet and alumi-
r.ium core at. the left upper corner was split open exposing the
core. The surrounding area in that corner ext.ending from the
upper horizont.al cross support downward about 4 feet. and inboard
to the blow-out grill was intact. The balance of t.he bulkhead
exhibited random charring and soot.ing but wit.h no significant
damage.

The hole in the ceiling of the forward left. side of
the C-3 compartment extended from about FS 1675 aft t.o about FS
1725 ar.d from BL 80 inboard about 40 inches. The cabin floor
material above the hole was also burned away. The initial obser-
vatior. of the material surrour.ding the hole from the C-3 ir:t.o
the cabir. revealed a "shingle" type pattern of the debris. That
is, the mat.erial was burned away more at the bot.tom ar.d less at
the t.op generally in a tapered mar.ner. Such a burn patt.ern indi-
cates fire from the ir.side of C-3 burning upward and outward
into t.he cabin area. (See Phot.os 6 & 7).
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The C-3 left wall upper longitudinal support in the

vicinity of FS 1645 was consumed by fire. An 18-inch section of
the associated horizontal cross beam lower cap was burned away.
The vertical support at FS 1645 showed a partial fracture and
buckling 3 inches down from longitudinal support BL 80 (FS 1676)
attachment point. A burned section of the longitudinal support
lower cap which measured about 14 inches in length remained
attached to the vertical support. A concaved area showing a
diameter of about 5 inches with a depth of 1 1/2 inches existed
on the FS 1665 horizontal support beam lower cap at a point 30
inches inboard from BL 80. The web area adj acent to the above
was buckled in the aft direction.

Examination of t"le aft bulkhead of the C-3 cargo
compartment showed a skin burnoff at its inboard corner at about
BL 13. The back skin panel (aft side of C-3) had a burn off of
about one square foot. The honeycomb structure between the two
aluminum sheets was in place. The forward skin panel (in C-3
compartment) had about 1 to 2 sq. in. of the aluminum burnt
away. This area had been protected by .close out. angles of
775T6 aluminum material. Examination indicated that this had
occurred late in the fire sequence.

The upper end of the vertical support at FS 1685 had
fractured and was bent 180 degrees in the outboard direction.
The fracture occurred about 4 inches down from the transverse
floor beam attachment point. The vertical support at FS 1705
was attached to the lower cap section of the tranS'lerse support
beam. The web and upper cap of the support beam were miss ing.
The vertical support at FS 1778 had been consumed by fire with
the exception of the lower 8 inches, The transverse beam was
bent downward and twisted in the forward direction. The bend
and twist started at a point 15 inches outboard of the aircraft
centerline.

The fuselage skin above and below WL 200 in the left
cheek area was severely affected by fire.

The stringers and associated vertical support mem-
bers below WL 200 in an area outboard of the C-3 compartment be-
tween FS 1645 and FS 1685 were severely affected by fire. Additi-
onal damage to posts and stringers occurred from FS 1785 to FS
1792.

The protective covering over the pneumatic manifold
and hea t exchanger loca ted ou tboard of the C- 3 compartmen t's
left wall had been consumed by fire. The fiber glass ducts lead-
ing to the 5 cargo heating air supply vents had fallen downward
and were in various pos i tions wi th in the burned debris behind
the compartment left wall.

I
I 1.12.2

1.12.2.1

Systems

Environmental Control System (ECS)

None of the equipment in either of the Environmental"
:'.' :~
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Co~t~ol System bays showed sig~s of fire or smoke damage. The
~urb1r.e bypass valves were all i~ the pre-positio~ setti~g which
1S about 3~ de,,!rel7sope~. This was dete=i~ed by ~oti~g the
~alve p?Sit10~ 1nd1cators o~ packs 1 a~d 3 a~d by removir.g ar.d
1r.spect1ng the valve or. pack 2. The ir.dicator does r.ot affect
valve operatior.. The pre-positior. valve settir.g is a positio~
established by the temperature co~trol system wher. a pack is
shut down. This actior. requires AC power. Such a valve settir.g
ir.dicates that all three packs were shut off ar.dthe valves pre-
positio~ed before e~gir.eswere shut dowr.ar.dAC power was lost.

The cor.trollable exhaust ar.d outflow valves ar.d
their positio~s were four.das:

I
I

1.12.2.2

Forward electrical service cer.ter
Mid electrical service cer.ter
Galley venting
C-3 cargo venting
Forward out-flow valve
Aft outflow valve

Pr.eumatic System

Closed
- Closed
Closed
Closed
Closed
Slightly Open
(3/S") (0.4")

Ductir.g ••••as inspected ir.detail in all fire damaged
areas from No. 2 er.gir.e ar.d APU forward ar.d r:o evider.ce of
p~eumatic duct rupture or leakage was four.d. The S-ir.ch lir.e
runnir.g through the cheek area alongside the C-3 cargo
compartmer.t did r.ot appear to have suffered ar:y structural
damage. All the duct ir.sulatior.•••••as burr.edaway or mechar.ically
destroyed alor.g the outerside of the C-3 compartmer.t. Forward
of the severely burned area, the ir.sulatior.was intact.
1.12.2.3 Overheat Detectior.System

Ar. overheat detector system is ir.stalledadjacer.t to
the pr.eumatic ductir.g to detect ar.d ar.r:ur.ciateBleed Air Leaks.
Resistarce checks ••••ere made of the "J" area loop, ••••hich is the
loop adjacert to the aft ergire bleed duct ir. the left-har.d
cheek. The resistar.ce of the "B" char.r.elof the "J" loop ••••as 62
ohms. This irdicates that the sersor was perma~er.tly alarmed
ard had beer.exposed to temperatures of at least 1500°F. At any
resista~ce less tha~ 100 ohms the circuit ••••ill illarm. Normal
resistarce is greater tha~ 1000 ohms. Cha~~el "0", a ••••i~g loop,
was checked for refere~ce ard had a resistance of 1600 ohms.

•

.. -
••

The cabi~ pressure co~trol pa~el ••••as recovered from
wreckage but was severely fire damaged. Some of the Indica-
positio~s were fou~d as follows (Figure No.4):

1.12.2.4

the
tor

Pressurizatior

o Al titude Set
o Baro Set
o Mode Set
o Ma~ual Select

26,000 flt/2000 ft. cabir.alt.
29.9 ir.Ha/1012 mb
Star.dby (r:ote1 ar.d2 )
Ma~ual 'rote 3)

I
I
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•Notes:

1. Dials were burned off. Position determined by
set sc:ew location.

2. Switch was loose - may not be actual position
at time of fire.

3. Switches, if depressed, will release if the
Teflon detent latching system is destroyed.

The Lockheed California Company prepared a pressuri-
zation system summary as the result of on-site findings and sub-
sequent testing. It is quoted, in part:

.Summary, Pressurization System
o A pressure profile consistent with the final

aircraft configuration would develop from the
following sequence of events:
Normal procedures were followed during climb
and descent. Descent rate from flight alti-
tude was relatively rapid and a suitable
cabin descent rate was selected to reach zero
differential at touchdown.
During approach, with the cabin altitude at
2000 feet, STANDBY mode was selected with a
HOLD rate. .

- At some time, probably during the later stages
of the flight, the avionics and galley over-
board vent valves were closed.
Just prior to engine shutdown, the ECS packs
were closed down, ~ereby effectively elimina-
ting any ventilation air for the fuselage in-
terior. This could have triggered a flash fire
with a burst of smoke projecting downward out
of the OFV as the valve continued closing dur-
ing engine shut dewn.

o There is no evidence of any valve or pressure
controller malfunction.5/"

The L-IOll has three pressurized cargo compartments.
The forward compartment (C-I) extends from the rear of the ECS
bay and nose wheel well to the galley. The mid compartment
(C-2) extends from the main gear wells and hydro bay to FS 1625.
The aft compartment (C-3) abuts the mid and extends aft to FS
1792 (Figure No.5).

]

]

1.12.2.5 Cargo Compartments

sFThere- was-,-hOwever;-fire- d~m~ge ::t:o-the wires controI]Ing the
att outflow valves (OFV) which could have influencE'f.l.tr...•final
valve position. .
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The forward and mid compartments for HZ-ARK were de-
signed" for palletized or container cargo. The aft compartment
(C-3) 1S used for bulk baggage/cargo and animal transport.

C-l, C-2 and C-3 cargo compartments are Class "0"
compartments. Each compart~ent is heated by a closed loop recir-
culation system in which compartment air is circulated over the
bleed air ducts in a low effectiveness heat exchanger.

No fresh air was supplied to the C-l or C-2 compart-
ments; but 165 CFM of cabin exhaust air (controllable either ma-
nually or automatically) could be circulated through C-3 of HZ-
ARK to provide cooling and ventilation for animal transport (see
Appendix L). An additional fixed flow of 10 CFM was supplied to
the C-3 compartment.

a. Normal Ooeration - Heating and Ventilation
The heating system can be selected on by the F/E at

the ECS monitor panel. If on, the heating system is fully auto-
matic and will cycle a fan to maintain a selectable C-3 tempera-
ture between 50"F and 65"F. If cargo temperature reaches 95"F,
a "hot" light will illuminate on the F/E panel. All sensors are
located in the far.inlet.

The aft cargo vent system is controlled at the ECS
monitor panel. When the system is turned on, overboard valve
(A), and inlet valve (0) w ill open and vent fan (E) will come
on. Valve (B) will remain closed. The close light on the
switch light will extinguish when any valve opens. Valve (C)
will maintain the 165 CFM overboard flow. Valve (C) is a preset
flow control valve with no manual control (see Figure 16, Appen-
dix L). Valve (0) is a fixed (10 CFM) flow which is operative
at all times.

b. Cabin Pressurization
In event of depressurization, the F/E can unlatch

the Cool Air ovao switch1ite which will open valve (B) and close
overboard valve (A). Valve (0) and fan (E) will not be affect-
ed. In this mode, air is directed under the C-2 floor and to
the aft out-flow valve.

c. Smoke Detector Operation
If either the A or B smoke detector alarms, there

will be an aural warning; valves (A), (B), and (D) will close;
and fan (E) will stop. When all valves are closed, the "Close"
legend will illuminate in the cargo vent switchlite. If the
smoke detector clears, valves will not reopen automatically, but
must be recycled manually to be opened.

d. Aft Electronics Eguipmer.tCenter (AEEC) Venting
To provide cooling for the AEEC, a portion of the

cabin exhaust air passes through the compartment and is exhaust-
ed through the fuselage overf low valves. An AEEC overhea t sen-
sor alarms at 125"F.

I
I
I
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CABIN PRESSURE CONTROL
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Ir. the courSl! of the investigation Valves (A), (13)
and (D) alld fall (E) were removed from AHK on 24 August 1980.
All valves lire motor operated. VlIlve (A) WlIS fully closed lIr.d
tightly sealed. Valve (B) was nearly closed. Valve (D) was
oper. and had a heavy deposit of cllrbon on the upstream (ir.let)
side of the butterfly. The far.had a heavy deposit of carbon on
the blades, spinner ar.da dense material or.the side walls. Val-
ves (B) and (D) were tested at Saudia Mair.tenar.ceat Riyadh Air-
port. Valve (D) was operated with 28 vec power. Valve operation
was normal in both opening and closing. Position switch was nor-
mal and gave a valve closed signal when closed. Valve (B) which
was about 5 degrees open was given a 28 V close signal. It.clos-
ed in less t.han1/2 second. The valve was cycled open and clos-
ed ar.doperated normally illall respects.

The fan (S/N 1119) was removed and found t.obe seiz-
ed. The far.was sprayed with LPS-3 lubricant ar.da solvent clea-
ner which removed some of tIle tar mat.erial on the fan inner
wall. The far. ther.was free to turn and a resistance check of
all three phases show motor resistance to be normal. The far.
had a deposit of soot or.the blades and spinner.

I
(

1.12.2.6 Smoke Patterr.s
Heavy deposit.s were four.d on the aft outflow valve

(OFV). There was heavy st.reaking behind the contir.uous drains
ir. the aft fus~lage. The streaking diminished and essent.ially
disappeared on the forward fuselage. •

The forward OFV had some carbon build up, however,
it was restricted to the aft. gate and was not streaked along
fuselage skin.

Investigat.ion revealed that. ~.he fire in the aft of
t.heaircraft started ir.-flight whereas t.heforward fuselage fire
occurred while on the ground aft.erthe aircraft. came t.orest..
1.12.2.7 Elect.rical

Examination of the Cockpit electrical panel revealed
the following switch positions:

Generat.or swit.ches and indications-undet.ermined
Generat.or field (GF) and breaker (Ga) swit.ches-
undet.ermined
Bus tie breaker (BTB) switches-undet.ermined
Essential bus selector - B3 Manual
DC bus isolation switch-undetermined
Standby power switch-undetermined
Batt.ery switch - ON
AC voltmeter selector - Ger.1
DC voltmet.er selector - BAT

[
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In the mid electrical service center (MESC) the phy-
sical position of switch gear was observed:

Gal, GB2, GB3. Contacts open
BTB, BTB2 - - Contacts open
BTB) - - - Contacts open
Battery cockpit feeder current limiter - O?en
AC Hyd. Pump System A and B - Open

Wire bundles in the cabin overhead were destroyed by
fire and no data could be obtained.

In the left cheek adjacent to the C-3 cargo compart-
ment varying degrees of wire damage existed. Following removal
of debris, the ECS bleed air duct, and hydraulic lines, detailed
examination of wire bundles was accomplished.

Generator feeders from the No. 2 eng ine ar-d the APU
contain aluminium conduc~ors. These were melted by t.he heat.

Othec bundle:; I".hrough I".h(:acc,) evirier.cP',jalmo:.t to-
tal loss of ir.sulation material in t.he moce sev~r~ tirc damaged
areas. Wire insu lation material is Kapton which res ists hea t
decomposition except in the event of direct flame cor.tact.

One of the No. 8 gauge wires (P.N. 2436-6B8) was ap-
parently severed by electric arc ing and ap!?roxima tely 1 inch of
the bare co!?per conductor was missing. The forward end of the
severed wire had all strands of the conductor fused in a rela-
tively smooth flat face. The aft end was fused. This .•••ire is
oriented at 6:00 o'clock on the outside of the bundle. Several
other wires were severed at this same general location.

At FS 1 'i00 this same No. 8 gauge .•••ire sho.•••ed evid-
ence of arCll'g for a length of approximately 1 ir.ch but was •.ot
severed. The ot.her .•••ires in the bUl'dle did r.ot appear to have
arced. At FS 1625 several small .•••ires were severed at the for-
ward edge of a metal loop clamp. A segmer.t of this wire bur.dle
was removed intact for laboratory analysis. The segment was re-
moved from FS 1500 to FS 1725 discol'nect panel.

Examina tiol' of the wi.re bundle revea led r:o e ivderce
of "wet wire arcing". The broken wi t"e er.d globules were not
flat or concave as found when wire-to-wire arcs occur in the pre-
sence of moisture. Duplication of the actu31 ;,roker:wire ends
found on HZ-ARK was accomplished in a laborat.ory t.est by burr.ir.g
a dupl ica te harness wh ich was electrically el'ergized. A gas
torch was used as the fire source.
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Hydraulic System

The hydraulic reservoirs were drained to measure the

Results in u.s. gallons:

I
I

x X X X X X X X X IA
I AS FOUND I
INORMAL OPERATION I
IRESERVOIR CAPACITyj

Systeml B
2.6 I
3.1 I
5.7 I

System
Empty
2.85.7

C Svstem5.88
5.7
12. 5

o System4.'2.25.7
NOTE: (1) "D. reservoir was overfull.

Hydraulic service center accumulator readings were
taken prior to draining the reservoirs.

Results: (Direct reading gauges)
B System Brake 1,000 psi
B Reservoir 800 psi
A Reservoir 1,000 psi
C Brake 2,400 psi
C Reservoir 1,000 psi
0 Reservoir 1,400 psi,
The investigation showed fire effects on systems,

.A" and "B". Only system "B. reservoir was depleted. "A"
shows a loss of part of its fluid quantity. "A" and "B. systems
run through the left lower cheek area of the fuselage. System
"A" pressure and return lines also run aft to power the rudder
(one of three systems to the rudder). System "A" is one of four
systems powering the stabilizer. System .S" pressure, return
and.suction lines also run aft to the engine driven pump, stabi-
lizer and the rudder. The stai"less steel pressure lines were
still intact in the areas of high fire damage but the aluminum
return line (System A) and the aluminum suction and return lines
(System B) were burned through at about FS 1753 (Figure 7).
System "S" suction line shows a petal type burst forward of the
C-3 sidewall burn through areas at about FS 1629. This area is
along the left hand side outboard of the C-3 baggage compartment
liner. The petal rupture showed no signs of fire damage.

The "C" System lines going forward along the L.H.
cheek area to the nose landing gear, passed through a fire and
high heat area outboard of the C-l baggage liner. These lines
were blackened by the fire but show no visual breaks (Stainless
steel and iluminum). The "C. System reservoir contained a nor-
mal quantity of fluid. Nose steering thus was not affected, nor
was landing gear extension. The parking brake was mechanically
set. The ram air turbine (RAT) was not deployed. There ""as
dripping hydraulic fluid from the aft lawer fuselage drains and
from around the aft pressurization outflow valve.

[
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The "B" System pressure line from FS 1575 aft to the

pressure bulkhead was removed and pressure tested with water and
air at 3,000 psi. It did not leak. The remaining hydraulic
lines that passed through the rear fire area were visually ins-
pected for signs of cracks or pinholes. None were found to indi-
cate leakage. .

The emergency fuel shut-off valves to No. 2 eng ine
were determined to be open. These two shut-off valves (primary
and secor:dary) would normally be open unless the flight crew
shut down the No. 2 engine with the fire-pull handle. Other evi-
dence also indicated the No. 2 engine was shut down by the r:or-
mal fuel/ignition switch. This was that the "B" and"C" Hydrau-
lic firewall shut-off valves were in the open positior..

The No. 2 engine driven pump was removed and no evi-
dence of fluid overhea t was found. The air turbine motor, hy-
draulic case drain filter was checked. The filter showed no
signs of contamination r.or overheated fluid. Also the "E" Sys-
tem return filter was checked and found to be free of any abnor-
malities.

Examination of the APU did not reveal any evidence
of fire or overheat. Based on the aircraft records, the APUwas
placarded inoperative.

The main landing gear brakes were observed to be
"off" approxi;nately 10 hours after the accident. In order to
determine why the brake pressure had bled off, the System "B"
brake return line shut-off module, for parking brakes, was re-
moved for testing. The module tested satisfactorily. The brake
shuttle valves were removed and found to be in the "S" System
position. When the shuttle valves were removed, some hydraulic
fluid was in evidence. The reason the brakes were not in the
"ON" position, although the parking brake lever was set, was not
det.ermined. For further details, see Figures 7, 8, and 9.

1.12.2.9 Control Systems

Review of t.he CVRand OFDRindicat.e~ that there were
two control system anomalies during the descent and approach to
Rivadh. These .•••ere a "stuck" er.gine No. 2 tnrcttle and a slow
retraction of No.4 left spoiler.

Testing revealed that the slow retract.ion of No. 4
spciler was associated with the decay of "S" hydraulic syste:n
pressure after the shut down of No.2 engine.I

I
Testing

slight cooling of
seals could cause a

also revealed that heati~g
r~e throttle control cable
stuck throttle condition.

and subsequen t
collers and/or

There were 1'0 other con trol problems or ar-omal ies
during the flight.
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1.1J Medical and Pathological Information
A review of the flightcrews' medical records reveal-

ed that there was no pre-existing medical problem whlch would
have affected their ability to conduct the flight safely.I

I All deaths occurred
tion and fire. The Captain and
sustained charring burns. Their
sy authorization was received.
found in his seat, was autopsied
fied cabin crewmembers.

as the result of smoke inhala-
FlO were in their seats and had
bodies were buried before autop-
The body of the FIE who was

as were the bodies of 10 identi-

J
I

Not all of the passengers' bodies were viewed by the
investigation team but many were, and none showed evidence of
impact or crushing type injuries. The only bone fractures noted
were those associated with heat induced muscle contractions.
Some bodies were fully clothed and showed burns of 1st degree
only on the exposed surfaces. Some. bodie!i had no burns while
others were severely charred.

The post-mortem examinations of the bodies of the
FIE and the cabin attendants were conducted at the Riyadh Cen-
tral Hospital. These showed some degree of charring burn on va-
rious parts of the body. All autopsied bodies had sustained 2nd
and Jrd degree burns, with exception of one body which was 100%
charred. A few of the bodies were partially clothed, thus the
unburned clothing provided some protection and only 1st degree
burns were noted under the covered areas. No internal injuries
or abnormalities were noted. Soot was present in every trachea.
Blood samples from each of the examined bodies were taken for
analysis as well as one additional blood sample which was obtain-
ed from the body of a passenger.

Tests conducted to determine carbon monoxide levels
revealed that the FIE's CO level was 48%. The CO level in the
other eleven blood samples ranged from 42% to a high of 58%.
The sample which produced the highest percentage level (58%) was
taken from the body of the purser.

The effects of carbon monoxide (CO) would have va-
ried from person to person according to:

Ca) Their CO base-line state, i.e. smoker/non-
smoker and the degree of possible CO
poisoning prior to landing - according to
their location in the aircraft.

(b) Their level of activity affecting heart
respiratory rate. When the carbon
monoxide saturation level reaches 45-50%
the subject is incapable of exe~tion; he
is confused and on the verge of uncon-
sciousness. Vision.becomes dim; clear
thinking becomes difficult and the
individual is likely to have difficulty in
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Most of the bodies in the cabin were located forward
of L2 and R2 doors (see figure 10).

rising from his chair or walking without
assistance. Even at lower levels, around
30~, there is impaired judgement and some
loss of vision. These effects are all'
aggravated in an 'exercise' situation.

Some of the toxic gases that most likely were
present in" the cabin and cockpit are, Nitrous oxide; hydrogen
cyanide;" formic acid; acrolein; sulphur dioxide; halogen acids;
ammon~a; aldehydes and azo-bis-succinonitride. The detrimental
effects of these gases would add to the complications of the
effects of co.

.,
I••

I,
1•

r
J

fire1.14, '
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The first indication of a problem on flight 163 was
at 1814:54 when the C-3 cargo bin smoke detector alarmed and the
fiE reported, .S aft cargo.. The second .A" smoke detector
alaz.:medat 1815:54. When the fiE returned from inspecting the
cabin "about 1820:16, he reported, "we've got a fire back there".
It 'was not determined whether he actually saw fire or saw smoke,
and" smelled odors which led him to conclude that there was a
fire'. About one minute later, at 1820:37, a cabin attendant;
ca~~:~nto the cockpit and said, .fire ••••• fire in the cabin".
The~'f/E made a second trip in~o the cabin and at 1821:53
reported •••• just smoke in the aft••

The precise location of the initial fire was not
determined. The only remarks made by the fiE and cabin
attendant were in generalities about the smoke and fire being
"in the back of the cabin'. There was no indication of smoke
being "observed" by anyone prior to the warning of tne smoke
detector. There was evidence of intense fire on the left side of
the aft passenger section aft of the L-3 door. The burn-through
of the cabin floor structure in this area was localized beneath
the second through sixth t'OWof dual seat units forward of L-4.
The aisle floor adjacent to the sixth seat unit was burned
thrciugh, causing a hole which extended neat'ly to the left floor
track of the left row of the center seat units. The cabin floor
that was most severely burned and was destroyed by fire extended
from fuselage station (FS) 1545 aft to FS 1763. The "cheek" area
outboard of this area and that area aft to the rear bulkhead was
open and severely damaged by fire. All cabin wall liner
material and overhead storage units were destroyed by fire in
the same area.

The aircraft was equipped with fire extinguishers,
one each positioned in the following locations:

Six C02 fire extinguishers located at the flight
deck (left side), L-l, L-2, g~lley, L-3 and L-4.

~
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One dry chemical extinguisher positioned in
the galley.
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Four H20 (water) extinguishers, one each posi-
tioned near R-I, R-2, R-3 and R-4.

Three of the C02 bottles were found under the first
left-hand seat aft of L-3 door. One of the three bottles was a
larger size and was identified as the one from the flight deck.
The safety wire on that bottle was broken and the bottle
discharged. The safety wire on Qne of the remaining two C02
bottles was -also broker: and the bottle discharged. The third
bottle had a little pressure left in it ar:d thesaf~ty wire was
still intact, however, the wire was loose enough that the bottle
could have been discharged without breaking the wire. The
fourth C02 bottle was found or: the first seat aft of the L-3
aisle seat. The extinguisher was under debris from the ceilir:g.
The safety wire was broken and bottle discharged. The fifth
bottle was found in the hole in the floor just forward of L-4.
The bottle showed extreme heating. The safety wire was intact
and the bottle was empty. The sixth C02 bottle was found just
forward of R-3. The safety wire was broken, however, the bottle
was only partly discharged.

The dry chemical ex tinguisher from the galley was
located under the first seat aft of L-3, center side of the left
side aisle. The discharge nozzle was burnt completely off and
the bottle was completely empty.

Three of the four water extinguishers were four:d.
One of the bottles was positior:ed in its normal location at R-3,
fully charged. The'other two were found in the area around R-2.
One of the bottles was empty and the safety wire was broken, the
other was blown open from overpressure, and the safety wire was
still intact (see Figure 11).

The aircraft is equipped with 12 portable oxygen
packs. Six 02 packs were found in their cases, stowed in their
brackets and unused. The six remaining packs were not found nor
were their cases or mounting brackets.

At 1824, the Riyadh Airport fire station received
the alarm through t.he ATC direct. t.elephone that. Flight 163 was
returr:ing to the airport. This message was logged in the fire
station as a TriStar L-IOll returning to airport with fire ir:
the cockpit ar:d about. 50 miles from the airport with a full load
of passengers. Fire equipment. was dispatched t.o the taxiway 8
int.ersections to standby. Nine ur:i ts took positions at inter-
sections along the taxiway. Each of the fire units turned out
ir: pursuit as the aircraft passed the intersect.ion where t.hey
were waiting. Some, but not. all of the fire persor:nel, reported
seeing smoke as the aircraft rolled by. A few of the others
said that they smelled smoke. Not.hir:g else unusual was noted
about the aircraft as it t.axied onto the taxiway at t.he 8-8
intersection.

Most. of the
aircraft. engin~s
aircraft parked.
assumed positions
7, 10 and :.:..

were
When

which

fire fighting personr.el state that the
shutdown about 3 minutes after the
the aircraft parked, the Fire trucks
correspond wit.h clock positions of 2, 4,
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Those personnel who were in a position to observe the rear por-
tion of t.'1e aircraft after it came to a stop noted a puff of
heavy white smoke coming from beneath the aircraft aft of the
wings. Most of them sa id that. in less than a minut.e after
t.he ir trucks were pos i t.ioned, they observed smoke rising from
t.he top of t.he fuselage just. forward of the No. 2 ergine int.ake.
This smoke was followed almost. immediat.ely by flames (see ~igure
No. 12). All fire personnel reported that. wher. this smoke ard
flame was sighted at the top of the fuselage, their monitors
(turret discharge nozzle assemblies) were put in-.:o actior. ar.d
their agent was applied at a high rate. Those near the fire
applied their agent against t.he fire. Those t.hat were at the
front half of the aircraft applied their agent along the
fuselage from the cockpit back as far as the ir monit.or pressure
would reach. They stat.ed that. their purpose was to cool the
fuselage. There were two except.ions:

, (1) The driver of truck No.5, which was positioned
on t.he dirt some distance from the taxiway and at the 4 o'clock
position of the aircraft. had problems with his truck and was un-
able to re-position. He applied all of his agent. at low rate on
the right side of the fuselage and the top of the wing.

(2) The other except.ion was truck No.8.
Ini tially, No. 8 was pesi t.ioned ,at. the 12 0' clock posi tion and
in the words of one of the fire officers, the driver was st.art-
ing t.o panic and to apply his agent. onto t.he cockpit area. The
officer manned the truck and moved it just forward of the right.
wing and applied its agent against. the fire which was r:ear the
No. 2 engine inlet. The Fire Depart.ment Log shows that truck
No. 8 was the first one t.o ret.urn to the station to refill. The
time was 1932. At 1907, Fire Control requested that the Civil
Defense come to the airport. The first Civil Defense units were
logged in at. 1918.

The::e were r.ine units f::om the airport which parti-
cipat.ed and 17 personnel; 16 unit.s and SO personnel from Civil
Defense, and 2 units and 10 personnel from the RSAF." One
thousand two hur.dred sixt.y 9allor.s of foam (AFFF) was used. ~se
of other agents is ur:known. The last airport fire unit returr.ed
to the statior: at 0512. At 0645, the Fire Chief informed ::the
ATC Tower that the fire station was ready for the airport':~to

.'open.

Airport firefighting equipment which initi~Jly
responded were two Chubb Pathfinders, three Chubb Patrolle,rs,
or:e Gloster. unit, two Ramchargers, and one Walter Pursuer. ;, ,:•

..., ..
Thirt.een firefight.ers who initially respor:ded tp :ihe

incident. were int.erviewed t.o det.ermine their actior:s and their
knowledge of firefighting and rescue prgcedures. Most. of them
had never fought an actual aircraft fire nor a tra ining fire.

I

I
I
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They all stated that their initial attack on the L-IOll fire was
with the monitors. They each said that they began dispensing
agent (AFFF & water) when smoke or fire was first sighted at the
top of the fuselage in the area forward of the No. 2 engine
intake. Those within monitor range began pumping agent toward
that arcu. Those who were not within monitor range of the
affected area, began dispensing their agent on other areas of
the fuselage.

When questioned about aircraft exits, in particular
those on the L-lOll, it was evident that their knowledge on the
subject ranged from limited to non-existent.

Two firefighters said that a Saudia maintenance man
had shown them how to operate the cabin door on the L-IOll
approximately six months prior to this accident. They both said
that the operation of the door was explained to them but that
they were not allowed to' perform the actual' operation.
Additional questioning revealed that none of the firemen were
aware of any doors below the cabin. None of the interviewed
firemen knew at the time of the accident how many doors,
emergency or otherwise, were available to gain entry to the
aircraft. None of the other firefighters were knowledgeable of
the number of or operation of doors on any of the other
passenger-carrying aircraft which use the airport.

A review of the training records of the fire person-
nel who were initially involved in the firefighting activities
revealed that only four of them had received training from the
Fire Academy in Jeddah. Three of these were fire officers who
had attended the Fire Officer Course. The other, a Fireman/
Driver had attended the Basic and Advance Course at the Fire
Academy. None of the other fire personnel had attended any
formal training other than training which was conducted at the
fire station. The courses which were taught at the station
consisted of lectures and practical operation of the equipment~
The courses were taught by the fire station training of=icer,
fire officers, or :1lore experienced personnel. Course material
for the station training was furnished by the Fire Academy. It
was reported that courses at the Fire Academy had not been
taught in about 3 years. None of the cou::se materi.al which was
::eviewed during the investigation was found to pertain to rescue
operations or procedures.

In a non related circumstance to the accident, it
should be noted that the airfield was not initially closed when
firefighting equipment was occupied with SV163. This resulted
in operating aircraft traffic not being afforded firefighting
protection. In another instance, the tower fai led to inform the
on-scene rescue personnel of the assigned frequency of the
accident aircraft so that direct contact could be made.
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Most witness statements agree in content but dif-
fer slightly in the time factor element. A witness who partici-
pated in the first two efforts to open the doors stated that he
was aboard fire truck No. 4 as it was positioned near the left
rear portion of the aircraft. Be observed thick white smoke
flowing from the bottom rear fuselage. At tha.t time the air-
craft engines were still running. A few seconds later, he ob-
served smoke near the top of the fuselage, for-,olardof the No" 2
engine inlet. According to him, this smoke was followed almost
illUl1ediately by flames in the same area. As the driver of No. 4
started applying agent via the monitor, the witness dismounted
and moved toward exit L-l. His route was outboard of No. 1
engine which he thought was still running. On approaching L-l,
he observed the fire chief and other people attempting to reach
the L-l emergency handle via a ladder which was placed on top of
fire truck No.6. While fire personnel steadied the ladder, he
climbed up and pulIed the emergency handle. Be was not certain
if the door moved or not. An additional effort was attempted
while he held onto and rode the monitor. While on ~he monitor,
he pushed on the door to no avail. Most of the group then moved
to R-2 where another ladder had been pcsitioned by other fire-
men. A fireman then climbed the ladder, operated the handle and
the door opened in the emergency mode. The cabin was observed
to be full of smoke and no life was observed nor were any human
sounds heard. R-2 door was opened at 1905"- 26 minutes after the
aircraft came to a stop and 23 minutes after the shutdown of all
engines.

J

I

The accident was survivable. The first
opened about 23 minutes after all engines had been
The first rescue attempt was conducted at L-l door.

door was
shutdown.

Shortly after (about 3 minutes) R-2 was opened,
flames were seen progressing forward from the rear section of
the cabin.

1.16

1.16.1

Tests and Research

C-3 Cargo Smoke Detection System Test

1. 16.2I
I

A test was conducted to determine if the C-3 aft
cargo smoke detection system had operated properly and was not
defective. The detectors were tested and it was found that
they operated as prescribed.

Tests of Materials at London Police
ForenS1C SClence Laboratory

Some debris and soot samples from the C-3 cargo
compartment: the areas in the vicinity of the compartment and
from the area of the aft outflow valve were sent to the
Metropolitan Police For~nsic Science Laboratory in Landon.
Examination of these materials did not reveal any evidence of
products of an incendiary mixture or"device.



A Specialist qualified in the detection of aircraft
sabotage participated in the investigation to determine if there
was any evidence of sabotage in the wreckage.

The examination of the baggage and other items that
had been removed from the C-3 cargo compartment disclosed that
the baggage was scorched and burnt in various degrees. There was
no evidence found to suggest damage from the detonation of an
explosive device, and there was nothing to suggest burning
originating from an incendiary device in any of the baggage. A
4-litre can, labelled Caltex Diesel engine lubricating oil was
found to be sooted but had not leaked and was full of fluid (see
Appendix I).

1.16.3
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Examination and Tests to Determine if Incendiary
Materials were Present

I
I

The Specialist submitted an addendum to his report
after he had received the analysis of the burst hydraulic pipe.
He states that he was unable to conclude the cause of the fire;
however, he found no evidence of -a positive nature of criminal
activity ••
1.16.4 Examination bv the British Royal Aircraft

Establishment
In April 1981, an examination of the burst B system

hydraulic pipe was completed by the Materials Department of the
Royal Aircraft Establishment located in England.

The general conclusion was that the pipe had been
subjected to a period of heating which caused a reduction in its
strength lending to a burst. They stated that there was no
evidence of fatigue and the intergranular nature of the fracture
strongly suggested hot tearing conditions. They also stated
that the fracture surfaces suggested that no flame had been
playing on them for any appreciable time after the burst had
occurred. (see Appendix K).
1.16.5

1.16.5.1

Selected Tests and Research bv the Lockheed-
California Co. and F.A.A. Technical Center
Tests of Phosphate Ester Hydraulic Fluid
The Lockheed California Company conducted tests to

determine the ignition behavior of the type of hydraulic fluid
used on the aircraft. The fluid was tested in the form of a
stream, a pool and a mist. Ignition sources were a flame, an
electric arc and a hot surface.

Findings from the tests were:
(1) Ignition of phosphate ester hydraulic fluid:

•

I
[
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- Mist will ignite and burn at room tempe-
rature. Liquid must be heated to 350°f
to burn.
The temperature of hot metal must be in
excess of 1000°F to ignite fluid. An
electrical arc or open flame will ignite
a mist at room temperature.

(2) Conditions influencing combustion:
- An air flow is needed to sustain combus-

tion. In still air, the fluid tends to
self-extinguish in the products of com-
bustion.
Heat transfer affects burn time.

"These findings imply that sudden release of hydrau-
lic fluid (no mist) tht'ough a tube rupture would not pt'ovide a
pt'olonged contribution to the cheek fire. Hydraulic fluid was
found to be draining from the area of the burst pipe during the
onsite inspection".

1.16.5.2 Landing Perfot'manceTests

An analysis of aircraft stopping performance was
made using data from the QAR to provide an estimate of the dif-
fet'ence between the time actually expet'ienced in bt'inging t."e
aircraft to a stop and the time that would have been required
had maximum wheel braking been employed. Also considered was
the question of whether any wheel braking had been applied be-
cause the rollout after touchdown was of such long duration.

It was concluded from the oecelet'ation profile tl':at
some wheel braking had been appliec, but braking levels were not
at a moderate or a maximum level. It was estimated from the ana-
lysis that the aircraft could have been stopped 2.4 minutes soon-
er had maximum braking been employed. However, the deceler~tion
rate would have approached O.5g and the pilot might have been
reluctant to execute such severe braking. With braking limited
to modct'ate (0.25g deceleration) the stop would have been much
faster than normal, but would have required only a few seconds
more than for a stop with maximum braking.
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Regarding the availability-of braking, Lockheed

states:
-It is pertinent in considering braking during the

actual landing that the B hydraulic system pressure (not fluid)
had been lost because-of-events _Associated with shutdown of eng-
ine No.2; When a system p~ssure is lost, the a-brake accumula-
tor provides adequate pressure -to permit maximum braking to be
applied and released four times. However, procedures to be ob-
served when B system pressure is lost call for selection of AL-
TERNATE brakes (associated with C-system) in lieu of NORMAL bra-
kes (B-system). _Selection of ALTERNATE brakes was not evident
from conversations recorded by the,~VR nor by the available evi-
dence. Th~ onsite inspection found the brake selector switch in
the NORMAL (a-system) position and the brake selector valves in
the NORMAL position.

. , .
Witne~ses in-dicated that when the aircraft reached

the taxiway and was bro~ghtto a stop, it then rolled about 5
feet further be-fore being brought to a final stop. This addi-
tional movement possibly _prompted the flight crew to select the
parking brakes (hydraulic _pressure for parking brakes supplied
by B-system brake accumulator). The aircraft parking brake
controls were found set by the onsite inspection members.

Rega,dless of whether NORMAL or ALTERNATE brakes
were selected during landing at Riyadh, procedures to be observ-
ed would provide adequate hydra~lic power (pressure and flow)
for a maximum braking stop.- -

I
I

1.16.5.3 _ Electrical Testing of Wire Harness
A segment -of a wiring harness from the left-hand

cheek area was removed and transported, in accordance with proce-
dures established with the NTSB, to the Rye Canyon Research Labo-
ratory, Plant 2, for analysis. The segment was subjected to vis-
ual examination to determine if wire faults were the source of
ignition. Conclusions were:

(1) No pre-existing wire damage had existed.
(2) No ground faults to metal harness clamps

were present.
. . .(3) No evidence of wet-wire faults was dis-

closed.
A facsimile of the harness segment was fabricated

and subjected to fire testing conducted as follows:

- ,-

•
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A flame 6 inches in diameter at laOO.F was
applied to the harness and caused wire
insulation to burn and char. Arcing oc-
curred bet ••••een conductors •. After approxi-
mately 5 minutes, the arcing caused •.••ire
conductor fusing, severing, and blocking.
Arcing and small flames from insulation
continued after removal of the flame until
circuit breakers tripped.

I
I

( l)

(2)

Molten aluminum at
poured from a ladle
energized harness.
resulted.

12000F to l500-F was
over the electrically
No electrical arcing

The fire test duplicated wiring harness damage ob-
served in the cheek area. It was concluded, from the testing,
that the fire caused wire insulation damage and resu~ting arcing
!:letween wires.

Three wires removed from the electrical harness wer.e
submitted to the Rye Canyon Research Laboratory for analysis of
the wire insulation for evidence of phosphate ester hydraulic
fluid. Analysis revealed a high phosphorus content on t ••••o of
three wires. This condition was judged to be consistent with
spillage of phosphate ester hydraulic fluid but could also be
attributed to the AFFF fire 'fighting agent used during the fire
fighting effort.

1.16.5.4 Tests and Conclusions b Lockheed
Fuse aqe Doors and Hatches

I.

]

]

Post-accident inspection of ~~e aircraft revealed
the forward outflow valve closed, the aft outflow valve substan-
tially closed, and all cool air overboard valves closed. Such
valve positions are unusual after touchdown. With the valves
thus positioned, the effect of cabin residual pressure on door
opening characteristics was considered. Two tests were con-
ducted after the accident to validate the previous certifiction
testing to define door-opening pressure.

In the first test series, the cabin pressure was low-
ered slowly (approximately 200 feet per minute) by use of a
small cabin inflow (one ECS pack) and a fixed outflow opening.

During this test, the door unseated, moved inboard
in several separate, finite movements, then travelled upward.
The upward movement was in a smooth and continuing motion once
it had begun. The combination of a low air inflow and a fixed
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outflow valve position led to a marked pressure decay once the
door had unseated. Determining the door-opening pressure, there-
fore, was subject to interpretation.

To more closely define door opening pressure, the
second test series were run with high ECS air inflow (t.'1reeECS
packs), minimum uncontrolled outflow (cool air overboard valves
closed), and the pressurization system used to maintain a cons-
tant test pressure within the limits of its capability. Doors
L-l and R-2 on the test aircraft were used. Door L-l opened at
a pressure differential of 0.20 pounds per square inch differ-
ential (psid). Door R-2 opened with some delay at a cabin dif-
ferential pressure of 0.35 psid and opened rather rapidly at a
0.30 psid.

Consideration of all available evidence indicates
that there was little or no pressurization differential between
the cabin and ambient pressure at the time of touchdown and that
the doors could have been opened immediately after touchdown.

I
I

1
1.16.5.5 Oxygen System Research and Tests

1.16.5.6

Research indicates that the flight station oxygen
system and the passenger oxygen system were not utilized during
the flight.

Research Conducted to Determine Center of
Gravity Shift as Related to Passenger Movement

Significant in-fligh't passenger movement could pro-
vide an indication of the progress of the cabin fire to deter-
mine whether the passenger movement had occurred in flight us-
ing the effect on pitch trim, information from the DFDR was ana-
lyzed. ~~o salient conclusions are:

(1) There is no indication of a major movement
of passengers either. prior to or imme-
diately after initial operation of the
smoke detector system and aural warning.

J

]

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

(2) Although some passenger movement occurred
while the aircraft was airborne, the final
massive forward movement apparently occur-
red after the aircraft had landed.

These findings indicate that, despite the early
reoor<:ed presence of smoke6/ and, later, flames in the aft cab-
in: the cabin environment ~as such that the cabin crew was suc-
cessful in keeping passenger movement to a minimum. After land-
ing, however, the cabin conditions altered and a passenger move-
ment forward took place.

Acrid smoke such as generated by a hydraulic fire
have been tolerated and passengers would have been
move forward early in the flight seq~~nce.

could not
forced to

]

J
J
J
J
J
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Cabin and Cargo Compartment Flame Testing

]

]

In an attempt to determine the origin of. !:.hefire
and to examine the probable nature of its progression, flame
tests were conducted with partial simulation of the cabin and
C-3 cargo compartment. These tests were directed toward the cab-
in flooring support beams, cargo compartment liners, and pass-
enger seats. In addition, a test was conducted simulating the
C-3 cargo co~partment by utilizing a converted bus. Testing was
as follows:

1. Cabin Carpet/Floor Panel Test (Lockheed) 7/ - To
examine how various fuel sources poss1b1y present in carry-on
baggage could be ignited and the effect of the associated fire
on carpet and flooring panel. Carpet and floor panel were the
same as those on the accident aircraft. The results of the
tests showed that spilled fuel fluids burning on carpeted floors
self-extinguish with only superficial damage.

2. Cabin <'loor/Carao Ceilin Burn (Lockheed) - To
consider liquid uel spllled on carpet and leaking through on to
the cargo compartment ceiling liner. The test set-up implied a
discontinuity in ~~efloor paneling (discontinuities are not com-
mon). The test used 100 ML of white gasoline on the carpet and
50 ML on the cargo ceiling. Test 2 of this series usee 150 ML
of Kerosene on the carpet and 100 ML on the cargo floor. The
results showed that spilled fluids in !:.hequantities mentioned
burning on the cabin floor and the cargo compartment ceiling si-
multaneously self-extinguish with only superficial damage to the
cabin floor but with penetrations of the ceiling liner possible.

3. Carqo Compartment Ceilin Liner/Cabin Floor
Tests (Lockheed) - 'to conSl er the penetratlon 0 the compart-
ment ceiling liner and (in some tests) the cabin floor panel/car-
pet from an open flame from below. The results were that a
1300°F 6" diameter butane flame will penetrate the ceiling liner
of .030 Nomex in 43 seconds and a 1500°" similar flame will pene-
trate it in 36 seconds. No penetration occurred during the"per-
iod of the tests when these tests were conducted using .020 two-
ply fiberglass instead of Nomex. The overall conclusions were
that upward burning penetrates the cargo ceiling liner and cabin
fleor in a short period of time.

4. Cargo Compartment Sidewall Liner/Blowout Panel
Tests (Lockheed) - Open flame was applied to the cargo compart-
ment liner, with and without blowout panels. The results indica-
ted that the blowout panel remains secure under severe flame or
heat exposure; however, the corner and ceiling confines heat and
creates hot spots.

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -2/ All tests and research conducted by the Lockheed California
Company were in coordination with the U.S. NTSB and FAA and were
reviewed by either both or one of these governmental agencies.
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5. Cabin Floor and Floor Beam (Lockheed) The FS
1685 floor support beam which is located above the C-3 cargo com-
partment was consumed by a high intensi ty fire outboard from
left butt line (LBL) 40 to the fuselage skin. The test was con-
ducted to determine the heat/flames involved in this event. The
test flame caused damage to the beam and floor panel above, but
not to the same degree as the fire damage observed on the air-
craft. The beam/f loor panel damage on the aircraft was the re-
sult of fire from below as determined by the reverse-single
burn-away of the beam and the flooring materials. It was not
positively determined whether this was the result ::If the origin-
al fire or the general fire condition after the aircraft was bro-
ught to a stop.

6. Sea t Row Ramp Tes t (Lockheed) - A tes t to exam-
ine the igni tion of a fuel splil under a passenger seat. The
test was conducted with the floor panel inclined at an 18 degree
slope to take into, account the nose-high attitude of the air-
craft at rotation on takeoff and during the subsequent climb.
Eighteen degrees was experienced at rotation, however, this ex-
ceeds the normal climb attitude. The objective of the test was
to determine if liquid products from burning of the polyurethane
seat materials would flow rearward to collect in a pool at the
lower end of the ramp. At the completion of the test, 1 quart
of liquid had collected. Flames from the burning seat material
were abundantly evident, being 5 to 6 feet high. Similar flames,
had they been prescnt in the aircraft, should have been obvious
to the cabin crew.

, 7. ::Hmulats.d C3 C,argo Compa,rtment Fire .Test. (FAA
Technlcal Center) A test serles approxlmatlng posslble condl-
tions in the C3 compartment was conducted at the FAATechnical
Center. A 750-cubic foot simulated cargo compartment was used.
This test series was conducted to determine the effects of air-
flow shut off on a small cargo fire in a compartment similar in
volume to the C3. The tests are outlined in Figure 14. The
tests indicated that a small cargo fire, such as one started by
a match or cigarette on or in a bag could easily reach a tempera-
ture that would penetrate the LICII Nomex liner. They also indi-
cated that a slow growing fire, in a compartment the size of
C-3, could burn for a long duration before the 02 would be re-
duced enough to cause a major reduction in flaming.

8. Class "0" Cargo Compartment Fire Simulation.
(FAA Technical Center) The FAAat their Technlcal Center lS con-
ducting (December 1981) a test program to determine what design
features and materials are, necessary to safely contain likely
fires in class 0 cargo compartments. (Refer to Appendix H).
The results of the entire test program when completed will be
docu:r.ented in a technical report by the FAA. However, because
of the similarities of the first test set up and the C-3 cargo
compartmen t the resul ts were released to the accident investi-
gation team for their use. The following is a description of
the test and summary of results:

.[
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The tes t compartment used was the same as shown
in Figure 13, with the following mOdifications::

(1) A drop ceiling was installed approximately
12 inches below the bus roof. The ceiling was constructed of
Lockheed Nomexcargo liner fastened to aluminum structure.

(2) Airflow in the cargo compartment was suppli-
ed by a fan forcing air through an adjustable orifice. This air-
flow was 130 CFMuntil smoke detection, at which time it was ter-
minated. The outlet for the airflow system consisted of an open-
ing with a check valve to prevent air being induced into the com-
partment after airflow shut. off •.

(3) Airflow above the compartment was simulated
using a fan at one end to draw air through that section, from an
opening at the other. Airflow was 260 CFM, and continued for
the entire test.

(4) A smoke detector of the same type as used in
the C-3 compartment was installed using a C-3 mounting panel sup-
plied by Lockheed.

(5) The volume of the compartment was approxima-
tely 620 cu. ft.

The test was conducted using a combination of
boxes and actual baggage as a -fire load. The compartlnent was
approximately 1/3 full. The fire was igni ted in a canvas type
bag using two packs of matches set off .by a spark from an igni-
ter. Airflow in. the compartment was shut off when the smoke de-
tector activated. The total test duration was approximately 10
minutes. The fire was not completely extinguished in the bag-
gage for approximately 2 hours.

The following are pertinent test results:

(1) A large amount of smoke was needed to alarm
the detector.

(2) Burn-through of the Nomexliner occurred ar-
ound the same time as smoke detection, shortly after flame im-
pingement.

(3) The fire intensity oscillated during the
test. High intensity for a mlnute or so after burn through,
then subsiding as 02 in the compartment was consumed. Then as
fresh air entered the compartment through the rupture, the fire
would gain intensity thus again consuming the 02. This was vi-
vidly demonstrated by the smoke exiting from above the compart-
ment. At, and shortly after burn through, large quantities of
smoke poured against the airflow, out the air inlet above the
ceiling (th is would be into the cabin). This smoking stopped,
with all smoke then exiting out the fan ~utlet (outlet valve

I
I

I
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on aircraft). I\fter a short period smoke again exi ted the
inlet. This oscillation occurred 3 or 4 times during the test.

(4) The smoke detector came on at 2 minutes 59
seconds and went out at 5 minutes 44 seconds. It was determined
that soot deposits on the lens of the detector caused the warn-
ing to go out. Subsequent tests also showed that heating of a
detector can cause intermittent alarms.

(5) Temperatures of significant magnitude and
duration to penetrate a floor panel, were measured in the area
above the ceiling liner.

(6) The temperatures above the liner oscillated
during the test with the highest peak being the first one just
after burn-through.

(7) The hole burnt through the Nomex liner was
very similar in size and nature to that of the one in C-3.

(8) Damage in the compartment was confined to
the hole in the liner and baggage directly under the hole.

(9) Cabin Fire Simulation. (FAA Technical Cen-
ter) The r'M, at their Technlcal Center, conducted a test in
conjunction with a cabin materials program, simulating an
inflight cabin fire. This test points out the development
spread and hazards associated with an inflight fire, a full
report on this test will be included in a' technical report on
full-scale fire tests issued shortly by the FAA.

The test was conducted in a C-3 aircraft modi-
fied to resemble a wide body aircraft. (Refer to Report No. FAA-
NA-79-42) Measurements of heat, smoke, oxygen, and toxic gasses
were taken at various locations in the fuselage. Six sets of
triple aircraft seats and a small portion of carpet were the
only combustible aircraft materials used in the cabin.

A fire was started in a "carryon" bag under one
of the seats. (This could also represent flame coming through a
hole in the floor). A simulated inflight ai.rflow system was
used in the cabin, changing the air approximately once every 4
minutes. When one seat of the triple became fully involved in
the fire (only a few minutes after the bag was ignited), the air-
flow to the cabin was shut off.

The following are the results of the test:
(1) Seats rapidly became involved in the fire.
(2) Smoke from the burning bag went up to the

ceiling before being drawn down through the ventilation system.
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(3) The burning of one triple seat produced vastamounts of smoke and gas.

(4) Shutting of the ventilation system produced
clearing of smoke and gas at lower levels because stratificationresulted.

(5) A flash fire occurred a few minutes after
airflow shut off. Conditions in the adjacent section of the cab-
iJ? went from ~ery gO?d (little heat, some smoke and gasses at
h~gh levels), Just pr~or to the flash fire, to a completely non-
survivable condition within less than 30 seconds.

[

{

1.16.5.8 Throttle Control Cable Heat/Flame Tests
Throttle control cable tests were conducted to deter-

mine the extent of increased drag experienced in throttle cable
operation if fairlead nylon rollers and/or bulkhead seals are
heated to the plastic state and subsequently are cooled.

The throttle cables for the No. 2 engine are routed
aft through fairleads in the floor support beams and through sea-
ls in the aft pressure bulkhead. Fairlead rollers and the aft
pressure bulkhead seals are fabricated from nylon thermo-
plastic impregnated with molybdenum disulphide.

The tests were conduated on a mock-up of the throt-
tle control cables from approximately FS 1383, above the C-2
cargo compartment, to FS 1862 aft of the pressure bulkhead.
Prodution control cables, fairleads, pulleys, and pressure seals
were used. Because transient heat applied to the rollers and
seals tended to dissipate into surrounding support bracketry,
the mockup tests were supplemented with tests involving use of
rollers attached to individual brackets. With individual
brackets, heatsoak and cooling conditions were more easily
controlled.

Heat was applied to the fairlead rollers by a pro-
pane torch directed downward from above. The test was repeatd
with a heat source below the rollers. Maximum break-away force
developed during the repeated tests was 48 pounds.

The throttle cables are 3/32 inch diameter and are
Locklad when routed through the floor beam fairleads, but are
bare at the aft pressure bulkhead seals.

Melt temperatures for the nylon thermoplastic mate-
rial is 460 to 470°F. Under melt temperatures, no increase in
drag was experienced in the simulated throttle cable. After hea-
ting to 500°F and full cool down, break-away force for a single
bulkhead seal ranged from 8 to 95 pounds. Break-away force for
fairlead roller was 12 to 80 pounds. Rollers are installed
above and below the cable at each fait;lead. Break-away force
for the cable at the fairlead rollers varied according to the
extent that the cable routing brought the cable in contact with
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the rollers and the degree of flow of the nylon material around
the cable. The pilot exercises a 2.6 mechanical advantage at
the No. 2 engine power lever over drag loads imposed on the thro-
ttle cable.

Impeded movement of the control cables requires that
the nylon material be heated to the melt temperature and then
cooled. It is postulated that cooling would occur under some
altered draft conditions encountered as the fire progressed. It
should be noted that sufficiently high temperatures would cause
the nylon to flow downward and away from the cable so that lit-
tle or no increased drag would be experienced as the cable tra-
velled over the bare steel roller hub. Rollers in fairleads fur-
ther forward or aft probably would be subjected to melt tempera-
tures leading to encumbered cable travel.

Other cables routed through the floor support beams
in addition to the throttle cables are control cables for the
rudder and stabilizer and for rudder and stabilizer trim. These
cables also pass through aft bulkhead pressure seals except for
stabilizer control cables which convert to control rods forward
of the bulkhead.

There is no evidence that the pilot experienced in-
creased drag in cables associated with the rudder and stabi-
lizer. The rudder trim cables possibly were affected, but the
condition apparently was not detected by the pilot either be-
cause no attempt was made to adjust rudder trim or the bare
cable (no Lockclad l provided less surface for involvement wi th
the melted plastic materiaL Probably, because of frequent or
nearly continuous movement of rudder cables, stabilizer cables,
and stabilizer trim cables, no increased drag or seizing of
these cables occurred. Movement of the cables would cause a
'broaching' action of the cables as they traveled back and forth
through the nylon material while it cooled to a solid state.

A phenolic pulley was tested to determine if fire-
damage could lead to a "cable jam" condition. The pulley was
the same as those installed at "S 1808 except for a difference
in bearing seals whiCh was inconsequential for purposes of the
test. At a temperature of 720°", after the pulley flanges were
destroyed by fire, the simulated throttle cable slipped from the
pulley and came to rest on the bolt through the pulley hub. As
installed on the aircraft, the pulley hubs for the throttle ca-
bles, but not the rudder trim cables, abu t one another. I t is
considered that a cable jam could occur if pulley warpage and/or
flange damage permitted the cable to slip toward or between
these abutting hubs.

L16.5.9 J. Smoke Detector System Testing

(

(
To evaluate the response of the smoke detector sys-

tem to smoke in the aft passenger cabin, testing was performed
by use of the arrangement depicted in figure 14. Test results
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confirmed that smoke in the aft cabin can cause actuation of the
smoke detector system. However, other tests previously mention-
ed show that ~~e ~jority of the smoke from a fire under a seat
would rise to the cabin ceiling before being drawn down through
the ventilation system. The test provided a dense smoke condi-
tion directly connected to the cabin inlet to the ventilation
system ductinq. Under actual aft cabin fire conditions, smoke
would be less dense in early stages of the fire, particularly if , .
the fire origin were remotely located from the duct inlet.

The test was accomplished with the C3 cargo compart-
ment loaded with 150 cubic feet of simulated luggage (total com-
partment volume is 750 cubic feet) and the fuselage pressurized
to 4 psid. A color video camera was mounted in the compartment
to record smoke patterns against a target panel. In addition,
an acrylic plate was installed to permit direct viewing of the
compartment from the cabin. A smoke box. was installed in the
cabin to inject smoke directly into the grille (ventilation sys-
tem inlet) at FS 1735. The smoke density was measured at a
light transmission meter as it entered the cargo compartment.
Smoke was generated by use of a smoke candle.

Both A and B smoke detector loops annunciated within
31 seconds. A puff of smoke flowed through the inlet duct caus-
ing the light transmission meter to peak at approximately 30 per-
cent. This condition actuated the smoke detector.s and caused
the ventilation systems valves to close and the fan to stop. At
the completion of the test, smoke was visible in ~~e compartment
as a light haze.
1.17

1.17.1

Additional Information
Training
Saudia L-lOll Initial/Transition Training is conduct-

ed as follows:
Captains:

First Officers:

Attend ground school in Jeddah,
then go to either TWA or Lockheed
for simulator training. Following
simulator training, TWA gives the
flight training required for their
type rating and initial proficien-
cy check. They then return to
Jeddah for a Differences Check
Ride; then on to their line train-
ing.
Attend ground school in Jeddah,
then go to either TWA or Lockheed
for simulator training. They re-
ceive a simulator check only, then

•
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Flight Engi-
neers:

return to Jeddah where they fly 8
hours as an observer, followed by
8 hours at the controls (2 hours
of which is their Proficiency
Check) •

Attend ground school in Jeddah,
then go to TWA or Lockheed for
simulator training, and then re-
turn to Jeddah for flight train-ing.

[

.r:

1.17.2
Recurrent Training is given in Jeddah.
Examoles of Incidents Causing Fires in Baggage
(In Part).
The following are few instances of fires being caus-

ed by matches in luggage. These examples were extracted from a
British Flight Safety Focus of October 1980:

Case 1 - 1st September 1979 - BAC 1-11-500
.During baggage loading in the rear hold, a suitcase

burst into flames. The case was ,removed quickly from the air-
craft and the fire extinguished.... The case contained, apart
from scorched underwear, six large boxes of .Ship. brand match-
es, one box of which had ignited••

Case 2: 23rd December 1979 - BAC 1-11-500

.While unloading baggage at Buton, handlers noticed
a strong smell of burning. After being uninten-
tionally hit by another case, the suitcase in quest-
ion gave off billows of smoke and an acrid smell.
The suitcase was removed to the Fire Training Ground
and the passenger was brought to identify the case
which was then opened. Several boxes of Italian/Span-
ish type matches were found, one box of which had
ignited••
Case 3: 25th August 1980 - BAC 1-11-500

.During baggage loading a loader noticed smoke bill-
owing out of a suit case he had just loaded. He
quickly removed the case from the aircraft and in-
formed the crew. A Fireman opened the case and
found that one of six large boxes of .Safety Match-
es., loosely wrapped in a lady's personal belongings
had ignited ••
The above three instances hap~ened to the same opera-

tor. That operator already had a .Restricted Articles. notice

_i
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in small print on Tickets issued. Subsequently they have in-
creased the publicity on restricted articles.

There have been other instances of cargo compartment
fires inflight from matches and other combustibles.

I
I 1.17.3 Post Accident Remedial Actions Taken by

Manufacturer
The following modifications for L-lOll aircraft have

been released by Lockheed-California Company subsequent to the
accident. The first three, (a) thru (c) were in progress prior
to the accident. The last (d) is a direct result of testing car-
ried out during the accident investigation:

(a) The lavatory vent bleed air line was re-
routed to move it 1 inch away from the
skin insulation and a protective clip was
added. Service Bulletin 093-21-197 re-
leased 10/15/81.

(b) The C-2 and C-3 Cargo Heat Exchange insu-
lation was changed from a Tedlar (Polyvi-
nyl Fluoride) cover to Kapton (Polyamide)
cover. Service Bulletin 093-21-201.

(c) Insulation was removed from the fuselage
skin under tQe aft lavatories to reduce
the possibility of corrosion. No service
Bulletin. This is a production change
only.

(d) To improve the fire resistance of L-lOll
C-3 cargo compartment ceiling panels, Nomex
laminate panels have been replaced by high
strength glass laminate panels. Service
Bulletin 093-25-377 released June 17.
1981.

1.17.4 Aircraft Fire Fighting and Rescue Procedures

]

]

• Chapter 12 of I.C.A.O. Doc. 137-AN/898 Part! refers
to Crash/Fire/Rescue procedures that are the established
criteria for such procedures in Saudi Arabia. Some of Chapter
12's most appropriate paragraphs pertaining to this accident are
as follo••••s:

12.1.1.0 -All personnel operating directly in
involved area of the crash should be
provided with adequate protective
clothing, etc ••• -

12.1.13 -Rescue operations should be~ccomplished
through regula~ doors and hatches wbere-
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ever possible but rescue and fire
fighting personnel must be trained in
forcible entry procedures and be pro-
vided with the necessary tool••"
"Rescue of aircraft occupants should
proceed with the greatest possible
speed. While care is necessary in the
evacuation of injured occupants so as
not to aggravate their injuries, re-
moval from the fire threatened area is
the primary requirement."

[

[

12.3.20

12.1.17 .Aircraft windows may often be used
for ventilation. Some are designed
to be used as an emergency exit3. On
all aircraft these exits are identi-
fied and have latch release facili-
ties on both the outside and inside of
the cabin. Most of these exits open
towards ~~e inside. Most cabin doors
are used as emergency exits except
those incorporating air-stair facili-
ties. With a few exceptions these
doors open outwards. When exits are
used for ven~lation they should be
'opened on the down-wind side ••
•b) Rescue and fire fighting person-
nel: It will be their duty and res-
ponsibility to assist crew members in
any way possible. Since crew members'
visibility is restricted, rescue and
fire fighting personnel should make
immediate appraisal of the external
portion of 'the aircraft and report un-
usual conditions to the crew members.
Protection to the overall operation is
the primary responsibility of the res-
cue and fire fighting personnel. In
the event crew members are unable to
function, the rescue and fire fighting
personnel will be responsible for ini-
tiating necessary action."

1.17.5 Saudia Flight Manual Procedure in the Event of
Aft Cargo Smoke Warning

- The following is a quote, in part, for flight
crew procedures to be followed in the event of smoke indica-
tions by the A and/or the B aft cargo smoke detectors.
This was extracted from the L-lOll Flight Handbook dated 15
May 1975. It states, as follows: ••

.• .•..I
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•(c) Hydraulic fluid was ignited in both instances.
However, in the TWA incident, the source of the fluid leak which
produced a misty vapor was positively determined. In the case
of HZ-AHK, no such misty vapor leak was ever discovered.

(a) On the TWA incident the AREA OVERHEAT warning
was the very first indication of the fire and pin-pointed the
source location. On HZ-ARK the AFT CARGO smoke detector warning
was the first indication of the fire, and 16 minutes and 15 sec-
onds elapsed before the AREA OVERHEAT alarmed.

The circumstances of an inflight fire incident which
occurred on a TWA L-IOll in 1976 were reviewed during the course
of this investigation. The review was conducted in an effort to
determine if there were any pertinent similarities; however, no
significant similarities were noted. Some of the factors
reviewed are as follows;

(b) Fire damage on the 'I"tlAincident was located in
the unpressurized area of the fuselage aft body where signifi-
cant moisture and condensation may be present which could affect
wires with damaged insulation. On HZ-AHK, the principle fire
damage occurred in the left cheek within the pressurized fuse-
lage which has no source of moisture, as does the aft body area •

•Consideration should be given to
proceeding to the nearest suitable
airport and landing. particularly with
any animals in the compartment-.

Comparison of a Fire Incident Occurring on a
TWA L-lOll 1n 1976 with the Saud1a HZ-ARK Accident.

1.17.6

(d) Oil soaked wires were not cited as the cause of
the TWA incident. Hydraulic fluid misty vapor directed onto da-
maged wiras was ignited by electric arcs generated by the wet
'<lirefault phenomenon. In HZ-ARK, there was no evidence dis-
covered to suggest a misty vapor hydraulic leak. To the contra-
ry, the "9" sj"stem hydraulic line experienced a petal rutlture
due to overpressure or weakening of the tubing due to excessive
heat of the fire.
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(e) Hydraulic system "B" was involved in both inci-
dents. however, in the 'I"riAcase, sys,:em"B" was involved because
of a leaking servo transfer line. Saudia system "B" was involv-
ed when fire caused a rupture "petal" burst of the "B" suction
line which caused a loss ,of fluid.

I ,
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.Ca~go Compa~tment Classifications (In Part)
The following is a quote in part of cargo compart-

ment classifications as reflected by Part 14 of the u.s. Aeronau-
tics and Space Code of Federal Regulations:

.Cargo Compartment Classification.
(a) .Class A. A Class A ca~go o~ baggage

compa~tment is one in which (1) The presence of a
fire would be easily discovered "'bya crewmember
while at his station; and (2) Each pa~t of the
compartment is easily accessible in flight••

(b) .Class B. A Class B cargo or baggage
compartment is one in which (1) The~e is suffi-
cient access in flight to enable a crevmember to
effectively reach any part of the compartment
with the contents of a hand fire extinguisher;
(2) When the access provisions are being used, no
hazardous quantity of smoke, flames, or extinguish-
ing agent, will enter any compartment occupied by
the crew or passengers; (3) There is a separate
approved smoke detector or fire detector system to
give warning at the pilot or flight engineer sta-
tion.-

(c) -Class C.' A Class C cargo or baggage
compartment is one not meeting the ~equirements
for either a Class A or B compartment but in
which; (1) there is a separate approved smoke
detector or fire detector system to give warning
at the pilot or flight engineer station; (2) There
is an approved built-in fire extinguishing system
controllable from the pilot or flight engineer
stations; (3) There are means to exclude hazardous
quantities of smoke, flames, extinguishing agent,
from any compartment occupied by the crew or
passengers; (4) There are means to control
ventilation and drafts within the compartments
so that the extinguishing agent used can control
any fire that may start within the compartment.

(d) .Class O. A Class 0 cargo or baggage
compartment is one in which (1) A fire occurring
in it will be completely confined without endanger-
ing the safety of the airplane or the occupants;
(2) There are means to exclude hazardous quanti-
ties of smoke, flames, or other noxious gases,
from any compartment occupied by the crew or pas-
sengers; (3) Ventilation and drafts are controlled
within each compartment so that any fire likely to
occur in the compartment will not progress beyond
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safe limits; and (4) (Reserved]. Consideration is
given to the effect of heat within the compartment
on adjacent critical parts of the' airplane. For
compartments of 500 cu.ft. or less, an airflow of
1500 cu.ft. per hour is acceptable.-

In its recommendations resulting from the investigation of this
accident, the US. National Transportation Safety Board states,
in part:

-The Safety Board notes that its predecessor Civil
Air Regulation 4B.383, -Cargo Compartment Classification,- con-
tained the following regarding Class 0 compartments: -Note: For
compartments having a volume not in excess of sao cu.ft. an air-
flow of not mere ~~an 1,500 cu.ft. per hour is acceptable. For
larger compartments lesser airflow may be applicable.- This
guideline at least suggested more conservative criteria should
be followed for larger compartments while the existing rule does
not address the airflow allowance in compartments larger than
sao cu.ft.- .

-The volume of the C-J compartment of the L-lOll
is 700 cu. ft. Safety Board investigators have been advised by
FAA that the L-IOll C-J compartment was approved as -Class 0-
by -extrapolations- from the sao cu. ft. volume and 1,500 cu. ft.
per hour airflow guidelines in ,14 CFR 25.857 (d) (5). However,
the theoretical concept of a Class 0 compartment is that a fire
within the compartment would be extin~uished by oxygen
depletion, preventing its propagation. This concept apparently
has been successfully applied in a narrow-bodied aircraft with
limited volume compartments. However, the Safety Board is
concerned ~~at it may not be a valid concept for larger volume
compartments, such as the L-10ll C-3 compartment, because much
greater volumes of oxygen are available to support combt.:stion
prior to depletion and -snuffing.- The additonal air supply can
readily support a fire for sufficient time to allow penetration
of the compartment lining, thereby providing access to an
unlimited oxygen supply to support propagation of the fire.-

- In fact, preliminary tests conducted at the FAA
Technical Center, using a 620 7/ cu. ft. simulated Class 0 com-
partment, illustrated that a TIre of sufficient intensity to
penetrate the L-'Oll C-3's ceiling liner in less than 1 minute
burned for more than 10 minutes after the compartment airflow
was shut off."-----------------------------------------------------------------11 Correction to quote as it ~as a 620 cu.ft. compartment.

•
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-The SOlfetyBoard is aware that the type of flames
used in the tests at Lockheed and at the FAATechnical Center do
not duplica te the type. of flame (bunsen burner) used to certify
flammability characteristics of cargo. and baggage compartment
interior materials (1<4CP'R2S. 855) • However, the Safety Board
believes that a small fire in a piece of baggage could generate
localized intense heat similar to that from the propane burner
used in the recent tests and that the fire could penetrate the
ceiling before the oxygen supply is depleted.-

-The penetration of the L-lOll C-3 compartment ceil-
ing carries extremely hazardous consequences because numerous
major aircraft components are routed between the ceiling of the
compartment and the floor of the cabin. Among these items are
the No. 2 engine throttle cables, the No. 2 fuel line, and
flight control cables. Fire reaching these components could ea-
sily endanger the entire aircraft, and therefore, the design
does not comply with the intent of 14 CFR 25.857 (d)(S). ~(Jre-
over, once such a fire reaches the cabin, the cabin furnishings
will become involved, and the fire will be. difficult to extin-
guish. -

-The Safety Board is aware of several instances of
fire in checked baggage from ignition of matches and other
items. In most of these instances, fires ignited while the air-
craft were on the ground and the aircraft were not damaged.
However, the possibility of such a fire while in-flight and the
questionable capability of the L-lOll C-3 compartment to contain
a fire by -snuffing- to keep it from spreading suggest that the
-Class 0- certification of the C-3 compartment should be re-
evaluated.-

In answer to the recommendation by the NTSBtha t the
Class 0 certification of a compartment be reevaluated, the FAA
stated:

-The L-lOll is not unique in having a large Class 0
type cargo compartment that has been demonstrated to be in comp-
liance with the requirements of FAR2S.857(d). For this reason,
the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) does not believe speci-
fic action pertaining to the L-IOll as a special case is approp-
riate. Neither do we find that the limited tests cited by the
Board are sufficient in themselves to justify the recommended ac-
tion. In the research program discussed under Recommendation
A-81-13, detection, extinguishment, and flammability of cargo
compartment liners will be evaluated. Since the intent of this
recommendation is embodied in the FAAresearch program discuss~d
under Recommendation A-81-13, we intend no further action on
Safety Recommendation A-81-12.- (See Appendix H for details).
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2. ANALYSIS

The aircraft was equipped and maintained in accord-
ance with regulations and approved procedures.

The flightcre.••was certificat:ed properly for the
flight. They had recei~ed the off-duty time required by regulat-
ions and there was no e~idence of medical factors that might
have affected their performance except that the F/E was affected
by Dyslexia.

Fire Origin2.1

The investigation and analysis of this accident
explored and concentrated primarily in four major areas. Those
areas are the (1) fire origin or the causal area; (2) the flight
and actions by the crew; (3) actions by Crash/Fire/Rescue servi-
ces and, (4) survival aspects. In addition, the in~estigation
went beyond these areas and probed such areas as crew background
and Air Traffic Control actions.I-

I

I .

]
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I' Four assumed probable areas for the origin of the
fire were developed. They were based on the fire originating in
the, (1) passenger cabin, (21 cheek area adjacent to the C-3 car-
go compartluent, (3) area illllllediatelyaft of the C-3 cargo com-
part~ent and, (4) C-3 cargo compartment.

I
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In exploring these possible areas of fire origin,
a review of the investigation findings regarding the aircraft
systems are appropriate. Investigation re~ealed that all air-
craft systems functioned normally except for anomalies associa-
ted with the fire effects of the accident. There was no detect-
able evidence that the fuel system leaked or that there were
any pre-fire faults in the electrical, hydraulic, or pneumatic
systems. Evidence indicated that the fire caused t:he sticking
throttle which resulted in the Captain I 5 decision to shutdown
the No. 2 engine. When the engine was shut down, the engine-dri-
ven B-system hydraulic pumps began to run down which caused the
lew B-system pressure during the last portion of the approach to
the landing. The fire also resulted in the burst of the B-system
suction line and the duct over-heat signal that came on late in
the flight.

In an effort to determine the exact location of
the origin, fuel source or i.gnition of the fire, the logical
analytic approach for evaluating the suspect areas was to assume
that a fire started in each of the four areas and then evaluate
them against the known sequence of events. These events ",ere
taken from information gained from the DFDR, OAR, CVR, ATe Tape,
eyewitness reports and test findings~



The passenger cabin is not considered as the origi-
nating area of the fire for the following reasons:

a. No reports of fire or smoke in the cabin were
made by the cabin crew until about 5 minutes
after the C-3 compartment smoke warning.

b. It is improbable that a large enough amount of
smoke to alarm the smoke detectors could enter
the C-3 compartment from the cabin without a
fairly large fire being visible in the cabin.

c. The flight and cabin crew initial reports of
only smoke in cabin are not consistent with
the intensity of a fire needed to penetrate
the cabin floor from above. In fact tests to
cause such a penetration were unsuccessful.

b. There is insufficient fuel in the cheek area
for a fire of early intensity.

d. The duct ov~rheat signal tlmlng is too late in
the flight, therefore, is inconsi3tent for a
fire originating in check area.

e. No evidence was found to indicate that hydrau-
lic lines in the cheek area initially were in-
volved with fire dur{ng the flight as all hyd-
raulic systems were normal until the last port-
ion of the flight.
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area is too remote from the throttle
cause a stuck cable early in the

It is improbable that smoke from the
area enters the C-3 cargo compartment to
vate the smoke detectors.

The cheek
cablE: to
fire.

Possible Origin in Passenger Cabin

possible Origin in Cheek Area
a.

d. A stuck throttle cable from a cabin fire ef-
fect is improbable without the fire penetrat-
ing the cabin floor which is inconsistent with
testing results.

e. The duct overheat signal would require cabin
floor penetration as detectors are located ap-
proximately 12 inches below the floor and thus
initially protected from a cabin fire effect.

£. Tests show that a cabin fire involving the
seats would progress too fast for it to occur
early in the fire sequence.

c.

2.1.1

2.1.2



f.

g.

h.
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The electrical wire harness fire damage in the
cheek area was duplicated in a laboratory fla-
me test in approximately 5 minutes, whereas
the elapsed time of the airplane fire was ab-
out 21 minutes before similar wire damage caus-
ed various events, such as the C-l cargo door
open warning.

The laboratory analysis of the accident air-
plane I s wire harness from the cheek area did
~ot find any prefire insulation damage, wet
wire faults or ground faults that could have
been ignition sources. Thus, there does not
seem to be any probable ignition sources for a
fire to originate in the cheek area.

Laboratory analysis also showed that the ~B-
system rupture in the cheek area was caused by
heating and that -No flame had been playing on
this part for any appreciable time after the
burst had occurred-.

1
I

Arguments supporting the origination of fire in
the cheek area are t.'1at it has ingredients for a fire source
such as electrical wires, hydraulic lines and pneumatic lines.
However, there is no supporting evidence that a fire did start
in this area. In fact, all evidence indicates that the fire
source was elsewhere.

1
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2.1.3. Possible Origin In Area Immediately aft of the C-3
Cargo Compartment

a. It is improbable that smoke from a fire aft of
C-3 could enter C-3 in a large enough quantity
to activate the detector without producing
smoke in the cabin.

b. It is improbable that any smoke generated in
t.'1is area would enter the cabin area and then
seek its way down into the C-3 compartment
without initially alerting the cabin crew
prior to any detector alert. If the fire was
intense enough to generate the smoke required
to enter the cabin and then progress into the
C-3 area, it would have been hot enough to
cause an early alarm of the "J- area overheat
detection loop. In addition, if smoke had been
forced to the ceiling above the panels it
would have been drawn off through the OFV's.

c. There was no evidence found to indicate any
hydraulic leaks in the area or possible ignit-
ion sources.
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d. The duct over heat sig,nal timing is too late

inflight, therefore, 1S inconsistent for a
fire .originating aft of C-3.

e. There is no mention or indication of an acrid
substance in the smoke which would indicate
hydraulic fluid as the fuel for the fire. If
such a fire happened in flight, the passengers
would not have been able to tolerate the ac-
rid smoke and would have moved fOr'",ard. Such
an occurrence was not detected by the C.G. stu-
dy. It was concluded that the major movement
took place after the aircraft landed.

f. The fire damage in the C-3 compartment cannot
be accounted for with a fire origination aft
of C-3.

g. The lavatories are directly over the area aft
of C-3 however, there was no mention of a lava-
tory fire.

h. Fire was seen in windows between L3 and L4.
Had a fire began in the area of the lavatories
and progressed forward to that point, the
smoke should have precluded the fire from
being visible. ,This would, most likely, have
made the entire fuselage non-survivable before
the aircraft landed.

To evaluate the possibility of a fire starting in
the C-3 compartment, an assumption will be made that evidence of
the source of ignition was consumed by the fire.

2.1.4

i. There was no evidence of flame propagation
between the cargo ceiling and cabin floor from
aft of C-3 to the cabin floor from aft of C-3
to the area of burn-through in the ceiling of
the C-3 cargo compartment.

Possible Origin in C-3 Cargo Compartment

I
- I

f

For clarity, the analysis will follow the chronolo-
gical order of events that are considered to be pertinent.

At 1815, following fire ignition, smoke was gene-
rated in sufficient quantity to set off the "B" system smoke de-
tector. The actuation of the "B" smoke detector secured the pet
ventilation air inflow and outflow valves as well as disrupting
power to the inflow fan (This fan was inoperative at aircraft
dispatch and was listed in the ships' log). As the smoke conti-
nued the "A" system detector was triggered about one minute la-
ter, confirming the presence of smoke in C-3 cargo compartment •
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Approximate}y four minutes elapsed before the air-
craft was turned back to Riyadh. During some of this period,
the flight engineer left and returned to the ccd:pit with a re-
port -fire back there-. A short time later at 18:21:33, he left
the cockpit again and upon return to the cockpit repor~ed -it's
just smoke in the aft-. These inputs could indicate that the
C-3 ceiling penetration happened early and that the burning ma-
terial was near the top of the C-3 compartment.

Penetration of the C-3 compartment liner permits
access to an eight-inch space between the cargo compartment ceil-
ing and the bottom of the pass.enger floor. This space is open
across the aircraft (left to right hand sides) between each twen-
ty inch spaced 1:ransversal. Smoke can be drilien through these
channels to the cabin sidewall exhaust orill and can enter the
cabin. ~

The Captain reported a stuck No. 2 engine throttle
lever at about 18:25. It can only be assumed, at this point,
that the fire penetrated the cargo ceiling liner left of the air-
craft centerline, in line with or near to the throttle cable run
located at BL35L. The throttle control cables are routed in
this area between the cargo compartment ceiling and the passen-
ger floor and are threaded through holes in each transversal.
The controls consist of lockelad cables (carbon steel core witn
a swaged aluminum jacket) suspended between fairlead nylon roll-
ers approximately every eight feet apart along the cao.Le rU:l.
As determined by laboratory tests the fairlead rollers soften
and melt at approximately SOooF and adhere to the lockclad cable
causing substantial increase in system friction. This can occur
with a small amount of cooling.

About 18:26, cleven minutes after the first smoke
alarm, a cabin attendant reported seeing fire in the left rear
cabin. It can be assumed that the heat and flame, initially
unable to penetrate the passenger floor, has followed the same
path as the smoke between the transversals to the sidewall of
the aircraft. Even with the pet air ventilation system closed.
the fi:,e will propagate much the saine as was demonstrated in
the FAA testing with a simulated compartment.

At 18:32:19, the area duct overheat signal came
on. The overheat sensor is installed in the aircraft to detect
hot air leaks in the high pressure pneumatic system. The system
has dual loop eutectic sensors for redundancy that trigger at
2S5°F plus or minus IS.F. The dual loop is located outside the
left hand sidewall of the C-3 compartment between the sidewall
liner and the pneumatic duct and below the five compartment heat-
ing inlet ducts which penetrate the top of the sidewall liner.

This sensor location shields the sensors from di-
rect impingement from above. Radiated heat from the eight-inch
space above or sufficient fire progression would be required to
trigger the sensor. This is contrary to a fire that had its ori-
gin low in the cheek area which would burn up to the exposed sen-

•sore
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At 18:32:52 the Captain elected to shut down No.2
engine which secured the -B- and -C- engine driven hydraulic
pumps. Each of these systems are backed up by Air Turbine Hotor
(ATH) driven pumps, however, the pneumatic air source to each
can be isolated by a shut off valve. Whenthis valve is closed,
as would be the corrective action for ••.duct area overheat, the-B- system ATH is isolated from the high pressure pneumatic
drive source, causing the -B8 system to stagnate or have a zero
flow condition. In this state, there is no heat transfer frolll
external heat sources and the systems' aluminum lines would be
subject to damage. At 18:35:06 the Flight Engineer reported
.Aft cargo door is open Sir. - The electric harness powering
this circuit was damaged at this point providing a false signal
in the cockpit because the C-3 cargo door was found closed and
latched.

i
I
1
]
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In Summary, a fire starting in the C-3 Cargo Com-
partment is entirely probable as it lends itself to total ag-
reement with the time sequence of events and facts in that:

At 18:42, an eye witness reportedly saw flames in
the aft three windows between L4 and L3 doors and finally at
18:46 a witness reported seeing flames through the fuselage skin
top and aft, also through the fuselage skin on the left side,
aft and below the window line. '

At 18:35:42, thirty-six seconds after the cargo
open light in response to a call of 8Hydraulics8 by the captain,
the F/E reports -Okay, that's good you got low pressure on num-
ber t .•••o.. This statement is not specific enough to determine
whether it is engine oil pressure, as No. 2 engine is shut down,
or hydraulic oil pressure because the pneumatic isolation valve
is closed.
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cargo
first

in the C3
gave the

as corrected by the F/E, des-
the cabin, not fire, su'lgest-
actual fire was not yet in

The smoke detectors located
compartment actuated and
warning of smoke/fire.

Ini tial reports
cribed smoke in
ting that the
sight.

a.

b.

c. The stuck throttle cable-run is above the C-3
cargo compartment and is accessible to a fire
originating in the C-3 compartment: after the
compartment liner is penetrated by the fire.

d. The bleed air duct overheat detector location
(in the cheek area) could be actuated by heat
(22S"F) radiating from a fire that has breach-
ed the C-3 cargo compartment liner and is
passing outboard, under the floor, and over
the adjacent cheek area.
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e. There is an extensive history of fires ori-
ginating in aircraft in cargo compartments
where loose baggage and cargo is carried.

f. A full Scale Test shows that known facts can
easily support a fire originating in C-3.

These facts include but are not limited to:

1. Ease of penetration of Nomex liner from
below and evidence of fire from C-3 to
cabin.

2. Fluctuation of the smoke detection sig-
nals.

3. Long duration of a fire before cabin
hazard levels significantly increased.

4. Temperatures in area between the cargo
ceiling and cabin floor reached a peak
just after the liner burn through and then
decreased, thus causina the throttle to
s1:.ick. -

5. Lack of damage in the C-3 compartment
similar to that of the C-3 compartment of
the accident aircraft. This was due to the
fluctu~tion of oxygen levels.

2.1.5 Summary
In summary, the Presidency has been unable to de-

termine the ignition source of the fire; however, evidence str-
ongly supports fire origination in the C-3 cargo compartment.
Evidence that the fire did not start in the cabin area or the
eheek area is conclusive and there is considerable evidence that
it did not start in the area just aft of the C-3 cargo compart-
ment.

2.2 The Flight and Actions by the Crew

L

]

]

According to CVR information, initial system warn-
ing of smoke in the C-3 cargo compartment occurred 6:54 minutes-
after take off from Riyadh and wh ile c1 imb ing through 15,000
feet enroute to Jeddah. Four minutes and 21 seconds was spent
by the crew in confirming the warning.

Saudia procedures state that in the event of a sin-
gle or double smoke warning, divers ion to the neares t. su itable
airfield should be considered. Due to the complexity of electro-
nic systems in later generation wide-bodies aircraft it is possi-
ble to have a spurious warning occur. Therefore, unless there
is immediate evidence that an actual emergency exists, system
checks should be accomplished prio: to fl igh t d1 vers ion decis-
ions.
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It should be noted, however, that about 3 minutes
were spent by the crew in looking for the aft cargo smoke warn-
ing procedure. Evidence indicated that this difficulty was the
result of a split of' the Emergency and Abnormal procedures into
Emergency, Abnormal and Additional. The crew apparently believ-
ed that the correct procedures were in the Abnormal section whi-
le it was actually in the Emergency section. Another factor
which possibly contributed to the time required to find the loca-
tion of the proper procedures was that the flight Engineer was
affected by "Dyslexia". The manifestation of such a condition
can cause confusion of switches, actions, etc. I

their
index

The Presidency believes that Saudia
checklists by reducing the divisions and

identifier as in a Quick Reference Handbook.
should revise
providing an

Confirmation that a fire actually existed occurred
after the aircraft had begun its return to Riyadh. An expedited
descent was initiated shortly thereafter and an emergency was
declared by alerting Riyadh's tower and crash/fire/rescue equip-ment.

The flightcrew's action up to the point of turn-
around can be considered nominal, however, thereafter their
actions began to deteriorate. During the descent,the Captain
appeared to devote his entire attention to flying the aircraf.t.
He could have reduced his workload by using the F/O to fly the
aircraft in order to allow himse1f time to properly evaluate the
situation.

During this same period, the actions of the F/E
may have confused the Captain by underestimating the seriousness
of the situation. The F/E kept saying .No Problem. when a se-
vere problem existed. The F/E may have been saying this to bols-
ter his own confidence that all would end well but, in doing so,
he presented to the Captain an incorrect view of what was actual-
ly occurring. The F/E's actions may have contributed to the Cap-
tain's apparent lack of effective and appropriate assertive act-
ion when such action was imperative.

Nothwithstanding the preceding, the Captain had
numerous other warnings that there was a fire, which is one of
the most critical of aviation in-flight emergencies. The Captain
should have instructed his cabin crew to prepare for an evacuat-
ion immediately upon landing. He should have called for the use
of oxygen by his cockpit crew and instructed his cabin crew to
use oxygen when needed. The inhalation of toxic gasses, at
times, is insidious and causes physical and mental impairment
which would be alleviated by the proper use of oxygen.

The F/O failed in that he was thet"e to assist the
Captain and monitor the safety of the aircraft. His limited time
in the ait"craft is no excuse fat" throughout his training he, as
well as every other pilot, has been trained to act as a team mem-
ber. However, in this case, it is obvious that he failed to as-
sert himself in a manner that is so,'necessary of a team member
when an emergency occurs,
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Based on the evidence derived from the CVRand phy-
sical evidence showing non-use of 02 or smoke masks, it is con-
cluded that the cockpit crew was not affected by the toxic gas-
ses during the return flight and the descent into Riyadh. In ad-
dition the positive pressure of the cockpit ventilation system
would tend to prevent entry of cabin air (smoke) into the cock-
pit.

During this same period, all evidence indicates
that the cabin crew functioned normally in fact they acted com-
mendably. They attacked the fire as well as they could and, at
the same time did everything that they could to calm the passen-
gers. They also made every attempt to keep the Captain advised
of the very serious nature of events occurring in the passenger
cabin, and to extract from him the essential order to evacuate
immediately upon landing.

~fter landing, the Captain should have stopped his
aircraf: as soon as possible and initiated an emergency evacuat-
ion. However, he wasted critical time in taxiing the aircraft
clear of the runway.

The Captain had numerous and strong indications
that a critical fire situation existed prior to his landing, yet
none of his actions, at this time, gave evidence of such knowl-
edge. He appeared to reject: the seriousness of the situation.
The reason or reasons for such a rejection remain undetermined.

The questiqn arises whether the aircraft. could
have been brought to a stop within minimumcertification dist-
ance after touchdown. In this respect, the evidence showed that
maximumbraking capability was available and that the aircraft
could have been brought to a stop on the runway with a saving of
acout 2 minutes time as compared to the time it took to taxi to
a stop. The Presidency believes that these two minutes were sig-
nificant with respect to survivability. This is especially so,
if coupled with an immediate evacuation.

During this time period, the flow of fresh air was
reduced thus causing greater depletion of oxygen with an accom-
panying increase of toxic and combustible gasses. The combinat-
ion of these factors resulted in a flash fire which impaired
both the flight and cabin crew to the degree that they became
beth physically and mentally incapable of performing their eva-
cuation duties. Their impairment evidently occurred at a point
in t.ime just after engine shutdown but prior to initiating and
evacuation.

A question arose as to the possibility that a pres-
surization differential prevented evacuation after the aircraft
came to a stop. The evidence shows that the inside emergency
door handle of R-2 was never operated. It is reasonable to as-
sume that the flight attendants who were originally stationed at
exits L-3 , L-4 and R-3, R-4 had moved fot"1o'ardbecause of fire
near those exits; Therefore, ther: Is a strong possibility that

..
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exit R-2 was manned by not only its regularly assigned flight
attendant but possibly one or more of flight attendants who had
moved forward from the rear exits. If any of these flight
attendants had operated the inside emergency handle while the
fuselage was pressurized, the door would have opened later when
fire breached through the fuselage.

A pressure profile was made which depicted the
crew following normal pressurization procedures during the climb
out of Riyadh and during the initial part of the return and des-
cent. However, during descent a cabin altitude of 2,000 feet
had been selected to correspond to the field elevation of 2082
feet at Riyadh. For Saudia, the usual descent rate is 240
f.p.m. In this instance a higher than usual rate was selected
to ensure zero differential pressure at touchdown. This was ne-
cessary since the descent time was reduced due to the altitude
versus the distance to go to touchdown.

The condition of the aircraft found by the investi-
gating team leads to the most probable conclusion that the air-
craft was not pressurized after it landed at Riyadh.

Just prior to landing, the Captain told the cock-
pit crew not to evacuate, however, it is not clear if such infor-
mation was relayed to the cabin crew. Saudia cabin crews have
the authority to initiate an evacuation should the situation dic-
tate it. Even if the cabin crew had decided that the situation
warranted breaking their procedures, they were prevented from
doing so by the Captain. The Captain by allowing the engines to
continue to operate after he stopped the aircraft effectively
prevented the cabin crew from initiating the evacuation on their
own. There was no evidence that shows that an evacuation proce-
dure was initiated.

Based on information obtained during the investiga-
tion, there is no evidence obtained to indicate that the doors
were not fully operational at the time the aircraft was brought
to a stop. There was no evidence to indicate any of the door
interior emergency handles had been pulled. This lack of action
by the cabin crew may have been that the order by the Captain
not to evacuate had been received by the cabin crew. A second
and possible factor in the failure of anyone of the crew to open
the doors was the fact that by the time the aircraft came to a
stop the passengers were in total panic and had rushed to and
against the doors which would have prevented the doors from
moving inboard the necessary few inches prior to opening.
However, it is more likely that the cabin crew were physically
impaired by the flash fire which occurred. Since the flight crew
were found still at their duty stations, it is doubtful that the
evacuation command was ever issued.
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~vio~nce was conclusive that the environmental con-
trol system (EC:;") packs were shutdown before the engines were
shut down. This is a normal post-landing procedure. This ac-
tion resulted in t..'le loss of any ventilation air being intro-
duced wi thin the fuselage. The closed and almost closed posi-
tions of the forward and aft outflow valves initially were unex-
plainable for they should have automatically gone to open on
touch-down.

Based on standard operating procedures at turn-
around, the two outflow valves were regulating; the overboard
vent valves were in their normal in-flight position, that is,
the forward electronic equipment compartment and the mid-electro-
nic equipment compartment valves were closed and exhaust air was
discharged through the forward outflow valve. The galley vent
valve was open exhausting oven air overboarc. The cabin pressu-
rization system had been reset for Riyadh altitude and all three
(3) cycle machines were operating.

The mode of operation used to control the outflow
valve during short final portion of the flight cannot be deter-
mined. However, the system was found in the standby operation
mode, with the standby rate set at the hold or zero rate of
change position. The outflow valves by design will go to the
full open pos i tion only .••hen the system is se t. in the normal
operating mode in actuation of the airplane squat switch. Since
this did not happen, -it can be concluded that at some point in
the short final phase of the [,light, the system operating mode
"'as switched from normal to standby. At any time during this
period, a loss of A.C. power to the actua tor or loss of D.C.
power which is needed to keep the actuator brake released, would
lock the valve in the position in which it was found. The
harnesses supplying power to the aft outflow valve are routed
through the reported fire area, along the side of the C2-C3
cargo compartment. Damage to these harnesses during this period
is probable.

Following the power interrupt. ~le forward outflow
valve would be modulating to maintain pressure control. With the
control in standby and at a hold rate setting, the forward valve
would continue to open to maintain a 2000 ft. altitude within
the cabin. At some point after the cabin reached 2000 ft. alti-
tude and prior to shutting down engines. the packs were turned
off. This probably occurred during rollout which accounts for
the reduction in the smoke trail from the airplane aft outflow
valve seen by the eye witnesses. It is further confirmed by fin-
ding all three (3) pack turbine bypass valves in their preposi-
tion position. The preposition setting or system start-up posi-
tion is automatically attained after system shutdown and re-
quires 30 seconds of A.C. power to drive the motor operated val-
ves.

To summarlze the outflow valve investigation, it
is known that the pressurization system operating mode was
changed from normal to ~tandby during ~be final phase of descent
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bc(ore touchdown. It is also known the aft outflow valve was
open during the flight phase because of the reported smoke trail
from the aft end of the aircraft, reported by eye witnesses, and
the soot stained underside aft of the valve.

Actions by Crash/Fire/Rescue Services

Evidence indicated that the actions by the Riyadh
crash/fire/rescue personnel was both inadequate and disorganiz-
ed. Evidence also showed a lack of adequate training for the
firemen and lack of useful fire protective clothing and fire-
fighting equipment.

Chapter 12 of ICAO DOC9137-AN/898. Part I estab-
lishes the criterion for C/F/R procedures which Saudi Arabia has
adapted, yet, in this case all of the pertinent criteria were
not followed by Airport C/F/R Services. The firemen were not
properly clothed in protective clothing although they had ample
warning that an aircraft on fire was approaching. They were not
equipped with the tools for forcible entry nor were they trained
in forcible entry procedures. They were not trained in opening
the L-lOll doors and were not knowledgeable of any entry areas
below the cabin doors. They had not received actual firefight-
ing training nor actual training on L-lOll aircraft.

I t should be noted that fire was sigh ted in the
aft of the aircraft as it came to a stop on the taxi-way yet the
firemen failed to take immediate, entry action. This can be ex-
cused by the fact that the two wing engines were still running
and the firemen had no direct communication with the crew; there-
fore. they were awaiting crew action. However. no excuse can be
given for the failure of C/F/R action after the engines stopped
3 minutes later and until the first door was opened about 26
minutes after the aircraft came to a stop.

There is no doubt that the individual firemen
on-scene did as well as they were able to, but they lacked the
training and equipment to accomplish their task. a fact which is
attributable to C/F/R management at the time of the accident.
With this in mind. the Pres idency was extremely concerned and
since the date of the accident has updated the training and equi-
pment throughout Saudi Arabia.

I
I

2.4 Survival Asoects.

Postmortem examinations and toxicological findings
revealed tha t the deaths in th is acciden t were attributable to
the inhalation of toxic gasses andlor exposure to the effects of
the fire, heat and lack of oxygen. There were no unusual forces
transmitted. to the aircraft occupants as the landing and subse-
quent roll-out were normal.

I
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It is clear, both from the state of the bronchial
tree of the deceased and the levels of carbon monoxide in all of
the blood samples, that the deceased breathed heavily smoke-
f1111ed contaminated air before they died.

In all cases
carbon particles which
lung. In the majori ty
and the carbon monoxide
percent •.

•
examined, the trachea was covered with
extended into the bronchiotes of the

of the cases the soot deposit was heavy
(CO) levels varied from 42 percent to 58
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There was no evidence that oxygen was used by either
the flight or cabin crew. Therefore, it is a safe assumption
that the occupants were incapacitated prior to exposure to heavy
smoke. Such incapacitation could have occurred from at least
two causes. One cause could have been by the inhalation of one
or a combination of fast acting toxic gasses. Another cause
could have occurred as a result of a flash fire which would
consume al~ost all of the available oxygen thus causing
i~ediate incapacitation.

Initially, during" the period from first smoke de-
tection until after landing when the outflow valves closed and
the airconditioning packs were shut dewn, the crew and pass-
engers were exposed to mild and virtually insignificant hypoxia
due to exposure to a cabin al ti tude of about 5, 000 feet. This
was combined i.n the passenger cabin with increasing amounts of
carbon monoxide and other toxic agents from the combustion of
aircraft and other materials.

During this period, the occupants of the passengers
cabin of the aircraft were undoubtedly exposed to these haz-
ards, but at levels which were insufficient to se~'erely affect
them. E'lidence indicates that during this period the cockpit
cre •••.was exposed to little or none of the hazards until after
the aircraft landed.

After landing, the seriousness of the situation and
potential hazard accelerated rapidly as the fire began burning
more aircraft materials. The situation was further aggravated
when the F/E shutdown the conditioning units, 3.nd the outflow
valves closed, thus collecting heat and combustible gasses at
the ceiling of the cabin. Hazardous conditions in the aircraft
increased as the fire increased, ho•••.ever, they •••.ere still
survivable until a flash fire occurred in the cabin just after
engine shut down occurred. This caused a very rapid buildup of
hazards in the cabin and cockpit (lack of 02, toxic gasses,
smoke, hea t ) , inducing almos t ill'.rnedia te incapaci ta t ion of the
passengers and crew and thereafter - death.

Based on the foregoing, this accident was survivable.
The actions by the Captain in not preparing his cabin crew for
evacuation and then not stopping as soon as poss ible on the
runway to evacuate the aircraft, and the actions by C/F/R
personnel contributed to the ultimate fatal results.
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Review of the background of the cockpit crew rai-
ses some areas of concern. Both the F/0 and F/E had, at one
point in their careers, been dropped from the training program,
or had been terminated and then reinstated. Their acticns or
lack of action during this accident sequence were not helpful to
the Captain. Reinstatement in a flight position of terminated
crewmen is not desirable.

The performance of ATC in this accident can be con-
sidered, in most cases, standard, but.an error in judgement was
made by not closing the airfield illl1llediately when all C/F/R
vehicles were occupied at the accident scene. In this case, how-
ever, it had no effect on the outcome of the accident. In ano-
ther instance, the tower and the officer-in-charge of the fire-
fighting personnel did not make preliminary coordination to pro-
vide the firefighters with the frequency of the aircraft. Di-
rect communication between rescue personnel and an aircraft in
distress is essential.

As the result of this accident, the 0.5. N.T.S.B.
made two recommendations to the 0.5. F.A.A. The N.T.S.B. 's basis
in making both recommendations is logical and the Presidency be-
lieves the recommendations merit positive and expedited action.
The NTSB noted that the I.-lOll C-3 compartment was approved as a
-Class D- compartment by -extrapolations- from the 500 cu. ft.
volume and the 1,500 cu. ft. per hour airflow guidlines in 14
CFR 25.857 (d) (5). The concept of a Class D compartment is
that a fire within it would be controlled by oxygen depletion.
This concept as it relates to the I.-lOll compartment of 700 cu.
ft. using a Nomex ceil"ing liner volume has been subsequently
disproved by FAAtests.

The N.T.S.B. recommended that the -Class D- certi-
fication of the I.-lOll C-3 cargo compartment be reevaluated yet
the FAA responded that it has been demonstrated that a large
class D type cargo compartment is in compliance with the require-
ments of FAR 25.857 (d). In view of the results of the FAAtest-
ing, the Presidency is concerned with the FAA's answer. There
is certainly evidence that the C-3 compartment did not meet the
intent of the FAR and that the FAR was inadequate for the pur-
pose intended.

Two of the other three requirements for classifica-
tion of a Class D Cargo Compartment were also not met by the C-3
cargo compartment. Therefore, it is believed, that the F.A.A.
should reconsider its stand on this recommendation and take imme-
diate positive action. (See Section 4 and Appendix H).

3. CONCLUSIONS

3.1 Findings

1. The flightcrew was properly certificated to con-
duct the flight, and the aircraft was properly
maintained in accQrdance. with prescribed proce-
dures.
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2. A fire probably started in the C-3 Cargo compart-

men t.

that the
the C-3

evidence indicates
in the area aft of

The fire did not start in the left cheek area.
The fire did not start in the Cabin area:

The majority of the
fire did not start
cargo compartment.

6. The ignition source for the fire was not deter-
mined.

4.
5.

3.I
I

7. The initial fuel for the fire was probably baggage
and cargo in the C-3 cargo compartment.

8. There was no detectable evidence of a pre-fire
fault in the aircraft systems.

9. The Operator's
procedures were
identification.

Emergency and Abnormal checklist
not adequately indexed for rapid

10. During the descent to Riyadh, the Captain did not
brief the cabin crew regarding plans to evacuate.

11. The Captain did not fully utilize his flight deck
crew during the emergency.

12. Upon landing, the cabin and ambient differential
pressure was negligible.

13. The aircraft had adequate braking capability
available to make a maximum stop on the runway.

14. The Captain elected to taxi off the runway prior
to bringing the aircraft to a stop.

15. Toxic fumes including carbon monoxide, ..••ere being
produced by burning materials and were inhaled by
the aircraft occupants.

16. Autopsy findings indicated that the occupants had
inhaled a high percentage of carbon monoxide.

an attempt to open
the aircraft by]

]

17.

18.

There was no evidence of
doors from the inside
emergency method.
Crash/Fire/Rescue personnel were
equipped or trained. This resulted
being inadequate and disorganized
tion at hand.

the
the

not properly
in their ations
for the situa-

. .
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19. The ~egree of seriousness of the accident is directly
related to the actions of the Captain, and C/F/R ser-vices.

20. Investigative evidence and testing indicates that the
C-3, class D compartment of the L-IOll did not meet
the intent of FAR 25.857 (d) and that the FAR is in-
adequate for the purpose intended.

3.2 Probable Cause

The Presidency of Civil Aviation determines that the prob-
able cause of this accident was the initiation of fire in the
C-3 cargo compartment. The source of the ignition of the fireis undetermined.

Factors contributing to the final fatal results of this
accident were (1) the failure of the Captain to prepare the ca-
bin crew for immediate evacuation upon landing, and his failure
in not making a maximum stop landing on the runway, with immed-
iate evacuation, (2) the failure of the Captain to properly uti-
lize his flight crew throughout the emergency (3) the failure of
C/F/R headquarters management personnel to insure that its per-
sonnel had adequate equipment and training to function as re-quired during an emergency.

4. SAFETY RECOMMENDATIONS
4.1 National Transportation Safetv Board,

As the result of findings in this accident the U.S. Natio-
nal Transportation Safety Board made two recommendations to the
U.S. Federal Aviation Administration. These recommendations to-
gether with the FAA response are contained in Appendix H of thisreport.

I
I

The Presidency of Civil Aviation
reconsider its action regarding N.T.S.B's
and take expedient corrective action.

requests that the FAA
recommendation A-18-12

4.2 Presidency of Civil Aviation
Following the accident, the Presidency made a series of

recommendations to Saudia they were, in part, as follows:

4.2.1 FLIGHTCREW TRAINING AND STANDARDIZATION
1. Revise existing training programs and initiate addi-

tional programs to insure that flight crews are given adequate
instruction for their immediate and aggressive response to any
problems relative to safety of flight. Such programs should in-
clude instructions for immediate action to be taken upon the ac-
tivation of any aircraft's fire and smoke warning devices and/or

I
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•upon receipt of any information that fire or smoke has been ob-

served aboard an aircraft. If smoke is confirmed, the instruct-
ions should dictace a landing as soon as possible at a suitable
airfield.

2. Amend Saudia's crew training program to include addi-
tional assertive and command training for junior Saudia Captains
and for First Officers.

3. Establish a system so that flight crews are matched
to insure that the cockpit experience level and competency is at
a desirable level. Such a procedure would eliminate the schedu-
ling of junior Captains and junior First Officers for the same
flight.

4. Amend Saudia's personnel policy and practices to
stop ~~e rehiring of flight crew members for a flight crew posi-
tion after they have been removed from another flight crew be-
cause of substandard performance.

5. Review and amend emergency procedures and check
lists for all aircraft to separate and clarify the emergency lan-
ding evacuation procedures to prevent possible confusion of the
specific steps to take in such emergencies.

6. Revie••••Saudia I s Standard Operating Procedures to in-
sure that they are precise and contain detailed inst:uctions and
procedures. Clear, concise and easily understandable instruct-
ions should eli~inate deviations and ensure standardization.

4.2.2 SURVEILLANCE AND HANDLING OF CARRY-ON BAGGAGE. CHECKED
BAGGAGE

, .

1-

:1
]

,
1. Saudia provide personnel to oversee the check~in se-

curity inspection and boarding on all Saudia flights. In addi-
tion, Saudia personnel should spot check for security purposes
checked baggage and cargo.

2. Saudia take the necessary action to improve their
surveillance and direction of the ca::-sohandlers 1n regard to
the methods and materials that are placed in aircraft cargo com-
partments.

Some of the remedial actions that Saudia has taken to
date to improve thei::-operations are:

1. Emergency check lists and procedures for all Saudia
aircraft have been, or are being revised, to insu::-ethat flight
crews hal/e the information available to them so that they can
take immediate decisive action whenever an emergency occurs.

2. An extensive ,review of crew training procedures has
been accompl~shed to improve any areas that may be deficient.

3. Emphas is has been placed on improving any defieient
areas in evacuation tr~inin9.
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4. The airline has incorporated all of its pilot train-

ing records into a computer system. This system will allow imme-
diate access to crew records so that Training and Line Supervi-
sory personnel can make prompt, comprehensive evaluations for
improving the effectiveness of the training for the individual
crew member, among other benefits.

s. The C-3 cargo compartment (Class D) of all Saudia
L-IOll aircraft has been sealed off in an effort to confine any
fire that may occur within it. The compartment no longer has
the capability to transport animals.

4.2.3 OTHERAREAS

In add i tion to the recommenda tions made to Saudia, the
Presidency evaluated areas for improvement within Civil Aviat-
ion, in particular, PCA Fire Services. Immediate remedial ac-
tion was taken which has resulted in the KingdomI s present Fire
Services now exceeding, in most cases, the international cri te-
ria established by ICAO. Further improvement in capability is
planned and presently in progress.

APPROVED

Original Signed By:

NASSERAL-ASSAF
President of Civil Aviation
Presidency of Civil Aviation

16 JAN.1982

•
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NOTIFICATIONANDFORMATIONOF THE INVESTIGATION

Opon the occurrence of this accident, the Kingdom
of Saudi Arabia in the exercise of its powers and in accordance
with the provisions of Annex 13 to the Convention on Internatio-
nal Civil Aviacion designated an aviation consultant from the
United States to act as the Investigator-in-Charge of the acci-
dent. The Investigator-in-Charge was instructed by the Kingdom
to conduct a complete and comprehensive investigation. He was
informed that all functions of the government of the Kingdom
'oiould render any necessary assistance and support. The Kingdom
invited participation by personnel of the State of Manufacture
and appropriate aviation experts of other governments. Accor-
dingly, ~,e United States immediately dispatched to the scene of
the accident an Accredited Representative and Advisors from the
National Transportation Safety Board. The American Accredited
Represeneative was assisted by other advisers which were selec-
ted from the o.s. Federal Aviation Administration, the Lockheed
Aircraft Corporation and Trans World Airlines Inc. The Govern-
mene of Great Britain provided immediate technical assistance
and subsequently an Accredited Representative was designated
from the Department of Trade, Accidents Investigation Branch.
In addition, the carrier involved, Saudi Arabian Airlines provi-
ded immediate technical assistance to the investigation.

Upon his arrival on-scene, the 'Investigator-in-
Charge held an organization meeting and investigative groups
were established for Operations/Air Traffic Control/Weather, Air-
craft Structures, Aircraft Systems, Maintenance Records, Human
Factors, Witnesses, and Cockpit Voice Recorder. During the ini-
tial stages of the investigation, an expert in aircraft sabotage
detection was called upon to assist.

Subsequent to the accident numerous tests and ex-
tensive research were conducted in efforts to determine the or-
gin of the fire. All tests and research by the United States
and its adv isors were ei ther cond~cted by U.S. Government bu-
reaus or under the observation of those bureaus.

In accordance with Chapter 6, Section 6.11 of An-
nex 13 to the Convention on International Civil Aviation, a meet-
ing was called and the States involved 1n the investigation were
afforded the opportunity to review and comment on the draft Fin-
al Report of this accident. United States Government personnel
attended and the substance of their comments are included in
th is report •

•.

•
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PERSONNEL INFORMATION

1. Cockpit Crew
Captain Mohammed Ali Khowyter

Captain Mohammed Ali Khowyter, 38, was employed by
Saudia on October 1965. He was qualified initially as a DC-3
FlO in 1968. In 1969, he was upgraded to a DC-6 FlO. On 22 Feb-
ruary 1972, he was selected to upgrade as a FlO in DC-9 aircraft
and on 16 October 1979, he passed his DC-9 line checks. On 4 Jan-
uary 1976, he was assigned to B-737 Captain training and upgra-
ded to B-737 Captain on 31 May 1976. He was made a Captain on
B-707 aircraft on 10 May 1978 and on L-IOll aircraft on 31 Jan-
uary 1980. His L-IOll ground school was completed on 26 Septem-
ber 1979. Captain Khowyter was current. His last line check
was on 23 April 1980. The Captain did not: recei ve recurrent
training due to the fact that he had not completed one year fly-
ing on the L-IOll.

Captain Khowyter held FAA Airline Transport Pilot
Certificate No. 184410 dated 20 October 1979, with the following
ratings: Airplane, multi-engine land, B-707, B-720, B-737,
L-IOll. The Saudi ATP Certificate is number TA 697. His first
class medical certificate was current and was dated 12 May 1980
and had no limitations. Captain Khowyter had approximately
7,674 total hours of flight time at the time of the accident,
388:38 of which were in the L-IOll. He had recorded in the pre-
vious 30 days 79: 20 hours flight time. In the last 7 days he
had recorded 14: 55 hours flying time and in the last 48:00 he
had recorded 12:38 hours flight time. Captain A. Khowyter had
operated into and out of Riyadh Airport on the 18th of August on
a regular scheduled flight.

Review of Captain Khowyter's records indicate that
he had some difficulties in training throughout his career, such
as: (1) Having difficulty when requested to vary from a set
pattern, (2) Being "behind" his aircraft, (3) Being slow to
learn, (4) Needing more training than normally required, (5)
Failing recurrent training and (6) Having problems in upgrad-
ing. However, eventually he checked out in the equipment assign-
ed.

First Officer Sami Abdullah M. Hasanain

FlO Sami Abdullah Hasanain, age 26, was employed
by Saudia on September 1977. He was qualified initially on the
B-737 as. a FlO on 2 August 1978. The date of L-IOll ground
school completion was 26 March 1980. FlO Hasanain qualified as
a FlO on the L-IOll on 7 August 1980. His last check was on
that date.

i

I
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His proficiency checks and recurrent training had
not been completed due to the fact that he had not- been on the
L-10ll equipment for a year.

flO Hasanain held FAA Commercial Pilot Certificate
No. 2252451 and CAD No. 222 dated 21 June 1977, with the follow-
ing ratings: Airplane, single and multi-engine land with instru-
ment rating.

His first class medical certificate was dated 26
April 1980 with no limitations.

F/O Hasanain had about 1615:00 total hours of fli-
ght time at the time of the accident, 125:00 of which were on
the L-lOll. He had recorded, in the previous 30 days, 44:09 fli-
ght time, in the previous 7 days, 17:26 flight time, and in the
previous 48:00, he had flown 12:38.

10'" ing:
Review of F/O Hasanain's training ~eveals the £01-

November 30, 1974
FSI, Vero Beach.

Assigned to Flight traiz:ing

September 9, 1975 - Telex to Saudia advising of
poor prog ress and reques tin9 adv ice or. cor.1:inuirg
in program.
September 13, 1975 - Recommended Hasanain be drcp-
ped from program by General Manager Corporate Trai-
r:ing and Development and approved by Vice Presi-
dent Corporate Administration.
OctOber 31, 1975 - Dropped from program.
March 13, 1977 - Reinstated in pilot training
gram as the result of commi.ttee action. This
mit tee also reir:stalled other trainees at
time.

pro-
com-
that

]

]

April 5, 1978 through July 26, 1978 - F/O trainir:g
or: B-737.

August 2, 1978 - Released to line as F/O on B-737.
February 20, 1980 - Assigned to L-lOll F/O upgrade
trair.ir:g.

Augus t 8, 1980 - Released to the 1ine as regular
F/O on L-lOll.
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Flight ~nqineer Bradl~y Curtis

FIE Bradley Curtis, age 42, was employed by Saudiaon August 1974. He was qualified initially as a DC-3 Captain on
16 October 1974; B-737 FlO on 21 June 1977; FIE 8-707/720 on 28January 1979, and F/~ L-IOll on 2 Hay 1980.

FIE Curtis' last line Check was on 6 July 1980.His prOficiency check and recurrent training had not been comple-
ted due to the fact that he had less than one year or: theL-IOl1.

FIE Curtis held FAA Airline Transport Pilot Certi-ficate No. 1611470, dated 30 September 1974 with airplar:e,mul-
ti-land FAA FIE Certificate No. 1750316 dated 11 September 1978
with turbojet powered and reciprocating engine powered ratings.
Be also held CAD FIE Certificate FE 358. His second class medi-
cal certificate was dated 27 Jur:e1980 and contained the follow-
ing limitations: Holder shall wear glasses which correct for
near and distant visior: while exercising the priviliges of hisairman certificate.

FIE Curtis had approximately 650:00 total hours as
a FIE at the time of the accider:t, 157 hours of which were in
the L-IOl1. He had recorded, ir.the previous 30 days, 47 hours
flight time in the previous 7 days, 15:49 hours flight time, ar:d
in the previous 48:00 hours, 12:38 hours of flight time.

Review of FIE Curtis' training records reveal:
July 13, 1974
program.

July 15, 1974 - DC-3 ground school.
October 17, 1974 - Assigned to line as a fullyqualifi~d DC-3 Captain.

March 26, 1975 - Assigned to t.ransit.iont.rair.-
ir.g as Captair.B-737.

May 13 - June 2, 1975 - Atter.ded Ur:it.edAir-
lines t.rair.ingcenter at Der.ver, Colorado for
simulator trair.ir.g. Trair.ing termir.ated be-
cause of 'Progress Unsatisfactory" as Captainor FlO.

June 23, 1975 - Re-check on DC-3 as Captain.
January 13, 1977 - Assigned to FlO trair.ingB-737.

March 9 through 23, 19'7 - Simulator trair.ing
with Air Lingus. OK for flight trair.ing.

. :
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May 1 through June 16, 1977 - Ninety five hours of
flight and line instructior:completed.
June 21, 1977 - Released to the line as FlO.
March 30, 1978 - Failed FlO check ride. Recommen-
ded remove from flying status.
April 18, 1978 - Case refe:rred to General Manager
Flying.
May 3, 1978
that he be
(SFS)•

- Manager Flying 8-737 recommended
returned to Special Flight Se~~ice

- May 7, 1978 - General Manager Flying terminated
him from 8-737 program and returned him to SFS.

Terminat.ion letter from GeneralMay 14, 1978
Manager Flying.
May 15, 1978 - Request
dered for FIE position.
own training.

from Curtis to be consi-
He offered to pay for his

May 16, 1978 - Offer accept.ed contingent on Curtis
obtaining FIE ticket on 8-707 at his own expense.
November 14, 1978 - Completed FIE tDining and ac-
cepted as Saudia FIE.
January 24, 1979 - Released to line as 707 FIE or:
all routes.
December 16, 1979 - Assigned to L-IOll upgrade
training as FIE.

March 3, 1980 through March 15. 1980 - Simulator
t.rainingat Lockheed Cldifornia.
May 20, 1980 - Released to line as a regular FIE
on all routes.
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2. Cabir:Crew
Miss Fatima Suppialo Francis

Miss Fatima Suppialo Frar:cis, Purser, age 26, vas
hired in 1974 and completed initial safety training at Jeddah on
November 20, 1974. 'This trair:ir:gqualified her to fly on 737
and 707 equipment. She completed her L-IOll trainlr:gon Septem-
ber 29, 1975. Her last L-IOll Line Check was October 10, 1979.
Her last recurrent trair:ir:gwas at Jeddah on June 2, 1980. She
had four days off prior to the day of the accident. Her medical
history indicates she was physically fit.
Mr. Abden Jafer Al Rahman

Mr. Abder: Jafer Al Rahman, Steward, age 27, was
hired ir:1978 and complet.ed ir:itialsafet.y trair:ingat Jeddah or:
October 18, 1978. This trair:ir:gqualified him to fly on F-27,
737 and 707 equipment. He completed his L-IOll trair:ingon Sep-
tember 4, 1979. His last L-IOll Line Check was February 23,
H800n flight 163 Karachi-Riyadh. His last recurrent trair.ir.g
was at Jeddah on December 19,197~. He had days off on August 16
and 17. His medical history indicates he was physically fit.
Miss Zorayda Hernandez

,
Miss Zorayda Hernandez, Hostess, age 24, was hired

in 1979 and complet.ed initial safet.y training at Jeddah on June
16, 1979. This training qualified her to fly on 737, 707 and
L-IOll equipment.. Her last L-IOll Line Check was July 16, 1980.
Her last recurreot training was at.Jeddah on July 12, 1980. She
had three days off prior to the day of the accident. Her medi-
cal hist.ory indicates she was physically fit.
Miss Fauzia Saifuddin

Miss Fauzia Saifuddin, Hostess, age 24, was hired
in 1980 ar:dcompleted ir:itialsafety t.rainingat Jeddah or:March
I, 1980. This training qualified her t,o fly on 737, 707 and
L-lOll equipment. Her last L-IOll Line Check was July 25, 1980
on flight 160 Riyadh-Karachi. Se had not.completed a recurrer:t
trainir.g class since she had beer: employed less than one year.
She had three days off prior t.o the day of the accider:t. Her
medical history indicates she was physically fit.

I
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Miss Eller. Bautista
Miss Eller. Bautista, Hostess, age 23, was.hired ir.

1980 ar.d completed ir:iti<l1safet.y trair.ir.gat .Jeddah or. Jur:c 9,
1980. This trair:ir.gqualified her to tly or: 737, 707 ar:d L-I011
equipmer:t. Her last L-I011 Line Check was April 12, 1980. Her
last recurrer:t trair:ing was at Jeddah or. Jure 14, 1980. She had
three days Clff prior to the day of the accider.t. Her medical
history indicates she was physically fit.

Miss Rita Zulueta

Miss Rita Zulueta, Hostess, age 26, was hired in
1979 ar:d completed initial safety training at Jeddah or: June 9,
19i9. This trair:ir:gqualified her to fly or: 737, 707 ar:d L-I011
equipmer:t. Her last L-I011 Lir:e Check was December 20, 1980.
She had or.e day off prior to t.he day of the accider:t. Her medi-
cal history ir:dicates she was physically fit.

Miss Margarita Sarmier:to

Miss Margarita Sarmier:to, hostess, age 23, was hi-
red ir. 1979 ar:d completed ir:itial safety trair:ir:g at Jedcah or.
June 23, 1979. This trainir:g qualified her to fly or 737, 707
ar.d L-lOll equipment. Her last L-I011 Lir:e Check was June 27,
1980. Her last. recurrer.t trair:ir.g was at Jeddah on June 28,
1980. She has three days of~ prior to the day of the accider:t.
Her medical history indicates she was physically fit.

Miss Lorr.a Bautista
Miss Lcrr.a Bautista, Hostess, age 22, was hired ir.

1979 and completed ir.iti31 safety trainir.g at Jeddah or: Jur:e 9,
1979. This trair:ir:gqualified her to fly or: 737, 707 ar.d L-lOll
equipmer:t. Her last L-10 11 Lir.e Check was June 5, 1980. Her
las t recurrer:t train ir:g was at Jeddah or: Jur:e 7, 1980. She had
three days 0 ff pr ior to the day of r.he acc ider-t. Her :nedical
history indicates she was physically fit.

Miss Alice Manalo
Miss "lice Mar-alo, Hostess, age 23, was hil:ec ir.

1979 ar-d completed initial safety trair.ing at Jeddah or: June 16,
1979. This trai"ir:g qualified her to fly on 737, 707 ard L-IOll
equipmer.t. Her last L-I011 Lir:e Check was August 5, 1980. Her
last recurrer.t trainir.g was at Jeddah on June 22, IS80. She had
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one day off prior to the day of the accident. Her medical histo-
ry indicates she was physically fit.
Miss Anndaleeb Masood

Miss Anndaleeb Masood, Hostess, age 20, was hired
in 1980 and completed initial safety training at Jeddah on March
1, 1980. This training qualified her to fly 737, 707 and L-IOll
equipment. She had been with Saudia less than one year and
therefore had no L-IOll Line Check or recurrent training. She
had three days off prior to the day of the accident. Her medi-
cal history indicates she vas physically fit.
Miss Louise Henderson

Miss Louise Henderson, Hostess, age 21, was hired
ir:1980 and completed ir:itialsafety training at Jeddah on June
14, 1980. This training qualified her to fly on 737, 707 and
L-IOll equipment. She had been with Saudia only two months and
therefore had no L-I011 Line Check or recurrel"t training. She
had one day off on August 17. Her medical history indicates she
was physically fit.

r,
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AIRCRAFT INFORMATION

Lockheed Aircraft Corporatior. L-lOll-385-l-15, Se-
rial No. 1169, was certificated or. 23 July 1979 and delivered to
Saudia on 21 August 1979. It was placed ir.to service or. 28 Au-
gust 1979 as HZ-ASK. It had accUlllulated3,023 hours and 1,759
cycles at the time of the accident.

Saudia maintair:a its aircraft ur:der a COl"tir:uous
A irworthiness Program. The followir:g is a listir.g of HZ-AHK' s
progressive mainter.ance times:

Bours Since
Ir.spectior:

Check -A-
Check -s-
Check -C.
Check -C-,Base

78
185
185
Check Due at

Time Next
Check Due {hrsl

3,045
3,168
3,438
8,000

Engines - Rolls Royce RB-21l-524
No. 1 Er:gir:e No. 2 Ergire No. 3 Er:gir.e,

Rolls Royce Serial No. 14046 14521 14034
Saudia Serial No. 203 214 298
Date Ir:stalled 11-1-79 Not char:ged 7-27-80

sir.cedelivery
Hours Sir:c:eIr.stalled 2417.31 3023:28 185:01
Cycles Sir.ce Ir.stalled 1395 1759 106
Total Engine Hours 4436: 59 3023:28 45i2:56
Tota 1 Eng ir.eCycles 2400 1760 2530

As a part of the Systems Group activit.ies a review
of Mainter:ar.ceRecords was cor.ducted. The record review indicat-
es that the approved cCl"tir.uousmair.ter.ar.ceprogram has beer. fol-
lowed. Records also ir.dicate compliar.ce ••••ith required service
bulletir:s ar.dmar.datory airworthiness directives.

]

]

Although there were oper. items
logbooks, there ••••as nothing that ir:dicated
items caused or contributed to the accident.

ir. the mairtenance
that ar.y of these
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COCKPIT VOICE RECORDER
NATIONA L TRANSPORTATION SAFETY Ba.a.RD

Bureau of Technology
Washinqton, D.C.
Harch 19, 1981

SPECIALIST' 5 FACTUAL REPO!<T OF INVESTIGATION
COCKPIT VOICE RECORDER
(OFPICIAL VERSION)

A. ACCIDENT

I
'r

Location :
Date :
Aircraft :
Operator :
Fliqht No.:
NTSB No. :

B. GROUP

Riyadh, Saudi Arabia
August 19, 1980
L-IOll
Saudi Arabian Airlines (Saudia)
163
DCA 80-R-A024

. i

Paul C. Turner, National Transportation Safety Board, Chair-
lIIan

E. D. Dreifus, Director of Satety for Saudi Arabia
A. Abdul Dailll,General Manager, Air Traffic Control, SaudiArabia
A. r. Jambi, Saudia Representative
Nasreen Ajlllal,Instructor, Saudia Training CenterCharles McKinnon, CAM, Inc.
John Sheridan, Lockheed Aircraft Company
Tom Laughlin, Lockheed California Company

C. SUMMARY

An excellent Fairchild cockpit voice' recorder (eVR)
tap~ was received from the accident aircraft. The eVR stop-
ped operating approximately 30 feet in the air during theemergency landing.

D. DETAILS OF INVESTIGATION

A Fairchild cockpit voice recordQr tape was brought to
the Audio Laboratory of the National Transportation Safety
Board for transcription. The tape was on a standard Fair-
child eva supply reel. It was cut, leaders were added, and
it was-put on a standard tape reel and copied. The configu-
ration of the splices toward the end caused some ~onfusion
because .the tape loop splice and cuts Occurred within a re-
latively few inches. Further listening confirmed that the

•
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The d1lle was derived frolll the ~OO H: alternator
frequency. This provided to be accurate to .005 seconds,
and, therefore, should tillleaccuracy of better than one-half
of a percent be desired, the elapsed ti=e on the eVR should
be referenced with zulu ti=e derived £rolllthe Tower and Cen-
ter tapes.

)
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information on the tap« was valid, and
shutdown from aircraft wiring damage.
had sollieleader spliced onto it•...

it vas a normal CVR
~e tape bt:'parently

]

]

Paul C. Turner
Air Safety Investigator
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INTRA-COCKPIT AIR-GROUND COMMUNICATIONS

TIME ,
SOURCE
04:46
CAM-l(T)

04:58
CAM-?(T)

CON'rEN'l'

Lima sierra lima (tayara)
(aircraft)

Disgusting, he's calling
a car an aircraft
Nex t weekend

TIME'
SOURCE CONTENT

[

.[

06:06
CAM

05:15
CAM-2

CA.'t-2

05:19
o.M-3

CAM-2

06:21
CAM-3

o.M-2

«Sound of seat adjust
noise) )

Before takeoff
Before takeoff checklist

Cabin alert

Check

Transponder
Stand by

05:57
'1'WR One six three, line up

and hold
05:59
ROO-2 One six three, line up

and hold

05:19
ROO-2 One six three request-
ing takeoff clearance

•

, -

05:32
CAM-2(T) Three five zero (Durma)

06: 2S
TWR A£fir~ative, clear to

leave Riyadh via Curma
climb and maintain
three five zero, left
turn from takeoff I

I
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TIME,
SOURCE

06:42
CAM-l
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CONTENT

Tell hi. we're ready for
takeoff

AIR-G~OUNC COMMU~ICATIONS
TIME,
SOURCE CONTENT
06:36 Confirmed Saudia one
RDO-2 six three, cleared

via Out'l:lA' three five
zero left turn

06:40
TWR Affir~ative

06:45
RDO-2 One six three ready for

.takeoff

.'
"

06:49
o.M-3

o.M-2

06:52
CAM-3

CAM-2

CAM-3

CAH-2

o.M-2

Cabin alert
Check

Transponder

Check

Strobe light

On
Ignition

On

06:47
TWR

06:55
'l"'lR

* * •

ereak, break, ooe six
three, clear for take-
off

]

]

06:57
CAM-3 Temp probe he.:lt

06 :'58
RDO-2. One six three cleared

for takeoff

•
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INTRA-COCKPIT AIR-GROUND COMMUNICATIONS
TIME (,
SOURCE CONTENT

06:59 "-
~M-2 Probe heat is on
07:03
o.M-3 Ah, before takeoff cbeck-

list is complete
CAM-2(T) Our brother is listening

to the radio

TIME (,
SOURCE CONTENT [

.r
•

~M-l

07:33
~M

o.M-l

o.M-3

o.H-2

CAM-l

07:45
o.M-1

07:49
0.101-1

07:59
0.1'1-2

o.N-l

0.1'1-1

CAi~-2

CAM-l

CAM-2

08:55
o.M-2

09:01
~M-3

Standard briefing

«Sound similar to seat
motor) )

Trim it please
Okay
Eighty
Check

Vee one

Rotate

Gear up

Time off zero eight
Clear lef::?
Clear
Flaps up ten

Flaps ten

Flaps four

Flaps up and climb thrust

Up and cli:::bthrust

• I
I

[

[
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AIR-GROUND CI}MI1UN1L"ATION:,

]

]

L

]

]

TIME "SOURCE
09:04
CA:1

10:05
CAM-2

C'\M-l

CAM-I

0.:-1-1

CONTENT

«(Chime sound similar to
-No Smoking- sign coming
off) )

~~o five zero one and two
nine nine two

Two nine nine two
((Singing in Arabic»)
Arabic ((nonpertinene com-
ment) )

( (Whistling»

TIME {,
SOURCE

09:12
TWR

09:16
RDO-I

09:40Roo-l

09:54
ROO-I.

09:55
CON

10:0:!
ROO-I.

CONTENT

Saudia one six tr.rec,
call one two six zero,
have a nice trip, gooo
day

Good night

Radar control, good
evening Sa~cia one six
three initiating left
turn out of five thou-
sand

Radar control do you
read Saudia one six
:z:ero?

Roger, go~ you loud anc
clear squawk twe fiv~
;;~r-.:lone

Two five zero one on
squawk
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TIME ,
SOORCE CONTENT

10:52 ".-
CAM ((Sound of seat noise»

12: 11
C\M-1 Neutral off off check

TIHE •
SOORCE CONTENT [

.[

CAM-3

12:18
CAM-l

CAM-3

CA..'1-1

12:23
CAM-3

CAM-l

CAM-3

CAM-l

CAM-3

CAM-l

12:29
CAM-3

12:41
CAM-1

12: 43
CAM-3

Say again

Neutral off off check

Just a second, okay gear
lever

Neutral

Landing and logo light

Off
Ignition

Off
Seatbelt, no smoking

Check

After takeoff checklist is
completed

One nine two zero Jeddah

Okay
13:09
RDO-l

13:16
CON

•

Saudia one six three
with estimates

Call Riyadh, say again,
go ahead now one six
three

.J
I-
[
[
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AIR~OUND COHMUNIC,TIONS
TIME ,
SOURCE

14: 58
CAM-3

CAM-1

CONTENT

(Hostess call signal fol-
lowec i~~ediately by an
alternating tone at 14:54»

WS" aft cargo
What?

TII1E ,
SOURCE
13: 20
ROO-1

13:32
C03

13:36
ROO-I
13:36
RCO-3

13:40
CPS

13:41
ROO-3

13:5:!
OPS

•

CONTENT

Saudia one six three
Durma position at two
four Ragaba at two
seven zulu lima mike at
four five, Jeddah des-
tination at one nine
one five

Okay, copied Saudia one
~ix three, call main-
taining three five zero

Roger

Jeddah Jeddah Saudia
one six three

One six three Jeddah,
go a!lead

Roger departed Riyadh
one seven five zero,
one eight zero seven,
estimating Jeddan one
nine two zero and the
fuel is twenty eight
point four

Roger, roger one six
th=ee
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INTRA -COCKl?IT_._----- AIR-GKOUND C01~~USIC~TIONS
TIME ,
SOURCE
15;01
C.\M-3

15:04
0.:-1-2

15:10
o.M-3

15:14
CAM-l

15:16
o.M-3

o.M-3

13:20
CAM-l

o.M-3

15:32
CAM-l

15:37
0.11-3

0.:1-1

15:39
0.11-3

C.".M-3

15:42
C."M-3

o.M-1

0.1'1-3

15:51
CAM-l

CONTE:IT

-S- aft cargo.

Iolhat's going on?

Smoke cet~ction -B- aft
cargo

StO? ventiia tion

Sl!Iokececection
Smoke detection "B- aft
cargo

In -S" aft cargo
Yes

Did you turn it to the other
one?

Just in -8"

What?

Not in "A.

Just in .B"
Just "5.

Yeah, "A" is okay

Okay, so we can go on
Yes

The ventilation is not

TIME f.
SOURCE CONTENT
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IMTRA -<:OCK!' I 1" AIR-GROUND COMMUNICATIONS

Yeah, I am looking for it now

'l't;n: lo.

] SOUl<CE

I C.r..H-3

CAM

15:55
CAI-I-3

CA;>t-l

CA1'1-3

15:59
CAM-1

0',M-3

16:06
0.11-1

16:07
0.1'1-3

16:18
CAH-1

16:20
CAM-1

17:10
. CAM-1•

17:16
cn.'i-:' ( 'f)

17:17
CAI'1-2

] 17:19
CAM-l (T)

] 18:26
CA14-3

CONTENT
workin9 at all in that one
Yeah
( (Al terna ting tone»

What?
Nowit is -A-, both of them

So we got to be returning
b.:.ck right?

Beth -A- and -0- aft cargo
sllIokc detection

So we have smoke there
,I would say so, yeah

What's the procedure for it
in the checklist?

«Singing in Arabic»

Sec that, what's it's name

Abnormal

No, no checklist abnormal

TIME &.
SOURCE CON'I'ENT
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IN'l'RA-<:OCKPIT AIR-GROCND COMMUNICATIONS
TIME ,
SOURCE

0..11-3

0..11-3

0..11-1

18:34
0..11-3

o..M-l

CAM-3

o..M-1

18:54
0..11-3

CAM-l
CAM-3

19:00
CAM-l

19:17
CAM-1

19:20
CAM-3

19:25
CAM-1

19:26
0..11-3

0..11-1

CONTENT

Shall I test it again and
see if it will test?
Yeah

It doesn't test
Doesn't test?
Both off

So that's actual isn't it?

'I'hat would ah -- I would
say actual, j'eah
Oh
I would say so, yeah both
of them went

We have cleared the situa-
tion

There isn't anything about
it in the abnormal proce-
dures, huh

Nothing about it, should I
just go back there and see
if I can find anything or
smell anything?

What?

Shall I go back there and
see if I can smell anything. .
Okay, sure

TIME to
SOURCE CONTENT

-,.

I
[



CONTENT]

J
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TIME ,
SOURCE CONTENT
CAH-3 Yeah

CAH «Sound of coclcpit door
opening) )

19:30
CAH-l Bave they seen it

CAM-3 If I can see, smell some-
thing I'm think ve better
go back

19:35
CAH-1 Surely check it

CAM-3 We'll see
19: 40
CAM «Sound similar to cockpit

door s1allU1ling»

19: 41
CAM-2(T) Strange no procedure for it

,
CAM-l No procedure for it?

AIR-cROONO COMUNICATIONS

'UltE ,
SOURCE

19:44
CAH-l Tell them we're returning back
CAH-2 To Riyadh
19:48
CAM-l We are sixty miles out ah ---

: 19:58
CAo'1-1 We better go, go back to Riyadh

J
]

CAM-l(T) Look in the abnormal
CAM-l(T) By the way he's a jackass,

in the abnormal it is 1n
the checklist

20:16
CAM-3 We've 90t a fire back

there

CAM (Sound similar to door
sla=in9»

•

,
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I
I

CONTENT

Go ahead
20:25
CON

AIR-GRO~~D CO~~UNlCATIONS
TIME,
SOURCECONTENT'

IN'l'RA~OCXPIT

Yes we do

Tell him we're coming
back

It's okay call please

We do?

TI~E,
SOURCE

;, '0;.
• • • .o ~

20:18
CAM-3

CAM-l
20: 25
CAM-1

CAM-1

20: 27
lUlO-2 One six three, we're

coming back to Riyadh

20:30
CHI-3 I would declare an emer-

gency
CAM-l Yeah 20:33

RDO-? Cleared to reverse
course to Riyadh and
request reason

CAM-2 Declare emergency?
20:36
CAM ((Door slams»
20:37
CAM-? Fire, fire in the cabin

20:37
RDO-2 Saudia one six three,

we've got fire in ~he
caQin and please alert
t.'lefire trucks

CAM «Noise similar ~o door
slamminq) ) •

20: 45
CON Okay and cleared back

and if you'd like to
descend. you can des-
cend to any altitude
you like

I
I

20:50
o.M-1 Okay
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INTRA-COCKPIT AIR-GROUNO COMMUNICATIONS

TIME 1.
SOURCE

21:04
PA
CAM-4

21:08
CAM-1

CONTENT

Ladies and gentlemen.
you are requested to
return to your seats

Take a look in the cabin

TIME: ,
::iOURCE
20:51
aDO-2

20: 54
CON

21:04
a1Xl-2

21:07
CON

21: as
RDO-2
21:15
CON

CO~TENT

One six three, we can
descend to any altitude

Affirmative, you wi~
~ number one for land-
ing and your position
is one one oh seventy
eight miles, confirm

One six three

Is fire on engine
confirm?

Negative in the eabin

Cheek how many passen-
gers you have on board

, PA

CAM-? • •

21:24
CAM-2(T) How many passengers
21:25
CAM-1 Tell him we do have full

load up actually, we don't
know

21 :"27
RDO-2

..

We don't know exaetly,
think we have full load
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INTRA-COCKPIT AIR-GROOND COMMUNICATIONS
TIME & TIME &
SOURCE CONTENT SOURCE

21:38
CAH-2 Go back on the tower again
CAM-4(T) Will all passengers remain

in their seats and fasten
seatbelts, I repeat all
passengers to remain in
your seats --- all passen-
gers remain in your seats

CONTENT [
.[

21:51
CAM

CAM-3

CAI1-1

21:53
C,\M-3

CAM-1

CAM-3

21:59
CAM-1

CAM

o.M-1

22:03
o.M-3

0.1'1-1

O.M-3

CAM-l

0.1'1-3

22:08
CAI1-3

«Sound similar to doer
shutting) )
Okay, it's a ---
Yeah

It's just a tire in ~~e an,
sllloke
What?
It's just slIlokein the aft

Okay
«Sound of chime»
We're going to the Riyadh
back

Okay no problem

Huh?
No problem
Okay
No problem, so we are
going to be returning

Everybody's panicking in
the back though

l.
r



Okay the throttle in engine
number two, it's not return-
ing back --- stuck
Stuck?

AIR-GROUND COMMUNICATIONS

I
I

, .
I
I
I TIME ,

r SOURCE
o.l'l-2

,- o.M-2
I

o.M-?

25:12
0.11-1

25:26
CAM-I

0.11-3

25:32
o.H-l
25:36
0.11-3

CAM

o.l'l-1

0.11-3

25:40
0.11-1

25:41
CAM-4

0.11-3

0.11-3

- 109 -
INTRA-COCKPIT

CONTEN'r
Six point eight the QNS
One zero :ero six deciaal
eight
((Continuous talk by female
voice in background»

Okay zero six decimal eight

Stuck

I woul~ leave it the way it
ia, Sir
«(Sound of knocking»
Buh?
Just leave it the way it 1s

I'm going to shut it down

We tried to, we tried ~o
put it off, at L4 there ia
fire

There's tire?
YeAh
Well go put it out

TIHE ,
SOURCE

25:45
CON

CONTEr.'T

One six toree, did you
get the message to get
us the passengers on



,-
TIME Ii
SOURCE

CAM-4

25:47
o.M-3

CAM-4

25:50
CAM-3

o.H-l

25:54
CAM

CAH-l
25:55

- 110 -

. INTRA-cOCKPIT

CONTENT

How

In the ah, --- the tire
extinguisher
I know I said we will do
it

There is a fire back there
Okay

«Sound similar to door
slamming) )
Tell'them we have actual
fire in the cabin

AIR-GROOND COMMUNICATIONS

'rIME Ii
SOURCE CONTENT

board and fuel endur-
ance

[
-[

. i

. ,

26:07
o.M-3 Shall I let Jeddah know

on HF?

25:59
ROO-2 Riyadh Saudi Arabia one

six three, we have an
actual fire in the
cabin no'"

-,

,I
c:."M-l No 26:10

CON Saudia one six three
roger, the fire are in
the standby positions
and they are ready

_ l

, ,

CAM-3 No?

CAM-l Not with our situation
26 :'17
ROO-2 One six tRree

[:
[



~;: itii.•. :.":.-- ._..._-
CONTENTTIME "SOURCE
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INTRA -COCKPIT

CONTENT

AIR-GROUND COMMUNICATIONS

TIME "SOURCE.. -~. :.'

o.M-2 Zaro six zero radi~l and
back on the R NAV

22:20
o.M-3

22:31
CA1'l-4

o.M-3

22:36
::AH-4

CAM-3

22:38
0./01-1

22:45
o.M-3

o.M-2

22: 50
CAM-3

•• o.M-1

22: 53
CAM-3

0.:-1-1

22:55
CAJoI-l

o.M-3

No problem, no problem,
no problem 'at all

00 ve have time to take
the carts back? ..,
what?

To take the carts down to
be out of our way
All right, take them down

Okay get the la.ndinq weight
boyl get the landing weight

Okay, it's vill be one six
zero

Okay

Did we declare emergency?
Negative

Okay, where the fire
trucks waiting?

Yeah

There got to be a fire,
fire --- the •••the. fire
truck got to be standing
for us
Okay

23: 04
CAM-l Ask for the fire trucks ..



INTRA-COCKPIor
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AIR-cROUND COMMUNICATIONS
TIME ,
SOURCE

CAM-2

23:07
CAM-3

23:10
CA11-3

CAM-l
23: 13
CAM-3

CAM-1

23:22
0.:1-1

23:27
CAM-l

23:31
o.M-2

CAM-l

23:36
CAM-l

23:40
C,'\M-3

23:41
0.:1-3

CAl'l-l

23:42
CAM-2

CAM-3

TIHE ,
CONTENT SOURCE

I already asked, I already
asked

We definitely want

We definitely, we defi-
nitely want preference
to land
Huh?

We definitely want prefer-
ence to land, that's for
sure
Yeah

Pressurization is set?
((Cabin announcement -
unintelligible»

Okay

No smoking sign on
Okay, no smoking sign

Landing preliminary

Okay landing preliminary

One forty two on the bug
One forty two

One forty two
Anti-ice

CONTENT I
.I

I
I



CONTENT
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INTRA-COCKPIT

TIKE "SOURCE CONTENT

CAM-1 Off
23:50
CAM-3 HS1 heading

CAM-1 Set
23: 51
CAM-3 Seatbelt sign

CAK-1 On
OK-3 Ah
CAM-3 Logo light:

CAM-1 It's okay
23:55
0\<'1-3 Logo light
0<'1-1 Checked
23:58
CAM-3 Altimeters
CAM-1 Al timeters is gonna be

what it is

AIR-GROUND COMMUNICATIONS

TIME "
SOORCE

24:03
CAM-1

24:09
CAM-3

24: 16
CA1'1-3

24:16
CAM

CA1'1-3

It was ene zero zero two
setting

Okay, and airspeed,
groundspeed, airspeed and
EPR bugs

Gross ~eight estimate

«Sound of alternating
tone» «Smoke detector
aural warning l )
What can I say
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INTRA-COCKPIT AIR-GROUND COMMUNICATIONS

I think it's all right now

..,.. 'r ._',': ;',
TIME-&--- -.-.
SOURCE

. ....:. '•.it". :~.
24: 21"- 0._- -
o.M-l Okay
24:22
0.11-3

CONTENT
TIME &
SOURCE CONTENT

(

[
CAM-l

24:25
0.11-2

0.11-3

o.M-l

o.M-2

o.l~-3

24:40
0.11-1

24:41
0.11-3

Okay

One one zero
Gross weight airspeed and
EPR bugs
Set and cross checked, one
forty two set here two and
one five five check
One five five
Check

Keep the oxygen to be
prepared

«Sound of alternating.
tone three times simul-
eaneously with above»
There goes "A"

PA
CAM-5(T) • It.

24:49
0.11-1 «Singing in Arabic)}

0.11-1 Huh?

24:59
PA
CAM-4

25:04
0.11-2

Would passengers please
remain seated

Six point eight .;-.~ ...
I
I
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INTRA-COCKPIT AIR-GROUND COMMUNICATIONS

TIME ,
SOURCE
26:18
PA
CAM-4

26:29
CAM-3

CONTENT

L4 and R4 get the fire
extinguishers from the
galley --- «repeated»
«26:32»

Jee's let's go on AS fast
as we can till we can get
to approach

TIME ,
SOURCE CONTENT

26:31
CAM-l

CAH-3

26:34
C."'M-l

26:39
CAM

26:~O
0.101-3

26": 42
0.1'1-4

CAM-3

26:53
CAM-4

27:02
0.1'1-3

That's it, this is the mAxi-
mum
Yeah

Now engine number two is
stuck there so something
is wrong in it, I'~gonna
be shut it down

«Sound similar tp cock-
pit call chime»

Well not yet, not yet.
nee yet

There is no way I can
go to the back • • afterL2 R2 because the people
are fighting in the aisles
Okay find a way if you can

L4 R4 L3 R3 • * open the
cabinet anQ use all your
fire extinguishers and the
C02 «:2 7: 00»

I'll keep your speed up AS
long as possible

•
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." ....."

INTRA-COCJ<P IT AIR-GROUND COKMONICATI09S,.
'l'IME" TIJU: " [
SOORez CONTENT SOORCE CON'l'EN'l'

QH-l Okay f
CAH-l As soon as possible ve're

gonn41 be down
27:16
PA(T)

27.21
CAJC-3

CAH-l

27.30
C1o.•••t-3

27.32
CAM-l

27:39
CAM-2
27:40
i'A
CAH-4

PA
CAM-4

28:03
CAH-3

(All passengers remain in
your seAts, etc.) «Arabic»

And your target speed is one
forty one
Buh ~ne forty one is set

Here's is the bug card

'rhanlc you

Set. on lIIine

Please, everybody set dewn,
move out of the way, every-
body sit down, move out of
~~. aisle, there is no dan-
ger from the airplane, every-
body should stay in their
seats

In URDU --- sit on your seat,
sit on yeur seat, ladies and
gentlemen take your seat ---
nothing will happen to air-
craft, ladies and gentlemen
fasten your seatbelt, don't
stand like this set on your
seats --- sit down, sit dewn
«repeated until 28:28»

Pieee of cake, piece of cake

, :

- .
. I
J

J
I
[



INTRA -COCKPIT
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AIR-GROOND COMMu~ICATIONS

Ii
l!

TIME,
SOURCE

28:10
o.M-3

28:14
o.M-1
0.1'1-3

0.1'1-1

28:17
CAH-3
0.1'1-1

28:22
0.1'1-1

o.M-1

28:27
0.1'1-2

28:29
o.M-2

o.l1-?

28:40
o.li-3

0.1'1-2

TIME ,
CONTENT SOURCE

As soon as w~ l~nd, sir, t
suggest that we turn off all
fuel valves

Okey
As soon as we land
Okay

As soon as we touch down
Okay

Where is the runway?
Can you see the runway?

No not yet, not yet,

Twenty eight miles

It'

Did you tell the fire
trucks to go to the back
of the airplane as soon as
possible
'leah
Huh

CONTENT

JI
1

PA
o.l1-4(T) ~ill all passengers remain

seated, will all passengers
remain seated, «UROO» ---
ladies and gentlemen sit
down, sit down (repeated)

CAM-l Acivise them



I
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AIR-GROUND COMMUNICATIONS

20: 52
'nfR Go ahead

TIME'
SOURCE CONTENT

28: SO
RDO-2 Riyadh one six three

I
i
I,
]

1
]

]

]

]

]

]
•

]

]

I
I
]

I

Yes, will do

Please advise fire
trucks to be at tail
of the airplane after
touch, please

28: 5-&
ROO-2

28: S9
TWR

CAM-~ Captain there is too
much smoke in the back

INTRA-cOCXPIT

CAM ((Sound 0 f two knocks»
CAM-1 Yeah yeah

CAM-2 Advise thelll?

29:01
CAM-l(T), Where is the airport,

I don't see it?

28:50
CAI1-1('1')How?
28:52
CAH-2 Advise them

TIME ,
SOURCE CONTENT

CAH-l Huh

CAM-2('1') There is the airport road,
the yellow lamps are the
airport road

0.11-1 Huh

CAI1-2('1')The yellow lamps are the
airport road

CAI1-l That
CAI1-2 Yeah
CAM-4 •••
CAI1-l Are there too much smoke

there?
29:34
CAH-3 Okay, I am going to test

the system again
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INTRA-COCKPIT AIR-GROUND COMMUNICATIONS

TIME ,
] . SOURCE

29:36

] CAK

29:38r CAM-3

r 29:44
CAK-3

29:46
0.1'1-1

29:47
CAM-3

CAM-l
29:53
CAM-l

CMI-l
29:56
CAM-3

29:59
CAM

29:59
ChM-l
)0:01

] Ch!'!-3

30:03

]
ChM-3
30:20
CAM

CONTENT

«Sound of alternating
tone» (Smoke detector»

Okay there' s both -A- and
-S- loops working again

And no indication of
smcke

Buh

No ah indication of
smoke, howeverI the cabin
is filled with smoke in
the back
Okay

•Now number two is stuck
there the engine
Okay

I suggest we shut it down
on short final

«(Sound of alternating
tone I I

Yeah. short final

OXay, there is -A- again

And -A- is going out

«Sound si=ilar to door
lIove=entl)

'rIME ,
SOURCE CONTENT
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TIME: "
SOURC£ _~

' •••• eo

30:27
PA (T)

30:35
CAI1-3

30:41
CA.'1-l

CONTENT' ,

« Pll!:sr:ngcr: t,xhorting ,"
passengOl:'3to sit down»

What is he saying?

T=ying to keep them calm,
Jc~p tbem down

Okay flaps four please

TIME"
SOURCE: CONTENT

i
I

30:45
0..'1-1

30:47
o.M-2

30:52
CAM

30:56
PA

31;00
CAM-l

CAM

CAM?

CAM-2(T)

CAM-l(T)

CAM-2(T)

CAM-l (T)

31:13
CAM-2(T)

CAI1-1

Okay, final to the box

Pinal to the box please,

«Sound similar to seat
movement) )

Everybody sit down please,
all passengers t

Okay flaps ten please,
cor~ection okay, it's
okay

«(Sound of cough»
*
They are the first people
What?

Who al:'e they?

Thev al:'ethe people we wel:'e
talking about
Huh

;
J

]

]
]

J
]

J
J
j

J.
I

11

J



CONTENT
TIME Ii
SOtr.lCE

CAH-2

31:18
0.14-1 ('1')

0.14-2 ('1')

31s22
CAM-2

31:25
CAH-l

CAM-2

31: 30
CA."!-4

CA."!-l

31:31
o.z.t-4

CAM-l

CAM-4

CAM-3

CAM-4

31: 34
CAM-l

- 117 -

INTRA-COCi:PI'1'

CONTENT

They are the people 'lie vere
t.alldng about

Where is the airport I
don.'t see it

You see those light3 over
there, that's the sudiua

I got the field in a1ght

I aliijust trying to inter-
cept this (radiAl)

Okay

Shall 'lie evacuatlll?
What?

Did you say we should eva-
cuate -

OJcay

The passengers
Say again
Can we evacu~te all the
passengers?

Flaps ten please

AIR-GROONO COMMUNICATIONS
TIME Ii
SOORCE

CAM-3

CAM-4

o.M-2

CAM-l

When we're on the ground ye.
Okay after we are on the
ground yes
Plapa ten

Ye.sh



Final to the box please

lNTRA-COCXPI'r

Final to th'ebox

Final to ~he boxl

1••

I
I
I
.1
.1

CONTEN'l'
'rIME Or.
SOURCE

118 - AIR-GROUNO COMMUNICATIONS

CONTENT

... ... ' •..

Okay ignition

~ ~_. - .TIH~:&:. .
SOURCE
31:38...
CAM-l

31:40
CAH-2

31:41
CAH-3

31:42
CAM-3

0.11-2 On
o.M-3 No smoking sign J
CAM-2

31:48
CAM-3

CAM-2

Say again

No smoking sign
On

1,
.J

31:49
CA)o\-3

0.1'1-2

o.M-3

CAM-2

31:51
CAM-3

CAM-2

Altimeters
Set, cross checked
Brake pressure
ChecJced

Radio and R NAV selector
ChecJc

1
J
1
I••

•

31: 54
CAM-3 Okay complete to the box

31:58
o.M-3 Okay, right after landing

sir do you want me to turn
off all fuel valves?

32:02
o.M-l No after we have stopped

the aircraft



CON'l'EN1'

I
I

TIME {,
SOURCE
CAM-3

31:05
CAM-l

32:10
CAK-.

CAM-I

32:16
CAM-l

C1Ul-.
32:19
CAM-3

aM

CAM-l

32:23
O>M-2

32: 2S
FA
CAM-4

CAM-4

32:31
0/01-2

- 119 -
•

IN'rnA-COCltPIT

CONTENT

Okay

Okay, I'll tell you

00 you want us to evacu-
ate passengers captain?
\ihat?

Do you want us to evacu-
ate the passengers as
soon as we step

Take your position
Okay

The a~ea Quct overheat
«Sound 5i~ilar to door
shutting) )

Okay
'laps eigbteen please

one eight

Flight attendants please
take your position
Flight attendants, please
take your positions

Got runway in sight?

AIR-GROUND COMHUNIaTIONS
'rIME Ii
SOORC2

32:33aDO-2 Riyadh, one six three,
we got cn~ runw~y 1n
sight, Are we cleared
co land?
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INTRA-COCKl?I'1' AIR-GROUND COMMUNICATIONS
TIME ,
SOURCE
0.:1-1

PA
o.M-4

o.M-4

32:46
CAM-l
PA ('1')
CAM-4

32152
C,\M-l

"-,
CONTENT ".

.-' .

Oh yeah, I see it

Please take your
positions

All of you sit down

Okay, I'm shutting

(Urdu)) fasten seatQelts
all of you sit down

Okay, I'm ahutting down
engine number two
It's stuck, present EPR

',oil.. I'

~..~... ; :.':.~ ~...,'."
...," .!.I.••.: ..

TIME ••
SOURCE

32:36
CON

32:42
RDO-2

32:44
ROO-2

32:46
CON

32:53
ROO-2

•

CONTENT
..".

Affirmative, you are
number one cleared for
approach and you can
continue tower one
eighteen one

Eighteen one, one six
t!:u:ee

Riyadh Saudia one .ix
three ten miles final
runway in sight,
cleared to land?

One six three cleared
to land, wind three two
zero at five

One six three, cleared
to land, confirm you
have alerted the fire
trucks

£.

-r:

l.
[
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IN~-<:OCXPIT AIR-GaOCND COMMUNICATIONS

[ 'l'I.M2 , '.rIM!: r.
SOURCE CONTENT SOURCE CONTENT

I o.M-3 Okay
o.H-l Oleay

r CAM-3 Okay
32:58
TWa Affirmative, they are

ready
32z59
OJ(-l Okay, it b COIIl1ngdown

33:01RDO-2(T) Thank you
CAH-3 All right
o.M-1 ouy
33:06
OJ(-2 nap. in eighteen
33z08
o.JI-3 I'll keep our speed up

a. much a. possible
Q\JI-l okay, flap. twenty two
OoH-2 Flap. twenty "tvo
CAJI-4 Give me your attention

pleas., be seated ladi••end gentleMen, we are
about to land there'o no
reason to pan1c

•
33122
CAM-3 1'11 9ive you a hundred

and fifty on down, oleay
CAM-l What?
33,23
o.M-3 A hundred and fifty on

down
o.M-l Ye'01hsure
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INTRA-COCKPIT AIR-GROUNO COMMUNICATIONS

TIME &.
SOURCE
31:29
PA
CAM-4

33:31
o.M-l

0.1'1-2

33:35
o.M-3

o.M-l
33:40
o.M-l

o.M-2

o.M-3

33:45
0.101-1

33:52
O>M-l

33:57
CMI-2

33:58
CAM-l

o.M-2

34:00
CAM-l

CONTENT

We're about to land ladies
and gentlemen place your
hands b~hind your head for
impact, girls demonstrate
impact position, girls de-
monstrate impact position

Gear down please
Gear is coming down

Okay, you can go one ninety
Good

There is no, any procedure
for the two engine, it's
the same as three
Okay
Yeah

I just want to confirm it,
I know it God damn it

Tell him that engine number
two is should be shut down
--- it's stuck

Okay

Tell the tower
Yeah

Yeah, we just have engine
nu.'nberone

TIME •
SOURCE

•

CONTENT

[

[

. ,,
I

I
.J

[,

[



IN'!'RA-COCXPIT AIR-GROUNO COMHUNICATIONS

•

TIME l.
SOURCE

34:04
PA
CAH-4

CAM-I

PA
lJNK

CA:1-1

CONTENT

The girls have demon-
strated impact position,
please go down hAlf a
minute before touchdown,
it's half a minute before
touchdown, hands behind
your head {(34:14))

Number one and number
three

.Everybody, please sit
down, every~hing's under
control, we are landing
back at Riyadh, please
sit down and fasten your
seatb~lts. sit down and
fasten your seatbelts,
please {(34:25»
Okay

TIME "
SOURCE

34:02
aDO-2

34:06
TWR

34:10
RDO-2

34:17
TWa

34: 20
RDO-2

..

CONTENT

Tower Saudia one six
three

Go ahead one six three,
wind three two zero at
five

One six three 1s
cleared to land, we
have engine number two
.hut down,. we have only
one and three

Copied today

Okay
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AIR-GROUND COMMUNICATIONS

TIME "
SOURCE

34:25
CAM-l

CAM-2

34:26
CAM-3

34:39'
CAM-l

34: 44
CAM-3

CAM-l

34:53
PA
CAM-4

35:06
CAM-3

35:11
CAM-l

CAM-3

PI.
CAM-4

..'. ~
CONTENT

Complet~'.the final
checklist
Complete, flaps

Okay, your altimeters
are one zero zero seven,
set and'cross checked
three ways, gear and
anti-skid is down and
checked and your flaps
are at tbir -.twenty two

Yeah, I know it

Both loops -A- and -B-
are out
Thank yo~.

"

'.

_ « iJROO» ladies and
gentlemen, no need to
panic, place your hands
behind head for impact
position

Aft cargo door is opened
sir

Check

No problem

Now ladies and gentlemen,
may I ask yo~ to please
put your hands behind
your heads for the impact
position «35:17»

TIME "SOURCE

•

CONTENT I
j
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TIME ~
SOURCE
35:17
o.M-3

o.H-l

35:22
CA1'l-3

35:24
Ci'LM-l
35:25
CAM
'i'A
CAH-4

r
l.

Ci'LM-2
Ci'LM-3
CAM

35:34
CAl'I-l
O>.M-2

35:36
CAM-l

O>.M-2

35:42
r O>.M-3

t
35:53

[ Ci'LK-l

[

CONTENT

The girls wanted to know
if you want to evacuate
the ilirplane
Okay, huh

Girls wanted to know if
you want to evacuate the
airplane

Okay flaps thir~y three

((Alterna ting tone»

Your hands behind your
head until touchdown,
your head between your
knees, your head between
your knees '
Thirty three on the flaps

«.C. chord at 500 feet
ALG»

Five hundred almostly
Check speed one six
fC1.:r --

Hydraulic
And five hunjred

Okay, that's good, you got
low pressure on number two

«(Singing in Arabic» ..

TIME ,
SCOReE CONTENT



AIR-GROUND COMMUNICATIONS
: '.'

TIME &0
SOURCE

35:56
CAM-3
35:57
CAM-1

36:01
!'A
CAM-4

CAM

36:07
CAM-3

36:12
G?WS
36:12
C.:;'M-1

36:15
CHt

36:18
CAM-3

36:21
0.101-3

36:22
CAM
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.! -

CONTENT
." .

Looking good

Tell them, tell them to
not evacuate

Put your hand behind your
head and head between your.
knees, hands behind your
head «36:09»
«Sound similar to door
opening) )

No need for that, we are
okay, no problem, no
problem

Minimim --- minimum

One hundred
One hun~red

«Loud squeal begins and
continues until end of
tape) )

Fifty

For-:y

Thirty

((Loud squeal»
( (End of 'l'ape»

TIME to
SOORCE CONTENT

I
[

J
I.
[
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• APPENDIX &
OIGITAL FLIGHT MTA RECORDER

National Transportation Safety Soard
Bureau of Technology ,

Digital Flight Oata Recorder (DFOR) Group Chairman's
Preliminary Report

1\.. P-CCIO£NT
Location: Riyadh, Saudi Arabia
Date: hugust 19, 1960
~ircraft: L-10ll AHK-1169
Operator: S.udi Arabian Airlines
Flight No.: Saudia 163Fli9ht Recorder: Lockheed DPOR 209£-6 SIN 826
Flight Data Acquisition Unit: Teledyne Control
ldent. No.J DCA-60-RA-024
Report NO.: 80-28

B. CROUP NE:!o\BE.~S

Dennis R. Grossi: NTSB
Carol A. Roberts: NTSaDon S~ith: Lockheed Aircraft Company
Moham=e1 Dabbagh: Saudi presidency of Civil hviation
William L. Olsen: ~,

C. S!J!'I~lA:RY

[

[

l
\,

I
I
l
l.

•

D.

On Aug!Jst 24, 1980, a readout of the orDa data from
the Augus':.19, 1980 Saudi Arabian Airlines to-lOll a..:cident
at Riyadh, Saudi Arabia, was conducted by the National
Transportation Safety Beard (NTSBI at its Washington, D.C.
Labora tory. The readout station and OFCR both functioned
no~ally, producing a high quality transcriptien of all
parallletersfor the entire accident flight- up to the time
the OFOR stepped cperating. The OFOR data was first trans-
crieed to a 1/2- magnetic tape. This tape was then used to
produce printout ef the data in engineering uni~s.
EXM!I~1.r"TICN AND READOUT

1. ~cciden~
On P-ugust 19, 1980, Saudi Airlines flight IE3 departed

Riyadh, Saudi F\rabia tor Jeddah, Saudi Arabia. F\ fuselage
fire was detected shortly after takeoff and the aircraft
returned to Riyadh. After completing a successful landing
the aircraft was taxied to an adjacent taxiway where it was
subsequently consumed by fire, resulting in the less of
life to all passengers and crew.
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2. Receipt of Recorder

The recorder .was delivered to the N'l'SB by Kr. Robert
Chambers of Lockheed A;rcraft Service Company at 10:30 a.m.
on August 24, 1980. The shipping carton was opened and the
recorder removed in the presence of the following:

1. Robert Chambers
2. MohammedDabbagh
3. Dennis R. Grossi
4. Faisal Rasheed
S. Carol Roberts
6. Don Smith
7. Paul C. Turner

3. Examination of Recorder

The exterior of the DFDRwas found to be covered with
a heavy coating of black soot. The soot seems to have im-
p-cegnated the painted surfaces but could be easily scraped
from all unpainted metal surfaces. A sample of the SOOt
was taken frolll the underwater locator transmitter attach-
ment fitting, which is unpainted, and sent the Federal
Bureau of Investigation (FBI) for analysis.

The side covers for the electronics section were
removed to facilitate the visual examination of the recor-
der's electronic components (see Attachment 1). This
examination revealed no visual evidence of either water or
heat damage. It was, however, noted that the side covers
had been removed and reinstalled subsequent to the sooting'
of tbe recorder. This was evidenced by the misalignment of
the unsooted portions of the side covers with the unsooted
por1;ions of ' the recorder body. Noting no evidence of dam-
age, the side cover.plates were reinstalled correctly.

The protective housing was then removed to permit the
examination. of the recorder assembly (see Attachment 1).
The exterior of the recorder assembly was free of any
damage and the seam between the protective cover and tape
deck base was sealed with filament tape, which had no sign
of heat damage. The tape and protective cover were then
removed. The visual examination of the tape deck revealed
no sign of damage to either the tape ,deck oc ~agnetic tape.
The tape was pcoperly positioned on all coller, capstains,
reels, and heads. Some nor:nal deposits of dirt were vis-

. abl.~ on the heads and were re:noved us ing watch paper wi th-
: ..out: ..disturbing the .tape alignment •. The tape deck V-belt
drive assembly was~also examined and found to be .in proper
working, order.

i

[
-[

(

[



4. Readout of Data
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..

"

NctinCJ no evidenal of damage other than the sooting of
the recorder's outer ease, the recorder was reassembled and
installed in the H1'SB' s DFDa readout station :or the c1ata
using the DFDR's dri~ motor and playback head vhen the
DFDRis not damaged.

Before the transcription of the data CQuld be accom-
plished, a directory containing all parameters recorded on
the Saudi DPDRhad to be established in t..'1e readout sta-
tion's computeri%ed files. Work beqan on t.'11s portion of
the readout process on Auqust 23, 1980, with the receipt of
the directory information fro::! the Lockheed Aircraft co.
The directory vas completed on the I:lOrning of August 24,
1980.

The first attempt to readout the data began at 11: 30
a.m., August 24, 1980. The readout station and OFDRboth
operated normally. The data for the accident flight vas
located using a strip chart recorder, which graphically
displaylt up to 9 parameters. Once loea ted, the data for
all parameters were transcribed to 1/2- magnetic tape.
There vere no drop out durinq the entire transcripts. This
tranacription covered a 'rime period starting at 1802 GMT
through the tenlination of data for the accident flight at
18:36:39 and vas stopped at GMTtime 21:44, which had been
recorded during a previous flight.

A printout of the data in enqineering units from
18:36:39 GMT,when the DFDRstopped, was made on August 24,
19S0. A examination of the data revealed that the Nl values
for engine number one recorded in the first subfrarne and N2
for all engines were not valid. This resulted from a prob-
lem in the directory information used during the data tran-
scription. This necessitated a second tra,nscripticn after
the corrections to the transcription program's directory
were completed.

The necessary cor.rection were made en .a.ugust 25, 1980
and the section of the printout containing the invalid
i;1formation was reproduced. The corr.ected data was then
combined with the other sections of the printout and sent
to Riyadh, Saudi Arabia via Pan ,\:nerican Airlines Flight
024 on the same day. The invalid data printout was des-
troyed.

In addition, the Bleed ,\ir Temperature
meters for engines one and three did not record
The DFC~values for BATl and BAT3were compared
parameters recorded by this aircraft in January.•

(BAT) para-
valid data.
to the same
1980 on its
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Quick Access Record (QAR). This comparison indicated that
during che accident flight and the compa=ison flight, a
temperature of 381 degrees was recorded. This temperature
is-. well above the maximum opera ting temperature of 315.
and, thorefore, .is considered invalid •

.".;'. .

To date, nine printouts of all OFoa parameters and one
1/2- magnetic tape of the entire accident flight have been
produced by the NTSS's OFORlab. Eight of the printouts
start at GMT17:53:20 and end at 18:36:39 \then the OFoa
stopped. :As previously stated the first printouts produced
started at 18:00:40 and ended at 18:36:39. Five copies of
the printout have been supplied to members of the investi-
gation (see Attac:hment 2). 'l'he NTSB is retaining in its
possession the 1/2- magnetic: tape and remaining printout at
this time.

The DFORwith the original tape has been returned to
Mr. ~ohammedDaobagh.

/s/ Dennis R. Grossi

[

.[

I
I
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•
PERTINEtft'

GROUND COKAUNICATIONS TRANSCRIPTIONS
(In Pilr~)

Records were reviewed ar:03tape recordir:qs transcribed of all
kr~n communicatior:s to ar~ from the aircraft during the
duration of the last flight. The Riyadh il.irTraffic Cor:trol
Center tillledrecordiZ'gs were used as the master time base. All
times are Greenwich Hear. Time (G.H.T.).
Cassette bpes of the pertinent tracks contair:ir.gradio cor:tact
with SV 163 wore: Tower ('l'WR) U8.1 KHz, Ter:llir:alArea Control
cer:t~r (T1-lACe) 1:l6.0 KHz, ar:d Ground Cectro1 121.9 mlz.

The followir:g transcript vas prepared after 1istenir.g to ~~e
tapes:

All Tower idontificatior:s after time 1821:28 are
recorded or: 121:19 KHz unless otherwise noted.
All cor:versatior:s were in Arabic, English or a
com~ination of both:

Fire 3 is the Fire Supervisor
Fire 4 is the Fire Asslstar:t Supervisor
Fire 5 is the fire S~ndby Supervisor
Fire 6 is the Fire Control

II. ATe v,'PE TRANSCRIPTS

I
J

1820:21
1820:25

1820:26

1820:20

18:<0:37

1820:43

1820:50

163

'1'!.~CC

163

Tlo'.ACC

163

T:'1AC:::

1~3

Riyadh, Saudi one six three

Or:e six three is returning back to
Riyadh
Cleared to returr: course to Riyadh
request reasor.
Saudia or:e six three, ah, we got
fire in the cabin - ah please
alert the fir~ trucks
Okay arod cleared back ar.d if you
like to d~~~er.d you car. d~scer.d t~
an1 altitude you w~nt
Or.e six three we car. descer.d to
any altitude



IB20:53 THACC
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Affirmative, you will be number
one for landing and your position
is one one - ah - is seventy eight
miles go ahead

1821:03 163
IB21:20 T!1ACC
1821:22 163
1821:23 'W••••CC

163

TMACC

163 ..

One six three
Is fire on engine? Over
Negative, in the cabin
How many passengers you got?
We don't know exactly, think we
have full load
One six three are you able to give
us passengers on board (and your
endurance? )
Riyadh, Saudia one six three we
have an actual fire in the cabin
now

1821:30
1821:32

1821:55
1822:06
1823:16

1623:55

TWR TEL
FIRE 3 TEL

'I'WR TEL

FIRE 3 TEL

FIRE 4
FIRE 3

FIRE 3

FIRE 3

FIRE 4

Telephone Hamad
Bro~her speak Arabic with you slow
down I don't understand what you
say
Go ahead, go ahead
Good, Okay
Fire trucks clear to cross all of
you
Ibrahim
Yes, keep them, are you Almutairy
Stay at the first exit on the left
after R/W one one number four is
in this entrance, okay
Military, do you read me?
Yes, I can read you
Fire all of you can read the Tower
now



FIRE 3

FIRE 3

FIRE ••
FIRE 3

FIRE 4

FIRE 3

Fntl!: 4

!"IRE 3

1826:02 FIRE 3

TWit

FIRE 3

'l"'1lR

P'IRE 3
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We have aircraft, will arrive
bfter ten ~inutes, after ten
minutes exactly
But, keep away from the runway
because we have 6-737 and DC-S.
Will let them depart before the
arrival of that aircraft
Okay
Military, do you read me?
Yes, reading you
Stay on the on these intersection
on the left
Here exactly
Keep clear of runway there is an
air~raft will zero one take-off
Number eight where do you ~an: us
to part?
Tell him to come with me to the
end of the runway zero one
Okay, Riyadh Tower Fire 3, Yeah,
Riyadh Tower Fire 3
Go ahead
~~at is the type of the aircraft?
My dear, fir~, the type of the
aircraft is Tristai and it has
full load, t~ll load
Finish we are on the intersection
and everything is understandable

I

lS26:08

1826:15
1828:48

TMACC

163
163

Saudia one six three, Roger, fire
a in standby'position and ready
One six three
Riyadh one six three



1828:50

1828:52

1829: 26

1830:01

TMA.CC
163

FIR£ 3

FIRE 4

='IRE 4

FIRE 3

FUt!: 3
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Go ah~ad
Please advise the fire trucks to
be at the tail of the airplane
after touch please
Fire one, fire one
Go ahead, Tower
Okay Sir, the fire on the cockpit
When the aircraft land, I want you
To follow ~~em the tail from his
tail. Drive behind it from the
tail. Okay, Okay, Ha~ad
Gatta please speak this informa-
tion in Arabic, the cars here
bea-ring ,
Okay, dear, this information
connect
Yes
Please,say again, say again the
last ~~ing
The last thing, my dear, when the
aircraft land drive behind it from
its tail do not go in front of the
aircraft. Keep behind the air-
craft.
Okay, this is something under-
standable
Okay, the fire is i~ ~he cabinet
of the aircraft, the fire in fact
is in the cabinet of the aircraft,
but.the ?i1ot wants vou to drive
behind the aircraft from its tail

[
r
1.

. I
•• 1

. !
!-:

1330:15 FIRE 3 Okay

1831:02 ATC 1 Tower ATe one radio check, how do 1:
you read

1832:29 TWR Fire Ground [

•



I
I

FIRE 3
TWR

FIll!: 3

•
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Go Ahead Tower
Okay, regar~ing the landing air-
craft Tristar now saying that he
has a fire in cockpit and wanted
trucks to follow it from behind
him also cars vaiting in front
of him
The trucks are stopped on the
runway 4A Hamad, along all the
intersections (••••) As you see
along the runway there are no
aircraft, there are no trucks
driving ahead of him, all trucks
vill ~rive behind him unless when
the aircraft is stopped.

FIRE 4

!'IR!: 3

1832:29 153

1832:33 TMACC

1832:40 153
1832:42 163

•,
•

lS32:46

] 1532:51 163

] 1832:56 'l'WR

1833:54 TWR

,

Ta, Hamad, this is fire four, do
you read me? Good
I tell you leng~~y life see the
last exit, last exit at the runway
zero one no~ody there

• (•••• ) exactly at the intersection
before the last one
Riyadh one six three got the run-
way in sight are cleared to land?
Saudia you are number one cleared
for approach
One eighteen one, one six three
Riyadh Saudi one six three ten
miles final runway in sight are we
cleared to land?
One six three cleared to land wind
three two zero at five.
Cleared to land, confirm you alert
the fire trucks
Affirmative, they are ready
Yes, but the Tristar ai~craft
usually taxing out from the last
intersection from the end of last
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intersection not see standby there
and also the one bere at B tvo. [
This at this B tvo suppose to be .
there, the airc=aft landing vithin
three minutes, three minutes to .1,'land.

FIRE. 3 I have distributed the cars along
the runvay

TWR Okay, thanks
1834:00 F!RE 4 Ya, Hamad, is this the ai=craft?

TWR This is the first aircraft landing
now it is five or six miles

FIRE 3 This is a first aircraft (Yes)
Okay
This is a first aircraft, a first
aircraft - ,

1834:01
1834:05

163 Tower Saudi one six three
Go ahead one six three wind three
two zero at five

1834:08 163 One six three we are cleared to
land we have engine number two
shut down, we have only one and
three I

.J
?

Yes it is

Who is tha~, Hamad?

The aircraft is on final
[

[

.1

.J

•• Hamad?• •

Olcay
Tell you guys the Captain has
engine number two shutdown
Number two shutdown, he had engine
one and three only

TWR
163

1834:25 TWR

A'l": 1

TWR
ATe 1
ATe 1
TWR



FIRE 3

PIlU: 3

CRUl"
ATC 1

ATe 1

ATe 1

PIRE 3
1836:24 ATe 1

FIRE 3
ATe 1

'rWR

FIRE: 3

':'fiR
j

1837:31 163
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(Military) do you hear llIe?
(Military) do you hear me?
Numbar four do you hear me?
Number four truck do you read me?
Number four truck do you read me?
Number four truck do you read me?
Number four truck do.you read me?

We are reading him. love
Answer him
Number four. reading you. however,
speak
The aircraft on final is the emer-
gency one. guys
Roger. Roger. Hamad
It looks like if there is a smoke
behind. Hamad,
Okay. Ah~ed, say again
Some~,ing like a smoke behind the
aircraft
Okay, did you hear that firemen?
I am not hearing anything, what is
it?

He saying that it loo~s like a
smoke coming out of the rear of
the aircraft.
Ah - tower, could you advise if,
do, you have any fire in the tail
of the aircraft?
Say again

,

1837:40 163 00 you have any fire, do you have
any communication with the - ah -
fire station equipment?
Affirmative



1837:44

1837:50

1838:08
1838:11

1839:00

1839:20

163

163

TWR
'I'WR

FIRE 3

'l"1lR

FIXE 3

TWR

163
Tl'lR

TWR

FIAE 4 "

ATe 1

FIRE 3

FIRE 3

ATe 1
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Do they have a fire in the tail ofthe aircraft?
Affirmative, they are on the run-
way now behind you - right behindyou
But - they do have actual fire? _on the tail?
Stand by
Guys, do you see fire in tail?
No, there is nothing
No, no fire, hah ..

No fire, nothing Hamad
They say no, nothing they can see
One six three

Okay

Please tell me.when the runway is
clear guys,
There is a ca'r,"there is a car
still, Hamad
Fire one, do you have beam lights
to direct it toward the aircraft
at the rear
I am directing the lights toward
the aircraf t, and I'see nothing
I don't See anything, no fire in
the engines
Hamad, can you change him to the
ground frequency to check with him
One six three, you think maybe you
like to continue to the ramp - or
you want to shut down - tow the
aircraft - or what?

. ,

I

I
I

..•
1~

J
1
.J

]

]

]

J
)

l
]

J
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r.
[

",r
l.
1-
!

f "

]

]

,

1839:28

1839:29

1839;33

1839:43

1940:00

1840:05

TWR

ATe 1

163

163

163
TWR

ATe 1

A'l'C 1

FIRE: 3

ATe 1
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Check with him, what I told him to
eithe~ continue or shut down (one
minute)
There is here something like
smoke, my brother, let us see the
pilot to speak with him. Where is
that he wants? There is something
like smoke hey, you folks
Tell you how Saudia one six three.
This say shutdown engine and evac-
uating means that the passengers
will get cut well.
Stand by

Okay
Okay, we are shutting down the
engines now and evacuating
Okay, and Saudia one six three
understand holding po~ition and
shutting -down (copied?)
Affirmative, and evacuating
Evacuating, okay
There is a fire put off. Fire
come from this side. There is a
fire here
The tail (•••.. ) from behind there
is fire, let hi~.put the engine
of!.
There is a fire in the tail tell
him to switch the engines off
Engines switched off, and evacu-
ating now. Put the fire off
pLease
Okay, we can't because the engine
is running
The pilot is with me saying that
he is trying to evacuate
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Haman, the smoke is increasing,
what happened to the pilot?
Cid the smoke increase?

Yea, the smoke is increased and
engines still running
Saudia one six three, do you read?

I read, go ahead
Okay, ~~ey reported they - ah _
you have some fire on the tail of
the aircraft ,. •...,
Affir=ative, we are trying to
evacuate now
Okay

••
He told me that he shut the engine
down already
•
No, the engine'a-still running, I
can hear it
Standby
Saudia one six three, Riyadh
Saudia one six three, do you read?
Saudia one six three, Riyadh, do
you read?
Ah - tower, probably everybody is
out of the cockpit now.
Yes, tell him to switch the
engines off and evacuate. There
is smoke in the aircraft.
Okay to switch, just a minute
Saudia one six three if"you read
shut down the engines -

•
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Say again Ahmed?
I say his doors are automaticATe 1

TWR

Saudia one six three, if you read,
shut down the engines

No further transmissions were heard from the airplane and no
doors were observed to open. The aircraft was subsequently des-
troyed by fire - there were no survivors.
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FIlU:
Cont
'l:WR

rIllE
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ATe 1

Now he shut engines, now okay
Say again Ahllled
Okay do you ask anybody to come
here
Yes there are three buses coming
to you
Did you call Saudia Harned?
Saudi on the way
All traffic, all traffic hold
until further notice.
Riyadh Tower, From Fire Control
Riyadh Tower, From Fire Control
Co ahead, sir
Can you ask AI-Leheedan if he
wants car no. two (?CF) to be sent
to him?
There is a fire on the air=raft,
and up to now nobody has put it
off

TWR

] T'if"R

]
n;R

FIRE: Cont

Fire, Tower
Ahmed, 00 you read me?
Did they put the fire off or noe,
this is the importane thing
Riyadh Tower, Fire Control
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Go ahead
Did you ask AI-Heheedan, if he
needs the (PCP) car or not
Standqy

-, ..Leheedan, Co yo~ read me?
"... . '... ....A~. ... ...

He is busy' nov,. doJno.t call him
now.'

Ahmed, HK one already started,
what do you think about him
I don't know, this needs atten-
tion, because the fire is in the
rear door of the aircraft
Is there a fire in the rear door
and nobody could put if off, okay
They are trying, they are trying
Where is HM one?
~till on ground, in VIP parking,
did not taxi yet
Okay tell him to pull up two thou-
sand to three thousand feet before
the end of the runway
I will try to tell him that, but
how is tbe condieion of the runway
is it clear?
The runway is clear, runway is
clear, call the air force fire
trucks
Okay Ahmed, can you see if anyone
of the passengers got out of the
aircraft ~ither from the emergency
doors or main doors
I am trying to approach more, I
cannot see because of the smoke, I
am.afraid of hieting someone or a
truck
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Fire Conerol, Al-Leqeedan advises
you to send all you .have
Yea, the fire is spreading in the
aircraft and nobody could get ou~
of it up to now
Still nobody could get out and
nobody can climb to the aircraft,
they tried ~o pu~ it off, just a
minute
Air Force fire do you read me?
It needs you to go yourself
It is very long distance
Ahmed did you call the Air Force
Fire
Riyadh Tower, the fire trucks will
proceed on the =un~ay
Proceed on the Taxiway
Ahmed Magrabi, did the Ai= Force
Fi:e arrive?
ATe from Ground
Go ahead
Trv to call the city fire trucks,
please tell to standby
To come to the alrport?
The nearest fire trucks in the
city

To come to the airport?
Yes, to corne to the airport, I
don't think we'll be able to put
the fire off here
The Air Force fire behind me and
we are approaching the airport
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Tell Saudia maintenance to.send
somebody to hel? these p~op1e
Lflside and to open th~ doors,
plea~e .

OK I will do

Where is the fire, Ahmed
The aircraf~ is in the end of the
runway and there is a fire in its
tail

I
i

I
I

PlaE 5

1856:00 'n's'R
FIRE 5

'I'l'lR

PIRI: Cont
FIRE 5

nRE Cont

FIRE: 5

FIRE 5

Can we cross the runway
Yes, you can cross it, Somali
We are taxiing now, Ada:
Okay Somali you can cross noproblem
Somali, do you read ~e?
Yes, I read you
A'l-!.eheedanneeds big fi r'!trucks,
tell him to send a big one

Okay I will bring it with ~e
No car available in ~,e stationFahad
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WITNESS INTERVIEW

AHMED MAGRABI
Auqust 25, 1980

Hr. Magrabi was workir.g ir. his office or August 19 betveer. 4:30
PMand 6:30 PM. He left the office at 6:30 PMar.d vert to his
home, about 2 miles from the airport. Betweer. 51:15 ard 9:20 PM
he received a pnone call from the Cor.trol Tover (Ali Madradi)
advisir.g Flight 163 was returninq with smoke ir the cockpit and
the fire department had been called r~ardir.g flight 163. "ag-
rabi left his house within 2 minutes of the call and drove di-
rectly to the approach end of the rurway and parked alo[';g L.B.
side of mair. runway to observe landirg al'd follow aircraft. Be
estimated 2 to 4 minutes time taXer to drive from home to rur-
way. ais car radio vas selected to grour.d frequency to lIIor.itor
fire equiplller.t movemer.t. He observed aircraft approaching or::
final - about 2 to 3 miles out. He saw nothing abl'ormal ar.d is
eot sure about seeing ar.y aircraft lights. Control Tower called
Kaqrabi to advise Flight 163 vas lar.dir.g wi~, No. 2 ergire shut-
dowr.• He saw several f ire truck s tha t were ready al'd wai tir.g.
When Flight 163 passed in fror.t of him (side view) he saw eoth-
ing abnormal in the cockpit area ar.d the lower rotating beacor.
was on. (He was r.ot sure of a~y other aircraft lights beir.g or.
or off). When he saw the aircraft pass in fror.t of him, it was
about 7 to 10 feet off the runway. Aircraft rormally touchdowr
to B4, but Flight 163 touched dowr just beyord main rurway inter-
sectiol's. As aircraft passed him, he saw smoke comirg out of
the bottom of the aircraft near the back. The smoke was dark 11'
color - black - and about two feet wide. The smoke was thick -
dense aed could be seen in the car lights. He transmitted that
he saw smoke as he turned to enter the rur.way. Upor: erterir:g
the rur.way, he smelled smoke - smelled like trash burr-ing - did
root smell like fuel burr.il'g. The wir.d blew silloke away ar:d was
estimated at 10 to 15 kr.ots. As he drove fast dowf' t.be rueway,
the smoke smell diminished. He caught up to the aircraft just
past B7 turr. off ar:d the aircraft was taxiif'g slowly. (He esti-
mates his speed dowe the n:r.way at 120 to 140 kilometers/hour).
There were t.wo fire trucks betweel" him ar:d the aircraft but he
could see the aircraft clearly ard was surprised to see 1"0 smoke
comir.g out the bottom of the aircraft. While goif'g dowl" the rur-
way he heard reverse thrust applied but aircraft was teo far
away to tell whel' smoke stepped or exter.t of smoke durir.g the
landir.g roll. As he followed aircraft betweer. B7 al"d B8, the
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control tower ask<:d t.he .Eire veh icles in front of him if they
saw smo~c and they advised that they saw no smoke. The aircraft
made a 'slow turn oft Ba ~t that ti~e his car is .under No. 2 en-
gine and he c~n s~~ th~ und~rside clearly and aircraft is slowly
taxiing. Ttle ••ircl"',:t first stop[,,:d about 5 to 6 feet from
where it finally st.opped. He stopped his car behind, and
slightly to the right of the tail ana the fire truck lights were
turned on the undersid~. of tJ'1e fuselage. (There was a ground
transmiszion for fir~ I;ruc~s to turn on lights). Ab-:lut one
minute later he drove 1;0 a position ddjacent to and just off the
L.H. wingti? anrl obse!:':ed flame:; inzide the cabin through the 3
cabin windows (maybe 4) juzt ahead of the aftmost door. He also
saw cabin lights on inside the cabin. He saw no flame or smoke
outside of the aircraft at this time. Flames inside the .cabin
were orange colored. He made a ground transmission to the tower
to advise pilot to sh'Jt down engines and let people out (both
engines on wing running). His car is moving slowly to a posi-
tion in front of, and to the left of, the nose of the aircraft,
and he did'nt notice any movement inside the cabin. Engines are
still running as he stops car. He is sure engines are running
and not just windmilling. From his position he can see that the
cockpit is dark and he sees no movement in the cockpit. He
calls tower a second time to ask pilot why he was not shutting
down engines and tow'!r advises that pilot said he was shutting
down now and we will e'/acuate. He asks tower for :nore fire
equipment f~om the RSAFand tower advises that there is no phone
to them. His car remains at the position described, as the en-
gines wind down and beacon light goes off, there is then a big
puff of white and black (mixed) smoke that projects down out of
bottom of aircraft just ahead of the wings. Smoke hits ramp and
bellows up around fuselage. Smoke very different than anything
he had experienced. Stings eyes - burns the nose and throat _
he was sick and affected for two days. The wind is out of the
north so smoke from aircraft is blown toward his car position.
Three firemen, (one with an extinguisher) go under aircraft _
two men near the nose gear and the third man. bes ide LH main
gear. Then #2 engine and leading edge of wing, he called tower
and asked for fire fighting equiupmer.t from all civil defense
uni t,.. lIe proceeds in car te hel icepter base (oeyond B8 turn-
off) and is t'efused assistance from them. He t'et ••rned to n:ain
runwav, west of dircraft and fire had moved fot'ward in the fuse-
lage.
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WITNESS INTERVIEW

NASSER AL-MANSOUR
August 26, 19BO

Mr. AI-Mansour was in his office on August 19, when flight 160
departed. Flight 160 was through flight and he was not involved
in any problem with this flight. The aircraft left Karachi on
time on origination of flight 163. Mr. AI-Mansour was with Ramp
Supervisor AI-Agelan in the Commissary Manager I s off ice asking
about the departure of 747 aircraft HM-I. Mr. Agelan advised
him that flight 163 was returning to Riyadh because of smoke in
the cabin. Mr. AI-Mansour advises there was no contact by the
crew of flight 163 directly to maintenance of their return to
Riyadh. (Mr. AI-Mansour's truck has maintenance frequency only
and is not tied in to the airport ground or tower frequencies).
There is no tape record of the maintenance frequency. He went
to his truck and called to the maintenance office and proceeded
to runway 01. He estimates not more than 3 minutes time elapsed
between tl'le office and the runway. When leaving the office 'l/he
walked about 100 steps to his truck (short period of time) and
called maint. office to request tractor tow-bar and GPU to be
sent to return of flight 163. At the runway, he saw buses cross-
ing RW 01 but he slowed down and observed green light in the
to\ler before crossing. He drove on runway to 82 (or drove on
extended runway, net sure, to the taxiway parallel to Runway I,
drove past the RSAF build ing towards the aircraft. He did' nt
see or smell anything unusuaJ. and did I nt" see the aircraft until
his truck was between intersections 86 and 87. No communica-
tions were made during this drive from Runway 1 to the aircraft.
He thinks he passed one bus on way to aircraft about 86 and saw
a jeep about 100 yards ahead of him. At first sight of aircraft
he observed no fire. He saw fire trucks with their light direc-
ted on the aircraft. He stopped his truck about 100 meters
short of the aircraft. He saw aircraft emergency lights on and
smoke coming out the side of the fuselage in the LH aft area bet-
ween L3 and R3 doors. He did'nt recall seeing the rotating bea-
con on at this time. He saw several fire trucks around the air-
craft and a jeep betwen him and the aircraft. Fire Chiefs truck
is near the nose of the aircraft. He thinks all trucks are foam-
ing. There are no cockpit lights, at the jeep, the ramp lead
man advises tleople are in the aircraft a.nd no one is getting
them out. When Al-Mansour first arrived, he observed heavy flow
of smoke coming out of the side of the aircraft just below the
w indo"" line between ;:'3 and L4 doors. H.e is su re it is coming
out of the side of the aircraft rather than the top of the fuse-
lage. He is also sure engines are not running at this time. He
observed that the cabin windows are dark and the rotating beacon

•
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is definitely off. Also, when he first stopped he was aware
that engines were not running as there was no evidence of the
normal idle whine. However, he says engines were windmilling
fast due to the wind velocity. Within a minute after arrival, a
jeep made a V-turn in front of him and someone from the jeep ad-
vises people are inside - help them - then jeep continues to
move away from the aircraft and parks near the buses. Less than
a minute later, Magrabi arrives and beckons to Nasser to help
the people in the aircraft. Within J minutes after arrival,
Nasser asks fire chief if he can help open door and chief says
yes. (Also, chief says he is trying to contact the pilot thru
the control tower to tell him to stop engines). Nasser and fire-
man stand on top of the cab of the fire truck and Nasser notices
fire as well as smoke coming out of the side of the fuselage bet-
ween L3 and L4 doors. Ladder is positioned against aircraft and
Nasser steadies ladder as fireman goes up ladder. Nasser points
out coor handle and fireman pulls handle. He pulls handle about
J or 4 inches from fuselage and he says it will not open.
Nasser thinks door moved 1 or 2 inches because door is not not
flush. Fireman comes down ladder and Nasser goes up ladder and
tries to pull handle but foam is blowing on him and deflecting
off of fuselage into his eyes so he returns down ladder to top
of cab. At this point he is aware that there is greater flame
coming out of side of aircraft between L3 an~ L4. The foam and
smoke make them decide to try to open a door on the other side
of the aircraft. (No smoke came out of the LI door). They took
the ladder off the truck and went to right side of aircraft.
Could not see RI door or handle because of foam covering fuse-
lage. He sees R2 door handle so the ladder is extended and posi-
tioned against the fuselage at R2 door. Fireman proceeds up lad-
der -",ith Nasser supporting the legs. Fireman pulls handle down
(90 degrees or more) and door opens normally. As soon as door
opens, much white, thick smoke bellows out the opening. Fireman
and Nasser go down ladder, fireman gets extinguisher, goes up
smoke that occurred blocked his view of these firemen. While par-
ked at the nose of the aircraft, before engines winding down,
and just before big puff of smoke occurred, he saw one fire
truck start to spray foam on the aft body area. Just as engine
wind down noise stopped, smoke came very quickly as one big puff
with no noise and forward of the wing. Could not see anymore
when smoke occurred. He then left his position in front of air-
craft and sped to the RSAF fire equipment location at 84 taxi-
way. He passed J vehicles. Stopped at 84 and while in car hol-
lered - lets get going - need help - to RSAF people standing
there. He then drove out BJ and back to the aircraft.

As he approached B7, he saw 2 cars (1 jeep and 1 blazer) both
with Saudi markings. Almansour and one American man are at bla-
zer and 4 men are with the jeep. As he approached the aircraft
to position AM4, he can see aircraft and there is no smoke. He
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left the car and asked Almansour for help from Maintenance and
then directed the oncoming RSAF fire trucks spray ing foam on
wings and aft fuselage body. He ••alks down RH side (at wing-
tips) and can' t see any fire because foam covers aircraft from
the wing leading edge aftlo/ard. He didn't notice any flame or
smoke in the cabin window forward of the wing (not covered with
foam). lIe goes back to car and drives to end of runway (ap-
proach end) to clear runway for 747 aircraft aM 1 take-off. Car
positioned around Bl area. After lIM 1 takeoff (and an emergency
aircraft landing due to low fuel), he returns to aircraft and
sees much smoke between inlet to ladder, shines light into door-
way and hollers inside for passengers. After no response, the
fireman goes down ladder and Nasser says "lets go to Rl and try
it", While going to Rl door, he notices fire truck at aft left
hand side of aircraft has stopped pumping foam. Since he knows
fireman can open Rl dear without his assistance, Nasser goes to
their truck and they confi~ they are out foam. (Nasser notices
flame is coming out of R2 door on his way from Rl door to the
truck), Returning from fire truck and on his way to his t~~ck,
Nasser notices flames and black smoke coming out of R2 door. He
can I t find his trucK. but does locate the jeep and asks them to
call for city fire trucks to assist. lIe also asks for cherry
picker (life cage equipment). At this point, Nasser is deter-
mined he should go to his office to assure that the city fire
trucks are contacted and are coming. He made several trips back
to the aircraft during the night as he stayed in the area all
night.
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WITNESS STATEMENT
CAPTAIN OMAR HONKAR

At 150 N.M. from
in aft section.
call was:

RUH I heard flight SV-163 reporting cabin fire
He requested to return to Riyadh. The second

•
•I want the fire trucks to be standby on arrival and fol-
low the airplane from the tail.-

The third call was ~ade on frequency 118.1:

.Confirm that fire trucks have been alerted.-
A fourth call was:

-I am on final with .2 engine shut down ••
After the flight landed the Captain of SVl63 asked Tower to con-
firm if he has seen any visible fire in the tail. Tower report-
ed back there is no fire, then added yes there is fire and asked
if he wanted to evacuate or every thing is normal."
Captain replied "standby., after which he added: "I am evacuat-
ing.~ End of last transmission to be heard from SV-l63.
Tower has attempted several cails but with no reply.
I am estimating a time factor of 30 to 35 minutes between the
time the airplane came to a full stop until the fire could be
seen to develop out of control. Also I have heard a transmis-
sion in Arabic describing initial stages of the fire to be a
.small and insignificant ••
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On 'I'uesday 19th August 1980, at time l821Z, the APP office told
us that Saudia flight no. 163 operating to Jeddah is having
smoke in the cockpit and he is now about 78 DMEand he wishes to
return back to Riyadh A/P. At that time we alerted the fire sta-
tion and they had to ready beside the runway. At time l825Z APP
O. advised us that their an actual fire in the cockpit and at
once we alerted the fire people about that and we gave him prior-
ity to land until he was approaching Haijaz Point he called the
TWR, when he was passing between 6 to 3 DMEon final he reported
that engine No. 2 is off and he is landing with No. 1 and 3 en-
gines only and he asked us to check if there was a sign of fire
in the rear engine. We asked the fire people about that. At
time l836Z the aircraft landed, when he was about to roll end,
fire people reported smoke at engine No.2. We advised the pi-
lot about that, at the time he getting out of the runway by the
last intersection, fire people reported fire at engine NO.2.
They asked to switch the engines 1 and 3 off. We passed that to
the pilot, at the time he switching off his engines he said "I
am evacuating" twice. And that was the last contact with the
pilot •

•
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WITNESS INTERVIEW

SAMI MOHAMMED AL-RASHIO
SUPERVISOR - FLEET SERVICES

27 AUGUST 1980

The .••••it:less stated that he was a supervisor of the ere .••••.••••hich
was responsible for cleaning the aircraft, prior to its depar-
ture from Riyadh to Jeddah on 19 August 1980. After the air-
craft had been emptied of all passengers and their belongings,
the cleaning crew entered to perform their functions. The .••••it-
ness stated that the entire aircraft .••••as cleaned including the
lavatories and all trash and other material .••••as removed. At no
time did the witness or any of his crew observe or detect any
abnormali ties. lie specifically stated that there was no evi-
dence of any smoke or other indication of fire having been pre-
sent .••••ithin the aircraft. This witness also stated that at no
time in the past or on the flight in question had he observed
any evidence that individuals had engaged in preparing a bever-
age en the aircraft.
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WITNESS INTERVIEW

M.T.N.S. MUNAWEERE
25 AUGUST 1980

This witness accompanied by Mr. Berath were the aircraft refue-
lers which refueled Flight 163, prior to its departure from
Riyadh to Jeddah. The witness stated that they go through the
aircraft upon direction and position themselves near the leading
edge of the right wing, just slightly outboard of the number 1
engine. A representative of Saudia positions himself on the
wing of the aircraft at the refueling port, and the reloaders
l:'emain on the ground atter-ding their truck. The refuelers oper-
ate the valves on the truck upon the direction of the Saudia man
positioned on the wing.

On 19 August 1980 these witnesses refueled the flight in ques-
tion and stated that they observed no observation nor detected
any evidence of smoke or fire. They specif ically denied having
been aware of any odor associated with a fire or electric arch-
ing. They also stated that they had heard no reports within the
refueling personnel of having come on any occasion, observed or
witnessing such an occurrence.

They testified that in the event they did observe or detect any
abnormality of any type, such a matter would be brought to the
attention of the Saudia Representative who would be present at
the aircraft •

••
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WITNESS INTERVIEW

FAROUK AMMAN
AUGUST 27, 1980

Mr. Farouk Amman is a supervisor of the cargo and baggage load-
ing crew which supervised Flight 163 19 August 1980. The iterns
loaded are controlled by the load control office of Saudia which
issues a load sheet indicating not only what is to be off-loaded
and loaded but its position within the aircraft as well.
The procedure described is normal load-unloading procedure which
was followed in the case of 163.
Upon receiving permission to proceed with their duties each car-
go door of the aircraft is opened and all baggage and cargo con-
tainers are removed and placed beneath the aircraft. Baggage or
cargo whose final destination is Riyadh is then taken to its ap-
propriate location. In the case of international flights such
as 163 this location was the Customs area. Baggage and cargo
originating from Riyadh is then ,placed into predesignated loca-
tions and the aircraft is reloaded.
After all baggage and cargo was removed from the incoming flight
the supervisor, Mr. Amman, made a physical inspection within the
cargo area of the aircraft. He stated that he observed no abnor-
malities and specifically did not detect any unusual odors or
presence of smoke.
Mr. Amman volunteered that if it was known to him that any item
which might be considered dangerous to the safety of the flight
such matter would immediately be brought to the attention of the
Saudia representative to whom he reports.
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WITNESS INTERViEW

';130UL AZIZ l\BOUL-WALHD
SUPERVISOR - DINING AND COMMISSARY
---- 27 AUGUST 1900

This witness stated that he was a supervisor in-charge 0: the
crew which provided cOlUlllissary sE:rvice to SV 163 on 19 AOJgust
1980 prior to it5 departure from Riyadh to Jeddah. He p.;,rson-
nally was on board the aircraft and observed the aircraft inte-
rior, including t.'le galley. lie testified tnat he observed nc
abnormalities, did not detect or otherwise become aware of any
smoke or evidences of fire. This witnes!> had checked with each
of the members of his crew and reports that no information was
received by him to indicate that the Co~is~a~y ser.ice fu~nish-
ing Flight 163 de..•.iated in any respect f=o::l their nonr.a1 ser-
vice.
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FRANK SHUMOCK
27 AUGUST 1980

This witness is one of approximately nine (9) American's perform-
ing work through a Japanese Company, Kawaski, for the Riyadh
Area Civil Defense.. These individuals are the crew of two
KYI07's which provide fire rescue services. This organization
has no arrangements nor responsibility with respect 1:0 RiyadhInternational Airport.
On the evening of 19 August 1980, this witness was jogging in
the vicinity of runway 01 where he observed a L-lOll taxiing
down the runway followed by fire vehicles. He stopped to ob-
serve and placed his distance approximately 80 yards off the end
of the runway 01. When the aircraft reached the end of the run-
way he observed it turn to its right making a turn onto taxiway
B. When he first observed the aircraft he did not see any smoke
or fire, he does not know if the lights were on or off. During
the aircraft turn on to Taxiway B he heard engines 1 and 3 -gun-
ned-, He stated he had never heard a L-lOll produce that typeof engine .noise during a turn.
After approximately 4 to S minutes he observed a thin column of
sllloltebe9in to riae just forward of the .2 engine, at this time
he observed the cockpit light, to be on and states he expected
the crew to exit the aircraft, By this time he observed the
first evidence of smolte, the fire vehicle had positioned them-
selves in the approximate positions as shown on Exhibit A. He
observed the smolee to increase in volume over the neX1: 3 to 5
minut~s. He observed two buses arrive at the scene, he did not
observe any fire vehicle pumping during this period of time. He
ran back to his base (approximately 400-500 yards) picked up a
radio and informed others at the base of the incident and drove
back to the aircraft, he was accompanied by approx imately S to
10 others from the base. He estimated the t.ime between his
first observation of the L-lOll and his t"eturn to the aircraftas being approximately 12 minutes.
Upon his return he observed a small flame (about the size of a
football) where he had previously seen the smoke, at this time
he was approximately 100 yards away from the aircraft at approxi-
mately the 8 o'clock position with respect to the aircraft. He
stated he observed a fi=e truck behind the right wing being pump-
ing, this truck knocked the fire down and in approximately 2 min-
utes the fire reappeared more strongly on the left side of the
aircraft in the area of LJ and L4, the fire was growing in inten-
sity but did not spread forward ata rapid pace. He observed the
fire for approximately 10 minutes during which time it grew much
larger, he stated all the fire vehicles then backed up approxi-
mately 40 yards and then returned back to the aircraft.

•
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J. t th is point in tim.e he returned to this base and ordered the
helicop~er ready for action. He then observed a Blazer with red
lights '. 4rive through the helicopter compound and heard the
driver ask for assistance, his supervisor Bob Shirt, informed
the driver that there was little they could do this late in the
game. At this time the aircraft could be observed from the heli-
copter base wi th th~ top portion of the fuselage engulfed in
fire. The helicopter took off at 2220 and dropped foam in the
cockpit area knocking down, for a brief period, the fire in this
area. By ground communications, from the fire team, they were
ordered to back off as the firemen did not like the rotor wash.
He returned to the base and exchanged their foam bucket (approxi-
mately 1700 litres) and returned to the aircraft, they dropped
their bucket of approximately 500 gallons of water down the mid--
line of the aircraft. They returned to the base and once again
back to t.'l. aircraft where they hovered for 4.3 hours providing
lighting ~or t.'le sc.ne.

.'
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He stated that by approximately 0330 body removal had started.
He stated that no doors were open prior to the fire oeing put
out. He further stated that R2.door was knocked open by using a
forldHt with some type of platform and that this was the first
door opened, he placed the time at approximately midnight.
After R2 was forced open the first 2 or J bodies were removed
from this door, he observed this from the helicopter. He stated
L2 was then opened lind approximately 4 bodie!> were removed f:,om
this door.

;
i..

•

He t.~en returned to the base and drove to the ai::craft bringing
portable generators. From approximately 0430 to 1030 or 11.00
hours bodies were removed. He assisted by holding an empty box
in the area of R2 into which identification, money and other
valuable were placed. H. testified the worlters l."emovedbodies
first from bet .•••een the area of R2 and L2. He stated that some
bodias were still sitting in the ir sea ts forward of L3-R3, he
stated II great many people were in the area of. Ll, he observed
most of the bodies to be removed from the left side of the air-
craft. He stated he did not observe bodies in the cabin aft of
the t::ailing edge of the wing.

]
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WITNESS S~TEMENT

CAPT. T. ABID E.N.R.

At 1850: 2, I lin in. HZ-AHB, Saudia Flight 179 with Capt. Saeed
Aftar, monitoring the development of SV 163 emergency landing.
Capt. Bonkar, in, command of the flight, had suggested that we
advise SV 163 to evacuate and assist in any manner of help.

I stepped outside of the stairs of HZ-AHBand had seen flames
and the burning of the L-I01l HZ-ARKin a distant spot around
the end of runway 01.

Capt. Aftar and myself took a sherry lifter driven by one mainte-
nance man and hurried towards the site.

OnAri'i val:

The aircraft cockpit area had
frame, as far a. the cabin, it
fire.

flames extending outside the
was being consumed by strong

Fire trucks and fighting equipment were around the west and
south ends of the aircraft.

The water/chemical of streams from fire hoses each held by three
firemen, positioned too far from the aircraft, were poineed ae
the aircraft but only reached the window level or below. Rescue
team was apparent but no organization. Total confusion and ab-
sence of commanddescribed the rescue operation.

No positive attempts or trials whatever were made to open any
doors of break the fuselage from the outs ide. It was an air-
.craft on fire without effective efforts to save i.e. ,

More efficient .equipment (blue in color) and a helicopter arri-
ved eo the fire scene but too late, the aircraft ceiling was com-
pletely burned out.
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Captain: O. Willmott
Fir.t Officer: V. Gomez.
Flight £n1ineer: T. Palm~r
Flight No. SV 3:17
Act. Type: DCa - 61
Registra tion: ~;9lJ.CL
Date: 19 hugust 19Sq

o"PTAIN'S REPORT
(IN PART)

Started engines SV 3117 and blocked out at 1817Z for ferry
flight to Jeddah. ATe asked us to hurry behind a Saudi 737 as
an emergency landing was expected. The 737 departed at 1830Z
and we were cleared to line up but this clearance was cancelled
and we hea=d a Saudia TriStar on the approach reporting a two
engine landing. W. watched the TriStar land normally and leave
the runway on the taxiway at B8 and stop. The tower asked him
whether he was going to continue to taxi but he requested the
tower to ask the fire aection if there was any visible fire.
This was done en another frequency V or 1 and the reply was nega-
tivlt. Moment after this the crew reported that they were shut-
ting down and evacuatinq the T~iStar at about 1850•

.... . ..
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CAPTAIN MOHAMMEDSAID ATTAR

I was monitoring Riyadh frequency 118.1 fot'my scheduled depar-
ture. I heard HM 1 Riyadh Tower talking that SV 163 is having
an emergency, if they might close the runway, stepped outs ide
and saw flames .It end 0 f ru:~way 01. Rode a Maintenance Sherry
Lifter which was proceeding to aircraft site.
On arrival at the scene I saw the upper half of the aircraft
burning from the cockpit, aft to the empennage. Also spotted
firemen hosing the aircraft wings to aircraft fuselage. I stay-
ed there for about a time, after which I returned back to call
Jeddah DisP4 teh to inform them.of the si tuation. Was unable to
get t.'1roughand decided to return back to the fire site. About
that time fire fighting units from the City Fire Department plus
units from RSAP were already at the site. It was a few minutes
and the fire was put out •. Galley door was opened and entry was
made by firemen who advised some evidence of lights and electri-
city (hot linea).
A maintenance avionics man arrived and with whom I made an entry
to the galley and the mid electronics area where we checked and
made sure the batteries were dead. Galleys was intact, the
worse area was the lift and the lift chutes where the fire des-
cended from. Opon leaving aircraft, was called by Major aajwad
to accompany his up sherry lifter because they noticed some
smoke coming from the cockpit area.
The small fire was restarting which was quickly put out. Of my
observations, everything was burnt but most of the pax He concen-
trated in the fl:ont areas, slightly aft of set'vice cente::"two
forward to the cockpit.
This is an eye witness report of what I have seen.

Captain ~oha~~ed Said Atc~::"
L-10 11

,
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N.T.S.B. RECOMMENDATIONS WITH F.A.A. RESPONSE

NATIONAL TRANSPORTATION SAFETY SOARD
WASHINGTON, D.C.

ISSUED: :eb:"';-"7 lC, j,9::

-----_._-------_._ .._._._-----.----------
Forwarced to:

:o.l.:-. C:lArles Eo Weithone:
.A:1I.I1; .-\dminlstntar
Fedanl Aviation ••dmlnisl:'aticn
\\'4Wz:ito:1, D.C. 10591

-----_ ..._------_ ....._-_._---._ •.......-

~FETY RECOMK£NOATIOn(S)
,\-81-12 througft 13

l
1

•

i1'le National T:'lllls~ort4tion Safety SOlltd sent a 0'. S. Accredited Representative
and accompllllY1n; advisors to partiei~ate In tho Inve,ti(lltion ::If the Saudi Ar~i4A
AttUnes t,Qc:ldle.d L-I011 accident at .Rlyadh, Saudi :\ratlla, on Au(USt 19. 1980. The
ac:c:iant Invalvee an In-mil'lt {Ire In me aft area or the airc:ra{t, Even tllou;h me
airc:ra{t W&5 landed succ:ess{uJ.1y,the !Ire spread and all 301 oc:c:upanU diad &5 a result.
'nle Invutlpt!Qn. conc!uc:ted In ac:ccr<1&ncewW'I the provisions o{ International Civil
Aviation Or.anlutlon AMtx 13, ~ conti.''Iulnr and a r.pott of t:le lnvestl;atlon will be
Issued by the :o\i:l~domot S4udl Anoia upon completion. As part a( U.S. &SS~ta:lC:.In the
lnvestl;ation, tests and res.atch weI'. conducted at the Loclchud CaU{omia Cctr:;lany md
at the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA.) Tec:Jmica! Center, Atlantlc CIty, New
Jersey •

The lira 16T1itlonscurc:e and exact area In which the in-night (jr~ originated have
nat yet been ~:a::l'Iinec:l. The &!t bauqe com;:artment (e-3), amonlt others, where tulle
ben'l!;:e Is ~l'l'ied beneath the ,ft cabin aeor, Is ~e!n~ investi.ated' &5 a pO!3i!:lle
origination area. Among the tests c:onduc:tcd to evaluate certain hypotheses r~:lrding
tlre propa~a tion were fire penetra tlon tests o{ the 0-3 compart:!l8n t lInlTli ma terials.
One test showed that a S-inch diameter. 12-lnch-high prC?sne burner !lame (1,800. F)
l'laccd beneath the C-3 complll'tment cellir,. ~enetrated the ceiling Unet in less than
1 minute and then penetrllted the cabin fioor and C:lllflet material In less than 2 minutes.
A second test using the same burner showed that a J- to ~-(lXlt-high name (1,160. F, (uel
ric:l'J penetrllted tM ceiling liner In 25 seconds, and Ulen t!le cabin noor and Cl1r';let
ma tena! In 4.5 minutes.

The C-3 compartment of the L-lOll is eertific:ated as "Class 0" under U:e
provisions o{ 14 CFR 2S.8S7(d). "nlat rule stateS, A. Cles.s 0 cargo 01' bag~age
compartment is one in which--

(1) A {ire oeeUl'l'ing in it .,111be completely eonfined without endnngcring the snfety
or tile airplane a' the oecupan ts;

(2) There are mear,s to e:.;c!ude hazardous quantities of smo;ce. names, or othet
nClCious.ases (rom any compattment occupied bY the ere •••.or ~65Sel16eI'S;
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(3) Ventilation and drafts are controlled within each compartment so that any fire
lIlcely to oceur in the compartment will not pr~ess beyond safe limit:i;

•••••
(5) C~nsideration is given to the effect of heat within the compartment on adjacent
critical 9lU'ts of the airplane. For compartmenU of sao cu. ft. or less, an !1irflowof
1,500 .:u. ft. pel' hour is acceptable.

The Safety Board notes that its predecessor, Civil ..\:r R~lation <:'S.383, "Ca1'5o
Compartment Cla.ssi!ication," contained the followii'li r~arding Class D compartments:
"Note: For comp41'tments having a volume not in e.••cess of 300 cu.tt. an airflow of not
more than 1,500 cu.ft. per hour is acceptable. For la.~e: com;lartments lesse:, airflow
may be 89?licable." 'ThisguideIlne at least suggested mc.-e cense:-vative cnter:a should be
followed for large!' co:r.partments while the e:eistinf rule does not address the al:,flow
allowa~ in compartments larger than sao cu.ft.

The volume of the C-3 compartment of the L-I011 is 700 cu. ft. SAfety 30erd
investigators have been advised by FAA that the L-I0ll C-3 compartment was approved
as "Class D" by "e.-:trapolations" i:,om the sao cu. ft. volume and 1,SOOcu. !t. ;leI' hour
airflow guidelines in H eFR 2S.i157(dX5).However, the theoretical concept of a Class D
compartment Is U1at a fire within t.':e compart!I'ent would be e.-:tinguished by oxygen
depletion, preventing' Its prepagation. This concept apparently hl!s been successfully
applied in narrow-oodled aircraft with limited volume compartmenu. However, the
Safety Board is concerned that it may not be a valid co::cept for 1al'5e:, volume
compartments, such as t.'le L.1011 C-3 compartment, because mu::h gr~ter volumes of
oxygen are avaflaole to support combustion priot to de;lletion and "snuffing:' The
additional air supply Cll.1 readily support a fire for sufficient time to allow I'enet:,ation of
U1ecompartment llning, thereby providing access to an unlimited oxygen supply to SUl'pott
propagation of the fire. In fact, preliminary tests conducted at the FAA Technical
Center, using a 110 cu.ft. simulated Class D compartment, il1u~.rated tr.at a fire of
suffIcient intetmty to penetrate the L-I011 C-3's ceiling liner in less t.'lan 1 minute
burned (or more than 10 minutes after the compartment airflow was !hut of!.

The Safety Board Lsaware that U1etype of flamu used in the tesU at Lockheed and
at U1eFAA Technlce.1 Center do not dlplicata the type of flame (bunsen burner) usad to
certify flammatlillt)' cl".araetel"isticsof cargo and baggllie compartment interior mate!'ial3
(14 CFR 25.355). How,!ver, the Safety Board believes t.'1at a small fire in a "ieee of
beU!i;e could generate localli:ed intense heat similar to that fl"om the prcpa.,e bt.:rner
uso!d in the recent tests and that the fire could penetrate the ceiling before the oxygen
supply is depleted.

The penetration of the L-1011 C-3 compartment ceiling carries extrem~ly
haZlll'dousconsequences because numerous major aircraft components are routed betwe~n
the ceiling of the compartment and the nOOI" of the cabin. Among these items are t.'le
No.2 engine thl"ottle cables, the No. 2 fuel line, and night control cables. Fire re!!.ching
these components could easily endanger the entire aircran, and therefore, the ces:gn ::!oes
not comply with the intent oi 14 CFR 2S.3S7(d){5). Moreover, once such a fire reaches
U1e cabin, the cabin furnishings will become involved, and the fire will be difficult to
extinguish.

,
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The SaCety Board is aware of several Instances of fire In c:heelcedbaaage (M)m
ignition o( matches and other Items. In most ol these inst.an~5, (ires ignited while the
aircraft were on the g;f'Qundand the a!rcralt were not dal1Ulged. However, the possibilIty
oC such a tire while In-night and the questionable capability o( the L-lOll C-3
compartment to contain a fire by "snuffing" It to keep It (rom S?reading Stlg6est that the
"Class 0" ~erti!iCl1tiOl1ot the C-3 com~rtment should be reevaluated.

Th~tore, the NatIonal Transpol'tation Safety Board recommends that the Federal
!.via.tiOl1Administration:

Reevaluate the "Class-O" certification ot the L-lOll C-3 cargo
com~rtment wiUta view toward either changing the classification
to "C," r~uiring detection and extinguishing ~uipment, or
d1anging the compartment liner materia! to insure containment oC
a fire oC Ute types Ukely in the compartment while in-flight.
(Class I. Urgent Action) (A-81-12)

Review t.'le ~rt1ficlltion o( an baggage/car;o compartments (over
SOD cu. (tJ fn the "0" classification to insure that the intent oC
H C:FR2S.8S1(d)is met. (Class II, Pricrity Action) (A-81-13)

KING, Cha.il'man, DRIVER, Vice Chairman, ~cA.D.OU1S, GOLD;\IAN and BURSLEY,
Memoers.concurred in these recommendations.

•
\
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•DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION

FEDERAl. AVIATION ADMINISTRATION

May11, 1981

'.!he Hcnorable James So King
Chairman, National ~rtation
Safety !:card

800 Ind~ Aventle,Si.
Washillgecn.DoC. 20594

1his is in ~ to N'lSBSafety ~o::rmiendatiQn3A-8].-12 aI'ldA-8l'~13
issued by !:be !leard a1 Fe~tj' 10, 1981. 'lhese r'eO:lm:le~atia1s.
resulted frem the !leard's .participatic:n in the investigation of t.':e
Sau:li Arabian Airlizlu LcclcheedL-IOll accident at Riyadh, Salldi Ar~ia,on Aur;ust19, 1980. .

A-8l-1:!. ~a1uat. the .Cass-o" certification of the L-IOll C-3 carso
CQ;;:ar=ent wit.'1a view =ward eit.,er c:.'anginq t.':e elassifiC2tion to
.e, - requiring detectic:n and ext:in9uishing eq'<1i::rnent,0:; c.w.gi."l; :he
c::rnpart:l1entlintt material to insure Qrltai.-:r.ent of a fire of the t}'?es
likely in tr.e ~nt WI1Uein-flight. .

FAACQ::nent. 'lhe L-IOll U D:)t unique in having a larse Class Q tj'?!
carso ccJilart:nent that has been de:l'.c:lst::atedto be in ~lia::c:e ••1:.,
t.':. require.ents of FAA25. 8S7{d). Fer this reason, t.,e Federal
Aviatic:n AClinistration (FAA)does /Xlt believe specific actio::
per+..aini."lgto the L-IOll as a speciAl case is .apprcpriate. ~~it.'1e::-cb
'ale find t.':at t.'1eli-llited tests cited by t.':e !learn are sufficient in
t.':enselves to justify to'le'reCOl;:'A!r.dedaction. In the resear~ Pro;ra::l
disCUSSedunder Reca::::ercati~ A-Bl-13, detection, elCtinglJisl:::ent,ar-od
fl=ability of cargo ~art::'.ent liners will ~ evaluated. Since to':e
intent of this reca""endat1cn is an!:::odiedin t.':e FAAresea::-c.,dis.;usse::!
under Recor.::er.dationA-81-13, \ole inte:-.d to take rc furt;.;e:: action ensafety lle=::lendation .A-8l-l2.

A-8l-13. lleviewthe certification of all baggage/cargo COO~a::~~nts
(over 500 cu. ft. ) in the -0- classification to insure t.'1at t.':e intentof 14 ern 25.857(d) is :Det.

FAA<:=ent. '!he FAAcenc:urs in principle with this rec:omnendation.
'lhe seventy and Pt"CX]ressionof the saUdi Arabian fil:e caused t.'le r-,..;.
to Um1ediatelyql.'estion t.'1eefficacy of the Class D fire contain:nent
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cC:lll::ept.IIlJnediatelyaftL"r the accide.~t. the FAAbegan foClLtlat.ingA
research p;o;ra=, to be mplis.hed at the Technical cente=, to ~
oS. corprehensive reevaluatica of the concept arod ngulatoty statlda.rds fer
CaliS Dcllt'9O~ts. Prior'lc issuance of the soard's l:'e<-' I !ler-
dation, the FAA!:lOtWcClal1y with the N'IS3suff to disc"ss the
prelillliMty :-esults of t.'ie aeciclant investigation. Ae that Illeetillg. the
soard staff Illl!!lll:lenwere aavised of cur ptog=. 01 ,januaty 15, 19a1~
the Office of Aviatkx1Sunclar'-s fom.al1y requested the establis::nent of
a researCl progra=. A ~ of t."Iat request is enclosed. lie l::elieve the
pl~am _ have initiated ~ t."Ieintent of t."Ie1m's reo' ,1 er.da-
tica, and _ will keep the Eoarti infnl"'llftdof significant ~ress in
this ana.
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AWS-120

R. D& E Effort: Requesl:jCa:"goCaI:partmentFire Cont:aim:ent

Associate Ad:rlnist:'ator. for Aviation Scanciards.AVS-l

A. P. Albrecht .
Associate Mmnist:rator far Fngir.eering ar.dDevelof%"..ent.Am-l

Reauest for Rt D .:.E

Please c:cnductthe It. D and E cutlined in t..'1e~ stat:er.a1t belClJ
pert:rlniIlg to fire call:.ai::::entcapabilities of cargo canpartJI:ent:s.
'!his request stBll:l f1:aI1 the recent: Loc:kheedL-IOll inflight fi=e in
Sat:d1Arabia. '!he Po. 0 and E results will be used in ;;:. assess::leOt
of the adequacyof o=ent regulaticns and, if necessarJ. i.., the
develo~t: of nmsed regula~ and policy.

Backrc:ctmdand Reas= far Recuest:

en Aup;u3t19. 1980; a Sm'di Anb1= L-10U expe....-iencedan i..~"light
fi.-a shcr1:ly aftl!r takeoff. Althcugh t..'1eai..""plane1ar.ded
successfully at Riyadh, all 301 pe=::ns aboard the ai.."7lanedied in
the fira.

A1tr~ c:::nclusive fi.-ui1.~s =ega:dir.g :r.a origi., and scena='..oof c.'le
fi=e have ::ol:been released by t..'1.eSa",Hs. evic!en::e.obtained to date
by U.S. UNescigators points to the possibility c.ut c."e fire
origina~ within the aft C-3 CoUB0' cc:rpart:=entand bU:ned ti_ough
the cca:part=mt fire burler llne:' and adjacent st::u.c:::=e. and i.,to
t.'1epassenger cabi..,. A large l::u:nedhole was f=d in c.'lewi.,
floor above tt-.• C-3 ~t.

'Ihe C-3 ~t was d2si&nedto FAR2S class D ea.-goc~'l"a.~::
seandards. 'Ibe sINdt:y and progress1a1 of ::he fi=e give reason to
c;uesticn these stanCards.

FAR25.857 c::nta1ns tt-.e requi=lm!r.cs for r..r..= classes of c:a=go
C~l:3 • C"..a.ssesA t:brccghC require fire e:<t:!:lgt.:ishi:~gagents.
Class D, hcwever, depends en fire isolation apd c::nt:aL-.r.entfor fire
protecd.cn. Far t..'1eClass D, FAR25.857 spells cut require::ents
regarding f~e isolation and contai.-=t, protection against: s=ke
and tcxic gases. ventila.t1cn control, and effect of heat en acjacent
st::'UCture. FAR25.855 requires a CCICt'art::lentfire ba=ier li."1er
\ohich passes a bunsen bt=er test. The Class D st:z:l..la~Csare based
en fire conta.inrent tests whichwere conduct:ecrin 1950 in a 270 c..:bic
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fcot ~t t'/pical of transports at that dJre. Since then.
~ and class D~ts have grown='lY times in size.

at the standards vis-a-vis the L-10ll fire, we are a:cce:med
mainly~th whet.'".eror net t:-..ese.tandards have kept up with me
state-of-the-an and r~ adeqt:aea.

Yo:'.t Statement

Please cmdllet:lieerao.:n searches, design assesSll'mt5. fire ees~.
andass0c:i4eecl.inves~d.cns, ~ necessary, to dete=ine tmat design
feaa.:res sr:daterlal. an necessuy to safety contain likely fires
in class Dcargo ~ts, aver a ran8e of =;:art:lllent sizes.
Dete:t:m:inetonethe' at: roOtcmyac!"EOrs, pa:rtic-.ll.arlylarge ones,
designea per cu:nnt s~ em safely a:nta:in the fires.

O:1easpect ot this is the fire seenarlc. Weneed to knowwhactypes
and in~ities of deep seated fh'u. if left: U'lChecked.are li.~y
to developwithm var...cussize ~t:s. If j'OUt' researc.~
1ndicates that CO'll"" :mentshapecr scmaocher parameter
sigr1ificmr1y affects fir. intmstity, additialal s~es can be
iniriated. Weneed 1nfomd:ln 1obu:h can be useful in design. 1he
infc:::at:ia1. fer insear.ce. m1$!;ht:!ncluded::le histories of
t:a:pera::ures, heat e:ut;uts ar.a 1ntcnal press:es at various ~ints
in t."le~t. Is there a liE.dI'lg c:cmpartmentssize above•."hich
the cla.ss Da:acapt 15 i::pra.ctical? iomt is the effect of ai..--flc:u,
cr leakap, inte th= ca:pUtes1:?, ~t are the ~tmtial fer, and
the effec"'..1 of, flash &.7

Anor:-.e:."a.spec: c:encems=terlals and detail design. 'Ihis
essentially we!ghs the cn:ps: teen!:agains the fire scer.ar.o. It
l!ntaila lin assessmentof eX!adng standards and, if these standards
are founddef1cimc, the establ~t of a data base fer new
standardl. For thi.s, fin a:ctaiment tese3 shculd be conductedon
vanows si::e ~t.a c:onst::'UCteawith f.ire bar:""..cliners found
to ~arely ~t the FAR.2S standa:r.is. 'this should rep=esent:a werst:
c:asesio.:aticn. Thetr.ainccnce:::nhere is the perfOt""..zlceof the
c:a::;m.-a::ent!:1rebarrier 1me:r in a prclcr~eCf:.:e, since t..'1el:i."'1er.
in effeet. <ietumines<:a1tam:ent. 1his should tal-.e:i.-:co
ccno;ide:ra:ia\the effe.crofheat soak on liner integricy and the
abilit:y of the lmer to protect; adjacent prj,...a-ryst:=tIl:'e, the
p=op~ies of ••.ilU:h = deterlllrate rapidly at: elevated t:cq::e::a=es.

If the currer..!:star.dards in F.AR 25 are fou-.dto be deficient:, '\olOrk
shculd begin on develojr.e:ntof a Cl:X:?reh~sivenaN set: of standards
far the design, :rubst:antia.t:icn.and certifica.t:icn test:ing of class D
c:::mpart:ments,and espec!ally for the tes'C.in.gand screening;£0 fire
barrier lme:rs. If the de elop::entof ne.r scandards is f=d to be
necessary. wewish to c:oope:-atewith youclosely in this.

',:"\ '.-:'
•~ ~ .i r" t to : ~ • .:!':

"
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Please ceord!nate with the ~c (LeadRe?,ial) andWesCernRegial
airc:rafc ce.rt:ificatiat offices, and their t::ranspor1:=ufact:ures,
and obtain infcz:mad.alat macerials and desiwt practices for an
assessnenc of scace-of-t:he-art m:tp'd twents. I';eare infoming both
req~ of this ptogtau and re:suesdng their cooperaticn.

After )IOU have had a ch2nce eo review our requfr=ts, •...•e lNOUld
appreciate the oPFOL'tu'1i:yeo have dee.a1ledplanning discussion
ecvering proj eet requirar.ent:s. c::1ming,d1rect coordination, and the
impact tlU.smayhave on :myothu' high priarl:y agencyprograms, in
order that we can jointly reach appropr4...atadecisions. Ct'lcethe
jJLogt21413 ucdetway,we ~d expect eo es~l1sh frequent infomal
infcl:mad.onexchangemeetings and, less oft:en, .fotmalptogress
reviews so chacwe can makeopdm.muse of interim find.ings.

'!he principal =~ in this office is Henri Brant:lng, AI.JS-UO, ~
426-8352.

Priority

Becausethis request: for R, D and E c:cncems the adequacyof e:dst:lng
regulad.cns, timing of the !=gt'2i4 is :!mpJrt:ane.Hark srow.d be
searted as soa1 as possible and assessment of =ene regulat:i=
should be ccmplecedby Decanber31, 1981. If newstar.dards are fo...~
eo be necessar!, ~.C!reql:e3t that deI.~t =rk be c:aIl?letedby
I"Rcmer 31, 1982.

lsI
Walter S. Luffsee

.~124:~raneing:meb'x6S382:12/S/80
c::: AVS-l

AlVS-lAlo/S-l (2)
&/"5-100
A!'lS-120(2)

ID: HlFIRE •
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, . APPENDIX I
P:PORT OF EXAHINA1"ION OF wRECKAGE BY 1o!R. ERlC m'WN'

1.5.0., ~I.B.E. I C. :::!lG., F.R.AC.:'i"

ACCIDENT TO SAUCIA lOOOiEED 1011 HZ-f~Z RIYADH on 19-Aug-1J_30
REPORT ON E~~tNATION OF AIRCRAfT WRECKAGE AT RIYADH

II
ERIC NEWTON 't.S.O., M.B.E., C. En9., F.R.Ae.S.

Specialist Investigator and Adviser

BRIEF CIRCUMSTANCES
The a~ove aircraft took off fro= RIYADH at a~out 18.07 hrs bound for Jeddah.
Acc~rding to the cockpit voice recorder, about 7 min 20 sec after take off
there was a flight deck warning of smoke in the rear cargo c~artment C.3.
and about 1 min 10 sec later a second smoke warning froQ the sa~~ compart-
cent. About 4 =1n later a decision was made to return t~ RIYADH during
which tiilll! the f1i9ht Engineer /lad confirmed that a fire existed in the rear
of the ain::nft. An attempt was made by the cabin Sbf~ to extin9uish the
fire but apparently this was not successful and the cabin began to fiil with
smoke. A successful landing was carried out at RIYADH at about 18.36 hrs
and the aircraft WIS taxied off the main runway. After coming to a stop the
fire and smoke intensified. Ho doors were o~ened and no evacuatIon took
place. The first trucks were quickl~ on the scene but in spIte of their
efforts all the occupants of the aircraft lost their lives.
STATUS IN THIS INQUIRY
Following a telephonic request to England on 24 August bJ the Investigator-
in-Charge of this Inquiry fer specialist assistance I agreed to assist the
team into the possibility of incendiary or explosive device having contrib-
uted to this accid!nt and to assist and advise generally in the detection
of the origin of the fire. I arrived in R1Y~uH on 2S August •
EXPE~IE;;CE AND QUALIFICATIONS
I am an independent aircraft accident investigator, specialist and advisor.
I retired from the British Government's Aircraft Accident Investigation
Branch (A.I.B.) in 1975 after JJ years service, I was Principal Insp~ctor
in the engineering division and, in addition to normal aircraft accident
investi9ations, I have made a special study, over the last 30 years, in
the detection of explosive device da~~ge in aircraft wr?ckage. I have
investi9ated a number of sucn cases in various parts of the world.
I am a Chartered Engineer (C. Eng.) 1968, Lendon, and a Fe110w of the Royal
Aeronautical Society. London. (F.R.Ae.S.) 1952.
Ir.'SPECT!OI~

Wit;l th•..excellent cooperation and assist"nc!' from the Saudi. Avlatii:ln
a~~hcr~~i~$ and the Board of Inquiry team me~~ers I carried out an examin-
~~.it',.>:.;'.~t.';~~rcraft wreckage at RlYAIJi between 26 August and 2a August
1980.
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My e~amination confirmed that a major fire had developed on the ground,
and there was evidence of fire in the air. This involved the passenger
compartment and beneath the passenger cabin floor with notable intensity
in the rear cargo compartment C3. The entire passenger compartment and
upper fuselage from the vertical fin to the flight deck was gutted by
fire. The lower galley although scorched and sooted shewed no severe
burning and there was nothing to suggest that the fire originated inside
this ganl!)'.

Smoke and oil)' soot deposits were noted trailing off from the many drains
and vents along the outside lower belly of the aircraft, particularly
below the aft cargo compartment and this was consistent with having
occurred whilst the aircraft was in flight. Fire damage to the left-
hand side skin of the fuselage was notable at the outside of the aft
cargo bay C3. This damage was below cabin floor level and the outer
skin had been burnt through in several places. It is considered probable
that this particular damage occurred after the aircraft had landed. There
was no evidence to indicate that the pressurized fuselage skin had been
penetrated by f.ire in flight. The forward cargo hold was scorched and
the L.H. cheek area was burnt, with passenger floor collapse.
All the baggage and items from the rear compartment C3 had already
betn removed and these were inspected. All baggage was scorched and
burnt 1n various degrees but all burning was of low intensity from out-
side towards the inside, and was secondary in nature. There was nothing
to suggest damage from detonation of an explosive device. There was
nothing to suggest burning originating frem an incendiary device in any
of the baggage. Two large steel nitrogen cylinders were undamaged and
intact.• A 4-litre can, labelled Caltex (Pakistan Ltd) Diesel engine
lubricating oil with a Saudi a Jeddah baggage tag on the handle was
sooted but, although full was not leaking and this item is not consider-
ed to have played any part in the fire. A large roll of bamboo'cane
screen was noted to be burnt locally, but Inspection revealed nothing
suspicious and again the burnIng was of a secondary nature and was from
outside towards inside. All the baggage containers had been removed
from other cargo compart~nts and apiart from soot and local burning
nothing of an unusual nature was observed and all damage was consistent
wi th seconda lj' burni n9 from the outs ide.
Rear carqo compar~ent C3
An intense fire, of some duration, had been burning on the left-hand
side (cheek area) of this compartment. The w~~le compartment was burnt
generally and soot covered, including the s~ke detector units. On
the left-hand side, close to the fo~~rd bulkhead, cheek area, a
hydraulic low pressure pipe (alum-alloy) for :he a system was noted to
have burst. The fracture was typical with a burst whilst the pipe was
pressurized. This pipe" had been hot, and aft of this position the pipe
was melted completely in several places. This latter damage is consid-
ered to be secondary to the pressure burst. ihe area close to the pipe
burst position, ind ibove it, showed a high degree of burning and a

•

•
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torching flame pattern up~lards through floor lC'Iel 1<.15 evident. A large
100m of electric wires is routed close to this burst position. In this
area the wires were burnt and the insulation destroyed.- Some of the
copper wires were fractured and the ends gave the impression of melting
and possible electrical arcing. The underside of the hot air duct. with
its thermal .insulation burnt off In this area above (about one foot) the
pipe burst. also showed intense heat and deposits. An intense fire had
developed aft of this position. and foreward with notable diminishing
burning pattern forw~rds into the adjacent cargo bay cheek area. -A
large hole had been curnt through the cabin floor including the walkway
aisle above and to the rear of the burst pfpe area. Substantial fire
damage had occurred in this cheek area and several substantial aluminium
structural members had melted. The impression gained was of a fire
developing over some minutes. Particular attention was paid to the rear
lavatories (toilets) area aft of the burst pipe. and the pipe area for
any evidence of an explosive or incendiary device. Nothing of this
nature was found. No evidence of a timing device was found. There was
no structural dam4ge suggestive of,explosive pressure. No high velocity
penetrations or small fragments were found in any of the remaining
structure.
There was no evidence of fire or ~jor mechanical damage at the engines.
The wing tanks were intact, and aircraft fuel does not appear to be
involved in this fire.
I did not find any cooking stoves in the passenger compartment but I
have examined one Butane type gas stove which I understand had been
found and removed from the passenger compar~ent. Although this item
was da~aged and scorched my examination did not reveal any useful
evidence as to the cau~e of the fire frem this item.
I found no evidence in the burnt out passenger compartment which indic-
ated or suggested a primary cause of the fire.
I have advised that the burst hydraulic pipe be subjected to independent
metallurgical examination in a laboratory In the U.K. under supervision
of the British Accidents Investigation Branch (A.I.B.) and this is in
progre~s. Pending tne results of this examination it is not possible
to say ",hether this 'anure is of primary or secondary importance. It
is considered however, highly probable that a serious fire fed by
hydraulic oil existed at some stage in the area of the cargo compartment
C3. I have not been able, with certainty. to establish a positive
ignition source, but damaged electric cables with possible arcing are
in the vicinity of the burst pipe. tgn\tion from a hot surface. say
the duct pipe is less likely because of the ther.:al insulation and the
facS that Skydrol hydraulic fluid requires a temperature of approximately700 C (or spontaneous ignition from a hot surface (ventilated area).
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5. ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSIOH
The evidence from the cockpit voice recorder (C.V.R.) readout, together with
inspection of the wreckage indicates that a fire occurred in the rear of the
aircraft which the crew were unable to extinguish. It would appear that the
first indication of trouble, at least to the flight deck crew, was the operat-
ion of the smoke warning signal indicating from the aft carse compartment C3.
Insp~tion of the wreckage showed that an intense fire in the cheek area, left-
hand side had occurred in this ccmpartment. Heavy SllIOkeand soot deposits
were general in this compar~t. A burst hydraulic pipe was found in the L.H.
cheek area. An intense fire pattern torching upwards to floor level was above
this pipe. ,A hole was burnt in the cabin floor above this location. Electric
cables with'a number of =elted or arced ends were in the vicinity. The roof •
of the cargo compartment was burnt and distorted and the control cables routedthrough this area damaged.
It would appear that the rear Cif'90 compartment C3 fs a focal point in the
discussion of fire origin. Of primary importance will be the metallurgicalfindings of the burst pipe examination. If of a primarY nature then this
failure must be of pri=e consideration. If secondary, that is to say, the
pipe failed b~ause of excess heat after the aircraft landed. then the
consequent sudden release of pressurized hydraulic oil into an already burn-
ing aircraft, could explain why, aftar a successful landing, a sudden and
fatal disaster from fire occurred.

NOTE for interest - SXYOROL, hydraulic oil burns with a yellow flame
accompanied by'volumes of white smoke ••

6. FIltDINGS
1. The evidence indicates that a serious fire occurred in f1ight in the

rear of the aircraft which the crew could not control or extinguish.
2. Upon the available evidence I have not been able to establish theprimary cause of this fire.
3. I found no evidence which indicated or suggested that the fire was

caused by deliberate operation of an incendiary or explosive deviceaboard the aircraft.
4. A burst hydraulic oil pipe was found in the L.H. cheek area of theraar cargo compartment C3 and the early smoke warning to the crewwas from this compartment.

This compartment had sustained an intense fire of some duration inthe area of the burst pipe.
S. The release of hydraulic oil is considered to have played some partin the ultimate catastrophic fire.
6. The very rapid development of the fire to catastrophic proportions

occurred after the aircraft landed.

•

ERIC NE~TON. I.S.O., M.B.E .• C.Eng. t.R.Ae.S.
Specialist Investigator and Adviser.

28 August 1980
~I YACti
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DEPARTMENT OF TRADE
Accidents Inr.ntigOltlon Br;wch
KillgSJiltlt HOll~ 65-74 Vi~tori~SVCllt Lontjor. SW1E.SSJ.
folIO'.. 0_ I.... 014127752__ ot';ta 7171

..

Xr R Schleod.
'2f.UoDal '1"h:111portaUon
Sat!lt:r Bo&rd.
000 Indepenjence Avenue SW
Washin~ tC 20594
USA

Our ,.Ie.-:.
:::::/8188
g,"
4....11ovember19SO.

'-

r enclose -t-.•.o copies ot ~ report 'by ~tr l' 1..\0,1.. ot the fire .eetion of ths
l:etropol1 tan (London) Polle. lllrensio Seienc;e L&bci:a.tor,ron ths d.ebri. s&:Iplas
troe H.Z-AE!C.

One cow ill for you and. the othsr for l.:r Xl:K1nnon. I do not have a. contact z.ddress
tor :u- ~:cX1=on a=.d, il' he has returnitd. to 'the United States, r shall 'be gr&tet'u1 it
;reu will pass the COWto bim. I shall also ser.d a CoQJlYeddressed to hi~ via our
~bassy in'Sa.udi Arabia and. the S&U:!i authorities. Thi. i5 the =.ethod wzuc!:.we have
used to sand tela: cess&gec.

r hepe that the reper. will 'be ot use to :reu thal:&n, of course, i t.s lllain findi::6
1. the r.'ptive on. ot there 'baing no ind1cat1ana af incendiu;r devices ;')ruent in
thea. 1&Q;l.e ••

Considering the contaminatioll of the ''Pm''' air fl.n 'by ~j at r; tr&ces, I ~dBrstz.nC.
t-roa ~tr Lewia "'tA&t.the single CoQ::ponentfound i. the =jo::, ccmpone.ntot' F.yjet r;
and. is not carkedly different in volatility froe the other components. I~s presencei., therefore, indicaUve of alene;: ciegree of Hyjet IV cont=inat;Lon (Wi tn
increa.sing levels of ~jet IV in t.he a.t:nosphere <this would be the first co:nponentto
. showup, in ~~y deposits) and suggests that ~e fan was not operating when C) ai:
bec=1l cQn~=in&ted IIith H;rjllt 1'/ to tJle de-G'l'eethat %5 evident in "the o~tno>l 'Jalvc
sa.,?les. F~rhapsl following ~~s line of thought, the presence ot'bispherol A caj,in
this sa.o:ple•.ha.ve soce significance for you in deter::-.ir.ing a sequence of fire in C3
but ur.tortu..~a-tal:r.none ot this is very poei ti ve evidence.. .
It you ha-vl!Ul:f questions arising out. of the report or if there is =y J:.ore belp thd
r c= give ":please de not hesitate to COIlt&~ me.

Tours sincerely r!9/''/ "!.~., ..,.t;' 9 e',..- "to', . -0 • ••• •••• ~~ ..--'.-Charlea I coghill
S Inspect.or of :.ccidentB (E)
,-- -"'-
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.',
This report ~onc.rn. t.n ite~s ot ~.br~s submit~ed to tpis laboratory ~y

Hr C ~oghill of the Departm.nt of Trade Accident Investigation Bran~h. These
ite~ had been removed trom a Saudi Arabian A£r11nes Lockhee~ 1011 airliner.
HZ ARK, at Riyadh airport. B.tot. commencing a detailed .x~~instion of the
items I spoke with Mr Coghill &ridhi. colleague., includi:.g Hr E Newton, and
was shown photographs and plan. at the damaged aircraft. I slso visited
neethrow Airport, where I inspe~ted a siiilar Saudi Airlines LIOll, HZ AHD. •

The debris was packed in polythene begs; many or which were insufficiently
sealed. The use of polythena b~s, rather than nylon be~s or other' vapour-
tight',:packagS,ngprecluded a meaningful examination for volatile liq~.lids'ceing
mada •• Analysis was therefore confined to ~he organic ~terials of lo~ volatility
toge1:har 'J1th the inorganic components. DurL~g the eXao:linationreference was
mede to • number of undamaged 'control' samples from the airlines' stores at
Heathrov.

As the debris did not bear any ;onsistent ~etnod of labelli~g, the samples
were numbered AIB/l -10 prior to my examination. Un;amaced control s~~ples
were labelled AIB/ll - 19 and .'sample of Chevron nyj.t IV was Aralzo. The control
samples.that I received were aa followa:-
AD/ll
AIB/lZ
AIB/l,

Ar=/llf
AIB/lS

AIB/l6
AI!/l?
AI!/l8
AIB/l9

Z,'iSUUTIOli KA'l'!:RIAL
SEA':' c:lSHION

?!L1.C'J

LInJAClCE:'l'
S<:A'l'BE:I.'1'
ASHTRAY

SEAT POSI'l'ION I'l!.GUUTOR TInE
r..ooR PAD4lrm;
PIECE 01' CARPE'l' •

M~ ~xamination of the control samples was not exhaustive, out limited purely
to features that were particularly relevant to ~ ex~~inations witn rc&~rd to the
debris samples. I shall therefore not describe the~ in detail. I did, howe,cr,
condu~ e thorough analysis of the hydraulic fl..•id, A~/20,. the detdl.!: of 'Ohicr.are
below.

The items of d~bris fell into two cater,ories: g~neral debris and soot samples.
I~ findings ere as follows:-
GE:r:<:AAL DEEil!S

AIIl/l. D~P.!S FROMO/B 01' SUCTIONL!;;r; AT FIS 1630

'I'hi~was principally aluminium. There waS a very small a~ount of red :aterial
in tbe item, the r.rystalline structure of whiCh could not be identified: traces of
magnesium, j:;':,3P~"'~.usand :inc, however, appe;;!'"to be associa.ted with the red partic
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U:'/2 O,.::RnI:; r-;.'.1X "lIS 16;.'0, J.i!'~ 1.2 I1:;:HtS 1.&>'.'7. SU~IO:t LIm:
~d CAtoria1 in this it~~ Qr~Qr~d to be ~dc ~pof • ~ixtu~c of pink,

1c;lov ~~d brown phases, which I dcsic~a~cd A, B, and.C respcct1vel] •
•

k (?ink) vas co~po5~d of a1uoiniu= h~~roxido l~~ethcr vith a ~i~ad
CTja~ll1na material.

is (Tallow) VAa 4.~ •.• orphou:I Golid.

C Clrovn) cnnaist.cd of _p;neaiulll~ida &tid al,,&ln1\1c,pro1:lab1:rwith ."
littl. calc:ite.
us/S o;o~O~iIT?:"! ASSDGLn:s

~c.c "'are tvo 'c.~,. lie.:~ed aluminiw: .slltr.)'s. r.:.r.VAll. "Ie17
a=al~-=o~nt. or o:an£. c:~lour.4 reaid~. around the lid of.on. of t~ea., but
asa!:!no :op.e!fic r,d co,.;»un~vas identifi.d. Tr.e ••.•o! iron, chloriJ1a• .ulphur.
cale!~= ~r.no3i\l= .~d :1nc were ••acc!atad with tha colc:~r.d "At..rial. A vary
a~all ~~t or ~."orphou. ,re,.~terial was al.o adharir.;;;to-the :;~ &ahtra)'.
UU9 K,,:J.I, n....>: i::fDn S£..Ol"Q iI.::iJ 07 S~'I'S J..r-r or L~~iI.

~ill':etal w•• Illostlyal~in1~, alloyed with c.sne.iu~. r~.ce. of other
~t.l In this it.ohad not =e1t.d, and =i&~t hava ori~in.ted froc t.hesaat
releaae Clecha:tiam.
AIB/? S!:1.'l' !'~:Z~;'L TllOMSECOnDrr.!': or" S<:A'Z'SJ..'P1: OF I.::F': ,tool!
J.I3/l0 S<:':''1'~:An:::lLU.,u~ pJJtr 01' S:;;.,:oBt:.'Z' r~ S~O~.,. iCi

~se s~p1es o! ~e~ris vere exami~e~ microscQpicall~, Out r.ored C&~e:ial
or ~1 ot~er mat..rial ot .i&ni!icanc. ~aa found for turther L~alyai~.

CO:::ilOL S.'.Y.?U 01' CKtVROt: }'"YJ£.';; IV
Tr.isliquid ~as Ana:ysed in detail. ~d fou~d to eo~si~t principally or

a ~iy.tureof phca~ate esters. or the ei,~t major co~?"ents. : positively
i,entitied t~o a~ t:inuty1 phosphate a:.~trip~e~~l rho:;?h:~.. :~ur of the
others ~ere tentatively a&.i~ed ae 2,6, tertbutr1 - 4=etnJ~ ?henol~
~iaphen)'lisopropyl-phenylphosphate, bisiso}rop{.ylph.nyl,heny~?hos?hate, a:.d
triaiso?ro?ylph.nyl?hosph&t~. ~pon &shin~. there ~a. no identiriable inor;anic
c::rstalline structure, but traces of ~lic:on, phosphorus, c:alciu~, ircn ~~d sodium
were present.

~our of th~ co=pone~t. of Hyjet IV ~ere identified in this sacple ot GOat-
like oateri&1; in addition bispheno1 A was prescht. This cOClpound lS A cajor
p:rolys!s product o! epoxy resins And polrCArbor.:tes. It is Also G cinor
p:rrol)'siaproduct of polysulphones. Very little crystAlline ~~tcrial ~a= ?rcs~n:
in the sampla, aome of this vas possibl)' c~lcite.
An/Ii SOOT ROiovt!l rilOX A,.'ry;OU7lLO"" \'AL'IZ

All five or the phosphate fste~ coe~onent3 or Hyjet IV we~e ider.tir1e~ in
this soot. Bisphcno1 A was al~o prescn~. rxamina~ion ror inorr.«niccompone~t~
__ .. __ , .•.~ .""' a __ .". A" .. _ ....••t •..•.• '"""'•.~A •• "tl ~~oni'Um .fi.uorosilica:.e .•...
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No r,ho~phate esto:rllor billphenol A "'ere idcntiried in this item. The
~~ple consisted of a v*ry cOlAll amount of Q~~rphous ~terial, tocethar with
• little quartz.

SOOT SI.MPU: YllOH PE'l' AIR FAN Inu:r snmlO
This sample of Goot conatined fibres of seversl colours. Indications of

only one HyJet IV co~ponant were present, tocethar with bisphenol A. Calcite,
ap5Ul11 and sodium chloride were alao identified in .the soot.

"

DISCUSSION

As I did not vi.sit the .scene,and iImunaware
agencies investigating the incident, r am not, of
interpret full: the significance of "'Y findings.
ite",find characteristic traces of An1 incendiary

of ~e re.sults of all of the
course, in s position to
r did not; however, in any
mixture or device.

I did not identify any specific red caterial in ~ither ite",Arall or Z.
This'could be because either the red material was an organic co=pound present
in only trace quantities, or that the 'red' compound was in fac. composed of a
number of separate phase. (e.g. pink, yellow and brovn). r have also received
no instructions as to possible sources of any red compound or its significance.
One of a number of colour slides that I have seen does, however, show red run
marks around a duet, together with ~ red discolour.tion beneath. No insulation
is visible on the duct. Thia suggesta that this red material is associated
with a liquid, or mQlten material, which had run after the fire has been b~ing
for some time.

The results of my soot examinations show that a mist of the hydraulic
fluid, Hyjet IV had spread through the air co~ditioning sy~tem aft of the C3
compartment. I am unaole to attache •••y particular significance to the inorganic
materia1a pre~ent in thes~ sample~.

CONCLUSION

I found no evicence of any inccndiar: mixture or device in samples A!aIl-10.
These items are at present still in my possession, and if any further examination
is required please do not hesitate to cor.t~t me.

r.A.S. Lewis, B.Sc., L.R.S.C., ~.Inst.P.
Senior Scientific Officer.
Head of Tire Investigation Unit.
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~n:r OF~iICAI. At1ALVSIS BY '!HE BRITISH !'D'm.AmC'~\IT E'STABLISF.€:r
Procuremcnt EXCClJlive, Ministry of DlJfcncc
Roy.:!1Aircraft Establishment
~bteriol~ Dernrtmcnt
Farnborough ,Hants GU14 6TD
T•••••s:i31~ TcJophono Aid•••"'" 1=1 '''''''1 ••• ;>824

rOll Tn:: "T':'E:ITIOtl Or: Hll C I CClCiir..l.
Ins~ecto~ of Accide~ts (~~rinccrin~)
C~ier InsFccto~ of Accidents
OQ~r'::llentor Tl"l1de
Aeeidcn~sInvesti~t~onBranch
Ki~~~~te Houee. Victoria Street. ~d1~ 6SJ

,

J

L

AC:ID::r:T TO LC:-lGE!D 1011: RE:~I$;:lttTION EZ-.1.HK A:: nIY:'cs AIN'O:u', SAL"I J.?A3~.
19 All(:US'l' 'C;-8o
Reference: SCction ot light alloy hyd~aulic pipe and various ~~ll pi~ces for

chemical analysis.
;. piece of lic!lt alloy hydr!l111iepi;:e re::lovedfroo the vreckag •.•of the e.'::ovcaircroft
V~3 ~ocQived~y r~teria15De~t~ ~Z :o~ ~etnll~rgicalex~ir.a~~o~to da~~~in~ t~c
conditions under vhich t~c pipe had curst.
Tne piece of pi~e in question is ill~stretcd in ri~'. It c~n be seen t~Qt the ;i~e
had :9H~ lone:!.':udinall:r.adjacent to ft ro:.l:rica':edoC:'id.anci t:hesplit ",as :ol::'c>:e<l
by out~~rd ~eelinc or the wall. The initi~l e~lit ~as app:"ox~=atelj 1.5 in lone.
An ad!l'!~e:lt.sooty dCJ'Osit oCC1:rred cen":,,alljen :he O:Jtside of' the pipe in the :"er-;io,",
of the l:~st but there ~~s no evidence of ~~y such deF03it cn the inside su~f;:.c=of'
the pir-e but tha': on the trac~ur. surfaces was not adheren': being easil, r~~ov~d or a
cleanine; agent.
The loncitud:!.nalfracture ~s intergranular with a n~~~e: of secondarl bran~~ c~~e%s
e_natin;: !ro:a the pri:::arycrack. No evidence of fatigt:e \l3S fotmd and thc inter-
g~anula~ nature of thc fracture 5tron&ly su!sested hot ':earine conditicns.

i ..

Tne r.eneral conclusion vas that the pipe hnd been subjected to a peried of ~catin~
d".Jr~ni':~..~ich an adherent ~ootv oeco,d t }:ari r,,",,~n. 1::1 ~ h!v:l t:~t~s'!,;.~ r~~~.,':";;i~!'::.r..
t!l'!:ltre::!:thof the ;ri.;:e'~hichhacithen bu:-st:. ~c state of the i:lner l;lOr:-ace,."f' th"
pi::c: o:.::cl the !"raet~. surfaces ~hmselv.~ su~gcstecit.:~a\.no na::~ had be~r: ;..la:,i:ig
0:: t:-:::'3 Fa:-t for any llpprecinll1etime after the curst had ocel:rr,,:i.
:~ic~o~~oceanal~3isof varicu~ 5Csll pie~e3 ~r ~lAn~e~ectionrrQ~ heat ex:~an£c~
:'~a::i!"_,l'j to CJ carco pit heating duc':.

]

]

?e~~ s~=~ions indicated in rig 2 were tak~n rrom the :~a!:~d regic:'iof t~~ obcve re~t
",r.~':;'l::.:itativelyanalysed by electron p:-oi::c.Tho res'.11t~are l1S !ello,",s:
A ~ec':i=::throu;h Sl~~sy dcpoai~. at ri~ of rlnneo. c~ro~ 1, cor.':aincdhiCh concc:ltr~-
ti=n~of Ca. Si ~ C2 wi~h ~aller amount~of Al ~ Fe. ~Q dc?osit ap:-e~~sto :e
~ainlJ ~~lci~ silicate.
~n~e~ c~~er ~ceticn~,Q~rowed2. 3 &~d ~. ~~rouc~Cr.~~~~dzonc~ and Qc~~~ti~~~.
=o::t~:::":'t~cC\~t"r~t,~con~~nt="tic:'l~ o~ 1\1 ~.!itt.;'!. r;? :'."l~~~lle:" qt:;1ntiti"~.i cr 0"'"
Si '"H". TI, •• 1>0.:''' :=Ilnifoldo~;~r:o:tl':'1:: cor-J:H!rciol1l'pure tit?:'liUl:l.

n n.,
P 'ilC L-J~
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Fig 1 Hydraulic Pipe

Fig 2 Flange Section from Heat Exchanger
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DISCUSSIONOF SELECTEDAIRCRAFTSYSTEM

Due to the circumstances of this accident
certain L-lOll aircrafe systems and equipment were selected
to be discussed in detail.

Smoxe, Fire and Overheat warning Systems

The Lockheed L-lOll operated by Saudia
incorporates Fire protection systems which provide
detection and in some cases, extinguishing capability. The
three eng ine COlllpartments, the APO and the extinguishers
are provided for the engines and APU. Wheel wells have
dual fire detection loops. There are detection and warning
:systems for Nacelle/Pylon overheat, Galley Duct Overheat,
and engine bleed air duct and area overheat. Smoke
detectors are located in the under-floor galley and in the
AFT Cargo compartment.

1. Smoxe Detection System

There are three smoke detector~ in the
aircraft. Two of the detectors are located in the forward
end of the An cargo compartment (C-3). The third smoke
detector is located in the Galley ceiling and does not have
an A or a system de.ig~tion as its sensors are independent
of t..'le loop selection switch which is located on the s::loke
detection panel on the Flight Engineer's uppe::- instrument
panel. Each of tne above ~etectors controls an independent
light on thesl110xe ~etection panel a3 well as an aural
'oI."rning.

~"hen tne three position rotary selactor switch
i. positioned to aOTS, all three smoke detectors (and the
galley duct overheat sensors) are powered. Any de I;ector
unit which senses smoke will illuminatethQ appropriate
light on the smoke detection panel and sound an
intermittent aural warning in the flight station. When the
selector switch Is positioned to A, the system 3 del;ector
in the cargo compartment is deactivated. When the selector
switch is positioned to a, the " detector in the cargo
compartment is deactivated. The Galley smoke (and Galley
Duct Overheat) sensors and their associated cic-cuil;s are
powered when the selector switch is in any position.

" flashing ~t.LEY light accompanied by an
intermittent aural warning indicates a Galley sOlloke
condition (a steady GALLEYlight with the intermit~ent
aural warning indicates a galley oven duct overh«at). A
steady A or B AFT ca.rgo light accompanie~ by the
intermittent aural warning indic'lte3 smoke hdS been
detected in the AFT cargo compartment by either !I. and/or a
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SlllOke detectors. The AFT cargo vent valves will close
automatically and the vent fan will. shut off. Whenever smoke
has beeh. detected and. the warning system activated, the aural
warning can be silenced by pressing the TONE CUTOUTswitch
located on the SMOKEDETECTIONPanel; however, the indicator
liqht(s) will remain on as long as smoke is detected.

2. Bleed Air System

The L-IOll pneumatic system utilizes both low and
high pressure air bleed from each of the three engines and air
from the APU. The air is distributed to the aircraft systems
requiring bleed air (Air-conditioning, wing anti-icing, engine
starters and the Band C hydraulic system air turbine driven
pUlllpS), through manifolds and duces. Three pressure indicating
gauges on the engineer's ENGINE BLEED CONTROLPanel (Fig. 2)
indicate pressure in the engine ducts downstream of the engine
isolation valve. The engine isolation valve is electrically
de-energized to open with air pressure. The Flowbar in the
Engine Isolation Valve Switchlight is illuminated when the valve
is open. Th. valve modulates to regulate the downstream
pressure and also acts as a check valve to present reverse flow
except during certain operations such as engine starti:lg. A
duct overheat warning system comprises continuous dual area over-
heat temperature sensors installed along the outside of each
duct and component carrying hfgh pressure air to detect
significant hot air leakage, thermal switches with automatic
shutdown of a faulty unit, and war:ling lights on the pilot's and
engineet"s' p~nels. There are no aural warnings associated with
this system.

3. Bleed Air Overheat Warnings

a. Duct Overheats: Engine bleed air duct overheats
are detected by temperature sensors which are located in the
duct just downstream of the ejector (which =egulates the amount
of high pressure air to be used, and modulates to maintain the
required system temperature). A duct overheat is the result of
failure of ~~e ejector to control air input from the high
pressure bleed. When this overheat is sensed, the high pressure
and the eng ine isolation va';'ll~s close (flowbars extinguish) and
lock closed. They will remain locked closed until both the
switches at"e pressed to off. The DUCTOVHTlight on the engine
bleed control. panel and the ;\~EA/DUCTOVERHEATligh t on the
caution and warning panel then illuminate.

b. Area Overheats: Two continuous loop sensors run
along each duct of t:he bleed air system. These sensors will
alarm at 255 + 10 desrees F. When the sensor(s) detect hot air
leakage from-a duct, warning lights are illuminated on the
engine bleed control panels and the pilot's caution and warning
panel.

•
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The bleed air system is divided into seven areas for
overheat detection. Each of the seven bleed air duct areas and
the left and right wing anti-icing ducts are monitored by an A &
a loop sensor. If either loop detects an area overheat the rela-
ted area overheat light on the engineer's panel and the AREAl
DUCT OVERHEAT Light. on the pilot's caution and warning panel
will illuminate. The duct area overheat lights are warning
lights only. There is no automatic shutdo~n of the system.

An over-temperature sensed around the duct from the
engine isolation valve to the cross bleed and flow control valve
for systems 1 and 3 will illuminate an area overheat light 0 for
engine No. 1 and E for engine No.3. An overtemperature sensed
around ~~e duct from the No. 2 engine isolation valve to the AT~
isolation valve will l.lluminate the AREA OVERHEAT Light J. If
overtemperature is sensed around the duct from the AT~ isolation
valved to the cros:s bleed valves and No. 2 Pace flow control
valve, AREA OVERHEAT Light H will illuminate.

The ducts from each pack flow control valve run for-
ward through the forward cargo compartment and the forward cargo
heat exchanger. An overtempera ture sensed around one :::f these
ducts will illuminate related area overheat light (A, a or C).

Since the ducts are located close together in the A,
B , C runs, ~~e duct sensors are rigged so that if one senses an
overheat it will inhibit the others from providing a signal. !f
a duct leak occurs in the forward cargo heat exchanger compart-
ment, a separate (compartment) sensor will turn on all three (A,
a , Cl pack area over~eat lightS. A leak in the MID or AFT Car-
go Heat exchanger will illuminate the area J overheat light.

4. Aft Carso Vent Air System
The AFT cargo ventilating system consists of an in-

let fan and inlet valve, and overboard flow control valve and an
overboard bypass valve. The system is controlled and monitored
by the AFT cargo vent control switch located on the E:CSmonit~r
panel.

When the system is turned on by pressing the control
switch, forced ventilation (Pet air) is provided in the compart-
ment by the inlet fan drawing air from behind the main passenger
cabin sidewall liner, through an inlet valve into the cargo
compartment. The air is then discharged through the over-boa::-d
flow control valves. During normal operation the overboard by-
pass valve ",i11 be open. When the An cargo vent s"itch is re-
leased, or when a signal is received from one or both.of the AFT
cargo compaC't:uentsmoke detectors, all three valves will close
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and the fan will stop, effectively sealing the compartment.
When all valves have closed, the close legend in the AFT cargo
vent switch illuminates. When the cool air overboard switch is
released', the overboard valve closes and the overboard bypass
valve opens. The compartment air will exhaust into the area
behind the compartment sidewall and out the AFT outflow valve.
This will reduce the volume of cabin air going overooard but
still provides minimum ventilation (see Figure 12).

5. Passenger Ooors and Emergency Earess

Ooors

The aircraft is equipped with eight (8) doors, six
(6) 42. x 76. type .A. passenger doors and two (2) 24. x 60.
type .I- emergency exits. The passenger doors are normally oper-
ated electrically from ei the: inside or ou tside. When opened
electrically, the evacuation slide leer must be i:l the .Detac::.
position to prevent the slide from being deployed when the door
is opened. TO close the door, the lever must be in the "Engage"
position to arm the .Close. switch.

•

outside,
down to
selector
cated in
to power
ches to
door can

When the door is to be opened electrically f:,om the
it is necessary to pull the external (:,ed) T-Handl~
the first detent position to move the evacuation slide
lever to the detached position. The toggle switch, lo-
a small recess just below the THandle, can then be used
the door open. Restowing the T-Handle will arm the lat-
receive the girt bar and arm the close s'"itch so t::e
be closed electrically.

The L-l door CAn be opened and closed r::echanically
from either inside or outside by use of a hand cran. The remain-
ing doors can only be cranked open and closed from ins ide the
aircraft.

As the door is closed, either electrically or mecha-
nically, energy is stored in a spring counterbalance to provide
the energy required to open the door quickly in an emergency.

With no electrical power available on the aircraft,
any door can be opened from the outside by pulling the exter~al
T-Handle all the way down. This will move the e:::e:-gency slide
lever to the "Detach" position (First detent), remove the lock-
pin (second detent) and (all the way down) release the moter
clutch. The door will be driven open by the counterbalance with-
out extending the slide. H the door is to be c£,ened using the
T-Handle from the inside without deploying the slide, the e~acua-
tion slide selector lever must be moved to the "Detach" position
before the T-Handle is pulled. .
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The evacuation slide can only be deployed frolllin-
side. Pulling the emergency door (T-) Handle with the evacua-
tion slide lever in the engage position (toward the front of the
aircraft) will open the door and extend the siide. As the door
moves up, the 51ide is pulled Qut of pack, directed overboard
and inflated.

The two AFT (type I) emergency doors cannot be opera-
ted electrically. Mechanical and emergen~y operation is ~~e
sallieas the type A passenger doors •

'-•.._----------------
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ABBREVIATIONS AND ACRONYMS
Degrees Fahrenheit
Aircraft
Altitude
Ambier.t
Air turbir.e motor
Butt Hr.e
BUll tie breaker
Centerline
Circuit breaker
Cubic feet per minute
Carbon monixde
Compartmer.t
Cockpit voice reco=~er
Digital flight data recorder
Diameter
Enrivronmental cor.trol system
Equipment Requirement
Flight Attendant
Flight Engir.eer/Secor.d Officer
Forward Electric Service Car-ter
Fire Retardant
Fuselage statior.
reet
Feet per minute
Greenwich Mean Time
Gallons per mir.ute
Gravity
High pressure shutof~ valve
Hydraulic
Inside diameter
Designation for\passemger doors, left.side of
aircraft
Left. butt lir.e
Leadir.g edge
Mid-electric service cer.ter
Minimum
Millilit:ers
HP (high pressure) compressor
National Trar.sport.at.ionSafety Soard
Oxyger.
Outside diameter
Outflow cor.trol val~e
Ambier.t pressure
Presider.cy of Civil Aviatior.
Pour.ds per cubic feet
Pr,eullIatic
Performance mainter.ar.ce recorder
Pour-ds per square ir.ch, absolute
Pour-ds per square ir-ch differential
Pour-ds per square ir.ch gage

,

•
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PVC
Q/lt,R
al, R2, R3,
R4

• reg
SIN

• 5audia
scth
SOV
T
TR
TSO
WL
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polyvinyl chloride
Quick access recorder
Designations for pas5e~ger doors, right side of
aircraft
Regulator
Serial number
Saudi Arabian Airlines
Standard cubic foot per hour
Shutoff valve
Temperature
Transformer-rectifier
Technical Standard Order
\'laterline

....•••.~----------------------------- -
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